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How people cope with life inspires

Dr. Stanley Milgram,a clinical

psychologist whose behavioral

experiments produce impressive data

about why we do the things we do.

Milgram won immediate recognition soon

after he received his doctorate from

Harvard. The young psychologist

designed a series of "obedience-to-

authority" experiments in which he proved,

quite convincingly, that we all can be
persuaded to torture our neighbors when
ordered to do so. Milgram's approach is

visceral, thorough, rewarding. His style of

visionary psychology is profiled this month
by Douglas Colligan, former science

editor and author of numerous magazine
articles. Colligan's interest in social

psychology stems from a lifelong fascina-

tion with "The High Priest ot Guerrilla

Psych." whom you'll meet on page 108.

"I've always wanted io write a story

about Ihe biotechnology revolution," says

Omni editor Kathleen McAuliffe
. 'About

three years ago short articles began
appearing in newspapers and specialized

journals, hinting [hat something was about

to happen. Suddenly— in the last

year— numerous biological innovations

began to pop up everywhere." McAuliffe

decided it was time to interpret the

technical reports and to present their

startling implications to Omni readers.

What resulted is the true story of how
science is combining genes from diverse

life forms lo create— not test-tube

babies— but organisms that will combat

cancer, manufacture gasohol. and
produce insulin. Since California is at the

hub of this revolt, McAuliffe contacted

sister Sharon (at the time working for the

University ot California as a research

coordinator) to collaborate. The story led

to several labs, think tanks, and the

scientist-execu:ives wnc oversee them.

The result is "The Gene Trust" (page 62), a

revealing account of the biotechnological

revolution and the new order it will bring

about. Kathleen and Sharon share a

passion for biology; both graduated from

Trinity College in Dublin, Ireland, with

degrees in natural science.

E. LeeSpeigel, of NBC Radio,

interviews ihe former astronaut and futurist

Gordon Cooper. Retired from America's

space program in 1970. Cooper is now
vice-president of research and
development for WED Enterprises— the

people behind the 'Animalronic" robots at

the two Disney amusement parks and the

special effecis for Disney Studios' The
Black Hole. He discusses his part in the

building of Disney's EPCOT city of

tomorrow, "a community that will take

people into the future— kind of like a

permanent world's fair." The interview

starts on page 84.

Renowned science-ficiion writerRobert

A. Heinlein examines the many
applications of space technology for Ihe

handicapped and the aged in "Spinoff"

(page 52), based on testimony given

before a congressional panel last year.

Heinlein explains those by-products ot the

Space Age that have saved thousands of

lives— including his own.
Popular television personality Hugh

Downs contributes "The Longest Story

Ever Told" (page 116) to this month's fiction

selections. If time is in your favor, you won't

want to miss this rather lengthy exercise in

humor. Author, lecturer, outdoorsman, and
a serious student of art, literature, and
philosophy. Downs is among the most

familiar figures in the history of the

medium, having logged more hours in

front of national TV cameras than any other

individual.

John Anthony West has retaiiored "The

Emperor's New Clothes" (page 58). West
is author of several popular novels and has

had shorter works in Atlantic Monthly.

Fantasy and Science Fiction
,
and New

World Writing.

One of this month's pictorials focuses on

humankind's insatiable appetite for

exploration. Through fascinating

science-fiction cover art, we discover thai

man's conquests of the unknown and his

encounters with alien and hostile worlds

are actually a metaphor for exploring the

mind and the mind's potential. Catch "Star

Seekers" (page 92).

Earth columnist Kenneth Brower asks

"Who'll Stop the Rain?" (page 16), and
Martin J. Pitt ponders Ihe practical

applications of telepathic communication

for this issue's Last Word (page 146).

"Imagine talking to the IRS," Pitt writes,

"and trying not to think of that

padded expense account."OO
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Free Will

The interview with Rene Dubos
[December 1979J is truly significant.

I find it gratifying to see a scientist of his

stature acknowledge the existence of free

will and the necessary connection
between mind and brain.

While most scientific analysis seems to

ignore these philosophical problems,
Dubos suggests otherwise: "... I think the
great advances in the future will be in

understanding relationships, rather than in

the descriplion of substances or events."

Your interview sheds some light on the
potential benefits derived from mixing
philosophical inquiry with scientific

analysis.

Steven Thomson
New York, N.Y

Neglected Rat?
"Survivors" [December 1979], by Barbara
Ford, was a fine article. I can't believe,

however, that she left out the rat as one of

the world's survivors. The rat can live on
anything, just about anywhere. I am sure
that rats will be around much longer than
men will be.

Roy C. Dudgeon
Brandon, Man., Canada

Rats, like the squirrel and cockroach, are
small creatures whose modes! food and
space requirements will keep them around
for centuries. Our intent was to focus on
the larger, less well known
"survivors." — Ed.

Quark, Quark . .

.

This letter refers to the Continuum article

[December 1979J about what holds three
quarks together. I figured out years ago
that what holds three quarks together is a

quark screw If there is anything else you
need to know don't go to Nobel laureates.

Ask me first.

Cailin Greer Collins

New Braunfels, Tex.

I gather from a comment in Continuum that

the myth of there being no meaning to the
word quart is still current. So, herein, a
definition of quark.

A quark is a kind of coarse cottage
cheese, which one can buy in Germany.
Perhaps we have the makings of an
unintentional joke here— a joke on modern
science. Scientists are madly trying to

prove, at government expense, that the

universe is made out of cottage cheese.
Why not? The moon is made of green
cheese. (Or is it really Gouda?)

Chris Green
Savona, B.C., Canada

Light Dams
Your commission of Dr. Jason D'Argonaut
["Seven Wonders of the Universe,"

December 1979] produced a fine travel

guide for those who can afford it. I have
two questions for him, however, regarding
the Light Dams of Hesparaggorta.

First, what causes light in that vicinity to

travel 40,738 miles per second more
slowly lhan elsewhere? Second, why did

the Hesparaggortans spend so much time

and effort building mirror-surfaced dams
to bring the light back to proper speed? It

seems to me that we could utilize this

unusual natural condition to exceed the

speed of light with less difficulty than we
would encounter elsewhere, where light

travels at its normal speed.

Richard Tangard
Norwalk, Conn.

Dr. D'Argonaut reports that the

Hesparaggortan sun is a white hole whose
light originates in another universe with

physical properties different from our own.
The Hesparaggortans themselves are
colonists from a distant solar system who
found that the slow-moving alien light

would not support their food crops.

Precisely how their light dams operate,

they are unwilling to reveal. — Ed.

Way-Out
Dr. Carl Sargent [November 1979]
describes precognition of natural

disasters as "rather way-out." Not so. It is

well known that birds, mammals, and
insects naturally possess this ability An
exploration of nonhuman sensory systems
is a logical next step.

As for humans, it is known that fear and
CONTINUED ON PAGE 141
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In which the readers, editors, and
correspondents discuss topics arising out
of Omni and theories and speculation of

general interest are brought forth. The
views published are not necessarily those
of the editors. Letters for publication

should be mailed to Omni Forum, Omni
Magazine, 909 Third Avenue. New York.

NY 10022.

Synchronized Events

On a recent visit to Cyprus, I purchased a
copy of an Arthur Koestler novel,

Darkness at Noon
.
Upon returning to

Jordan, I found another Koestler book. The
Roots of Coincidence

,
on my bookshelf.

In it I was surprised to find Carl G. Jung's
book Synchronicity discussed at great
length; it also mentioned the scarab
at Jung's window. Naturally, after reading
Koestler, I went on to read Jung. The
following day one of my students lent me a
copy of the December [1979] Omni.
What awaited me inside? The Life

column "Syncnronicity," written by Bernard
Dixon. I read for the third time in as many
days about the beetle flying in Jung's
window So time and space mean nothing
in this noncausal chain of events?

I don't

know what it all means, but there's a
tapping at my window .

,

,

Sebastian Foti

U.S. Embassy
Amman, Jordan

Guinea Pigs

Regarding the article on human
experimentation ["So That Others May
Live," December 1979], public resistance
to in vitro (i.e., test-tube baby) research
comes in part because these human
subjects have absolutely nothing to say
about it and because of the preplanned
destruction of this developing "life."

Louise Brown was born alive and well,

but it is reported that 60 other babies were
created and destroyed. This may become
the general rule in test-tube experi-

mentation for womb transfer; Create many
babies and -destroy all but the superior

Dr. Pierre Soupart has requested about
$400,000 to create 450 human lives. In all

such research not involving embryo
transfer to the womb of a woman, the only

possible outcome for these lives in the

laboratory is death at the hands of the

scientist, who makes the decisions.
In August 1979 it was reported that HEW

was funding research in which human
sperm is used to fertilize hamster eggs.
Dr. R, V Short, of Edinburgh, Scotland,
predicted that human ova would be
fertilized in the lab by the sperm of

gorillas, chimpanzees, and orangutans-
repugnant and abhorrent experiments.

All human life is sacred and should be
protected, and its dignity should be
upheld even from the very moment of

conception.

Kathleen Sommers
Custer. Wis.

All scientific processes are a matter of

experimentation, of trial and error.

Assuming that we wish to take advantage
of the results ofhuman experimentation,

that is, fertilization for parents incapable of

conception by normal means, we must
learn to guarantee the success of the

experiment. The aim is not to destroy life

but to help create new ones —and to

ensure that the new ones are born without
defects. Until this can be done 99.99
percent of the time, some trial and error

must take place. Unfortunately, when
dealing with humans and emotions, we are
on a different rung of the "ethical ladder,

"

and the answers are not clear and
simple. — Ed.

It does not reassure me to know that the
ethics of human experimentation are
being watched over by someone like

Arthur Kaplan, especially because he is

someone who wants to coerce people into

participating in such medical experiments
as those described in your December
1979 issue.

Actually, you can get people to engage
in medical experiments the same way you
get people to participate in any hazardous
occupation: Offer them enough money to

make the risk worthwhile.

Taras Wolansky
Thiells, N.Y

Aquaculture Systems
In response to your Continuum article on
catfish [November 1979J, I must point out
an error; Catfish do not eat algae. They are
carnivorous and eat small fish and
invertebrates.

The use of aquaculture, however, is a
good alternative for wastewater treatment

and can save, as you implied,substantial

amounts of money. In a recent EPA report it

was indicated that aquaculture can save
up to 90 percent of the construction costs
of a conventional wastewater-treatment
plant. For a number of reasons, however,

aquaculiure wastewater-treatment

systems have not been used widely
throughout the United States. In fact, the

EPA is currently studying why this form of

ecotechnology is not more widely
implemented.

The most exciting system using

aquaculture and designed for wastewater
treatment is the one now being installed in

Hercules. California. I am a consultant to

Solar Aquasystems. the company that

designed and installed the system, and I

believe it to be the most advanced, most
technically sophisticated, and most
effective system of its kind in the world.

Chris Alsten, Ph.D.

Applied Aquatic Resources Institute

San Francisco, Calif.

Stuart Diamond replies: / left out a step or

two in the food chain, although the result is

the same: The catfish absorb the nutrients

from the sewage. Thank you for adding the

needed details. As you pointed out, the
process does offer an important natural

alternative to equipment made from
ever-scarcer resources. Already I have
received a number of inquiries from

people interested in the process, including
a New York state senator.

Evasive Moths
In response to John McCown's "Partly

Baked Idea" [Competition, November
1979], some insects have developed a
way to detect a bat's sonar. It would be
possible, therefore, to design an insect

repellent (in theory at least) based on the
experimental results. The insects known to.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 128



WHO'LL STOP THE RAIN?

EARTH
By Kenneth Grower

|^% ^^ an, as he poisons his fellow

|

I

1

,
I I crealures. his own tissues,

I %J I and the streams, soil, and air,

is also poisoning his metaphors.
"The quality ot mercy is not strained,"

wrote Shakespeare. "It droppeth as the

gentle rain from heaven/Upon the place

beneath; it is twice blessed
"

The line is no good anymore. Twice

cursed, it might be amended, four

centuries later, in Shakespeare's native

land. Cursed first by sulfuric acid, second
by nitric acid. The rain in Great Britain is no
longer gentle. A rainstorm that slapped
Scotland in 1974 had a pH of 2.4— as

acidic as vinegar. It can cause mal-

formations on leaf surfaces, and it inhibits

plantgrowth.

"He shall come unto us as the rain,"

predicts Hosea6:2.
Let's hope He doesn't come that way.

The rain nowadays is falling wrathfully. It is

killing salmonid tishes in Norwegian
streams, in Adirondack lakes, and in the

rivers of Canada's Maritime Provinces. It is

leaching toxic metals from the soil and

from water pipes, then depositing them in

our drinking water. It is hurting our eastern

forests, though no one yet knows how
badly. If there has ever been a likely

portent of Judgment Day. it is in rain's

change from sweet to bitter. Perhaps that's

what Hosea meant.
Two hundred years ago rain was

a nearly neutral solution. We know so from

studies of rain and snow preserved in

glaciers and the Greenland ice cap. Today
the rain and snow in much oi northwestern

Europe and the northeastern United
States are often strongly acid and are

steadily becoming more so. The change is

due almost entirely to our accelerating

combustion of fossil fuels. Smoke plumes
from coal-burning power plants send tons

of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide into

the atmosphere. There they are converted
into acid. The acid descends in rain.

Satellite photographs have shown
Americans on the East Coast the extent of

their problem: a pall of smoke reaching

from the Carolinas to Nova Scotia. The pall

respects no boundaries. Three million

tons of sulfur dioxide from the United

States falls on eastern Canada annually.

The worst of it falls on Ontario. Ontario

complains, but not too loudly, for that

province, in its turn, sends its own sulfur

dioxide cloud back south. The great

copper-and-nickel smelter at Sudbury,
Ontario, sends up, through its 400-meter
superstack, 1 percent of all the artificial

sulfur emissions in the world. For the past

decade Sudbury's sulfur dioxide

production has equaled the natural

production of all the volcanoes on Earth.

Tall slacks like the one at Sudbury are

part of the problem. Twenty-five years ago
only two stacks were taller than 180
meters. Now, more than 15 stacks are taller

than 300 meters. The idea has been to
*

reduce local pollution (and to reduce the

concentration of oxides near the ground.
where the regulatory agencies make their

measurements). The result has been that

the poisons are carried higher and are

dispersed farther.

President Carter, in a message to

Congress last August, spoke of the

dangers of acid precipitation. He
announced a ten-year program to study
the phenomenon and suggested a $10
million budget for the first year.

This is fine, but it comes at a time when
the administration, in response to the oil

shortage, is pushing ior relaxation of

clean-air laws and for a great escalation in

our burning of coal. Ten years from now,

when the results of the proposed research

are in, the effects of acid rain will already

be obvious to everyone. Scientists of the

International Joint Commission predict

that, by 1995, 50,000 lakes in this country

and Canada will be biologically dead;
widespread destruction of plant and
animal life will have occurred; and millions

of people will have been contaminated by
lead, mercury, aluminum, and cadmium
removed by acid from soil, rock, and water
pipes.

"What have they done to the rain''" a
song asked, not long ago.
The songwriter was thinking of

radioactive fallout, which has since

washed from our skies, but the question

once again is a good one. OO



~ENT PLASMIDS

/ Dr. Bernard Dixon

nee I worked for a chemical

company that had a reputation as

a local nuisance. The problem

was a foul smell escaping from a plant that

made amines, which are among the most
malodorous chemicals known to man. One
urgent task was to suppress the

overwhelming smell of the amines in liquid

effluent. Since chemical treatment was too

expensive, the work I became involved in

was to use bacteria as microbial scav-
engers to obliterate the offensive odor.

The task proved to be childishly simple.

We set up a tall glass cylinder, filled it with

glass beads, and percolated one of the

nasty substances through the column in a
continuous circuit. Next we added a pinch
of soil. Then we waited, analyzing the

liquid from time to time to see how much
amine it contained. At first there was no
change. But after a week or so the amine
concentration in the fluid began to fall

steadily Eventually the stinking material all

but vanished. It did not disappear,

however, from an identical set-up to which
we had not added any soil.

In the first experiment, bacteria

emerged from the teeming life in the soil

and broke down the noxious amine.
Growing on this bizarre food, the bacteria

had begun to proliferate and io establish

themselves on the glass beads.
I was recently reminded of this example

of microbial versatility when I came across

a report from the University of Queens-
land, Australia, describing bacteria that

can destroy pesticides. We have known for

some time that certain insecticides are

biodegradable while others persist in the

soil because they resist biological attack.

What is new is the discovery that certain

bacteria can tear apart the discarded
products of modern industrial processes.
It is a breakthrough that raises the exciting

prospect of man-made microbial

antipollutants.

What makes the story even more
interesting is that bacteria owe their

scavenging ability to plasmids— tiny

scraps of DNA, which can be transferred

from one organism to others. Very similar

plasmids constitute one of the menaces of

modern medicine, because they allow

typhoid bacilli and other intestinal

In the laboratory, scientists study microbes that like to devour a nasty pollutant— pesticides.
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germs to thwart attack by antibiotics.

Writing in the Swedish journal Ambio
{Vol. 8, p, 202), Qr. John Pemberton
describes the discovery he and his

Australian colleagues made of a

microorganism able to break down the

herbicide 2,4-D Called Alcaligenes
paradoxus, it is the first bacterium to be
found that contains a plasmid that carries

instructions for the degradation of a

pesticide. When 2,4-D is used in the

environment, Dr. Pemberton believes, the

plasmid's rapid evolution and spread in

the bacterial population prevent pollution

by this substance.

A tew years ago another microbiologist,

Dr. J. S. Waid, from the University of

Canterbury. New Zealand, also hinted that

certain plasmids might be responsible for

this singular form of environmental

protection. Dr Waid could not prove it, but
he did suggest that one way of stimulating

the emergence of microbial scavengers
would be to add minuscule, nontoxic

quantities of pesticides to the soil before
they are widely used, stimulating the

development of a microbial work force.

Now that we know how bacterial

scavengers are mobilized, several

possibilities occur for their talents to be
exploited more fully. Genetic engineers
may be able to introduce pesticide-

degrading plasmids into microbes that

don't normally carry them. Likewise, there

is a prospect of making bacteria break
down not only 2,4-D but also 2,4,5-T.

The most intriguing avenue, though, is

one already illustrated by the
antibiotic-resistant bacteria that have
proved such a nuisance in medicine.
Particularly intractable are those strains

that are invulnerable not just to one drug
but to as many as ten— a direct

consequence of their carrying appropriate

plasmids. Perhaps this same trick could
be. turned to good account. Bacteria that

are capable of eradicating unwanted
residues of several pesiiddes and other
agrochemicals might be fabricated.

Combating chemicals with microbes is

infinitely preferable to combating
chemicals with chemicals. Mow we have
a precise way of doing so. DO



By Mark R. Chartrand III

Have you ever tried to pound a nail

or lift a heavy object underwater?
Some prospective engineers and

factory workers are now doing just that,

training to carry out similar tasks in a new
industry a lew hundred miles from your
home— straight up!

Right now a water tank is as close as we
can come to simulating the working

conditions of space. Water adds a drag on
movement that would not occur in space,
but at least weight and inertia, so
commonly confused on Earth, can be
separated in a water tank. In space,

objects, be 'hey screwdrivers or space
stations, have no weight. They still have
mass and the inertia that accompanies it.

It takes energy lo start something moving
and more energy to stop it again. You quite

literally can't "throw your weight on the
wrench" up there, and you don't have terra

firma to brace you.

Working in space is different: You must
cope with the disadvantages of no

atmosphere, no gravity, no temperature.

Conversely, there are the advantages of no
atmosphere, no gravity, and no
temperature. You have a choice. Many
industrial processes on Earth are carried

out in such a vacuum. Much energy goes
into just getting rid of the air. Nature may
abhor a vacuum on some planetary

surfaces, but the rest of the universe is a
pretty good vacuum. No need to waste
energy to pump out air. Just open a valve.

Some things just can't be done in air.

Aluminum, for instance, can't be welded in

an oxygen atmosphere, and so on.Earth
we go to great lengths to immerse the area
being welded in a nonoxidizing gas. That
costs. Large structures in space, including

the factories themselves, are likely to be
made of aluminum because of its weight

and strength. In orbit, you can do away
with a lot of the paraphernalia of

earthbound welding.

With no gravity, you can produce things

without using containers. A big problem in

Shutile-based
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owei plant in space before K

growing superpure crystals tor

semiconductors and in "doping" them with

precise amounts of known impurities to

elicit theirspecial properties is to keep the

alloys from being contaminated by the

containers lhat hold the crystals. In space.
a molten blob of silicon or one of gallium

can be suspended in midair— I mean
midspace— by electromagnetic forces.

This feat of prestidigitation will result in

semiconductors much purer than those
produced in mundane factories and
probably will lead to some new type of

semiconductor.

However, it you want some gravity, you
can simulate it with a centrifuge and vary it

to order You can tailor-make your industrial

,

environment.

The industrious astronaut will work in a
very different environment than his earthly

counterpart. He may be in shirt-sleeves in

Spacelab— the European-built,

shuttle-launched experimental factory and
laboratory— while a colleague is "outside,"

deploying a large antenna.

For such outside work, he will use a
manned maneuvering unit now being
developed for NASA by Martin Marietta

(see Continuum, February 1980). The
prototype was recently delivered for

testing. This bulky and massive backpack
(Earth mass = 109 kilograms; Earth

weight =1,068 newtons; space mass =
109 kilograms; space weight = 0) will-

enable the astronaut-engineer to fly

around and orient himself as needed and
to use specialized tools for a variety of

tasks.

What tasks?

When Europeans began to discover the

rest of the world, the first products taken
home were those with a very high

value-to-weight ratio, such as gold and
spices. So it will be with the first space
industry

The product with the highest

value-to-weight ratio is information. It was
important to those early explorers and is

even more important to us. To be useful,

however, information must be
communicated.
Communication is the most advanced of

the space industries so far. "Brought to
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THEARTS
By James Delson

Special effects for motion pictures

have been around almost as long

as movies themselves. In 1893
Thomas Edison created Ihe first special

effects by having an actress's head
seemingly chopped off for the climactic

moment of The Execution of Mary, Queen
of Scots. Although potent enough to

induce fainting among the audience and
impressive enough to cause a large

porlion of the crowd to see the film again
in order to find out how the trick was
accomplished, the effect was reasonably
simple: As the ax was about to fall, the
camera was stopped, the actress was
replaced by a prop body, and the camera
was restarted, showing the ax
decapitating the model.
Since then, the art of creating realistic

special efiects has continued to evolve,

largely because the audience's level of

sophistication has grown as rapidly as the
medium itself. It wasn't until Stanley
Kubrick's2O07; A Space Odyssey that the

special-effects field finally advanced
beyond the ability of the audience to

discern what was real and what was
generated by the filmmakers. Then, in

1977, George Lucas and Steven Spielberg
presented Star Wars and Close
Encounters of the Third Kind. These films

utilized improved versions of methods
pioneered by Kubrick's team and became
the best examples of special effects to

date. The long-dormant audience interest

in "hardware films" was awakened, and
movie studios that had hitherto been loath

to part with vast sums of money to develop
and produce effects poured millions into

their current wave of blockbuster
science-fiction films.

Universal Pictures saw the effects boom
in television as well as in motion pictures.

At first the company hired an outside firm

to produce the effects footage for its

Battlestar Gatactica television series, but
after it realized how much money it could
make by distributing the film in theaters
and the surns it would save by creating

special effects from inside the company,
Universal founded Hartland.oneofthe
most sophisticated special-effects

"factories" in existence.
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Whereas virtually all other film studios

have continued to farm out their effects

work, or at best hastily assemble a

melange of what they hope will prove to be
compatible equipment, Hartland was
designed to house virtually every
state-of-the-art tool for the creation of

Universal's special effects. The success of

the studio's venture was proved last year
when its theatrical version of Buck Rogers

,

its effects entirely generated at Hartland,

equaled the $35 million box-office gross of

Battlestar Galactica. whose effects had
been produced by the same team that did

. Star Wars.

Though
I am continually impressed by

the creative output of Hartland. I wasn't
particularly excited by its appearance
when I visited the studio last fall. It is a
grim, squat building far from the center of

Los Angeles whose exterior resembles the
drab, undistinguished warehouses and
other industrial buildings that surround it.

But the facility's interior contains a
wondrous playground for the film

technicians who have captured the

popular imagination of a generation.

All the facilities necessary to produce
the matte paintings, background footage,

and outer-space miniatures for Buck
Rogers are located in the Hartland plant.

These include art departments for the

design and planning of miniatures,

carpentry and model shops for their

construction, a matte-painting studio

where backdrops are designed and
executed

,
five stages fitted with

computer-operated camera equipment for

the shooting of miniatures, rooms full of

optical printing, animation, and editing

equipment for the assembly of raw footage
into usable effects material, and
numerous other facilities designed to

make Hartland almost self-sufficient

.

Owned and operated by Universal,

Hartland is directed by David Garber and
Wayne Smith, effects artists who
supervise every aspect of the facility's

operation. While most feature-film effects

units can turn out only a few seconds of

usable footage each week, Hartland
delivers about 15 to 20 shots, averaging
six to nine seconds apiece. The cost of

this three or so minutes is $100,000 per
week, only a fraction of what comparably
sophisiicated scenes would cost if

provided by an outside source. The
resulting footage is high-quality work, as

good as any feature-film work you're likely

to see this year.

Smith and Garber walked me through
the Hartland plant, explaining each step in

its smooth, almost assembly-line operation

as we paused from time to time to watch
the technicians at work. During a year of

steady output, the Hartland team has
been mastering the unwieldy tools of their

trade: computer-controlled cameras,
computer graphics generators, and much
of the other machinery that has become
standardized equipment during the past
three years.

"We've advanced quite a bit from the old

days," Smith said as we watched a
cameraman set up a complicated set of

"moves" at his computer console. "We're
finding it easier to do the old moves, the

ones that have almost become required in

hardware films. This has allowed us to go
beyond hardware and try for more depth

.
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THE ART5
By Jeff Rovin

It's
a familiar axiom: Whenever there's a

gain, there must be a loss. This is true in

science, and it's also true in art—

particularly in terms of Ihe science-fiction

film, where the axiom extrapolates as:

Make it loud, bright, and big, and who
needs characterization? As a result of this

attitude (one is loath to call Wthinking), the

history of science-iiction films has been a

ceaseless parade of splashy spectaculars

where cities are razed and planets obliter-

ated with all the color and zeal ot a comic

book— and, sad to say, the emotional

weight as well.

In short, the science-fiction film is a leech

on the good name of its host.

Science fiction has a power and respon-

sibility unique among literary genres. II por-

trays circumstances and civilizations as

they may or should be. The thrust of other

narrative forms is restricted to what is or

was or could never be, rarely kicking up

sand on the beachhead of the imagination.

The distinction is staggering, and one need

only read such novels as Stranger in a

Strange Land or Dune to stare awestruck

at the reach of the SF horizon.

The problem with cinema science fiction

is that, although the screen may swell with

the majesty of the cosmos, it is usually

breadth without substance. The nuance of

depth, of credibility, and of impact comes
from the presence of living, emotive

people. They are the foundation of any

good piece, be 'it science fiction or main-

stream. In the case of science fiction, it can

be people confronting technology, facing

problems peculiar to tomorrow, or finding

themselves in conflict with unfamiliar cul-

tures, indeed, with the entire universe. But

there is no drama without conflict, and there

can be no conflict without people. Without

people, there is only bad science fiction.

Historically science-fiction filmmakers

have treated their human players as

second-class entities, pawns to further the

razzle-dazzle visual effects. In the genre's

first motion picture, Georges Melies's silent

adventure A Trip to the Moon (1902), the

Man in the Moon got the close-up, while the

performers were shown only from afar.

Seventy-seven years after Melies, things

hadn't improved significantly: In last year's

Alien, more time and money were ex-

blend of plot, crevac'er dctijicpment, and special effects.

pended on the titular monster than on the

actors. Even the titles of science-fiction

films generally focus on dynamic objects

and events rather than on people: Star

Wars
,
Close Encounters of the Third Kind,

The Black Hole, Invasion of the Body
Snatchers , Star Trek

.

The roots of this bias do not lie in a dearth

of good material. Anyone even casually

familiar with science fiction knows that

there is an abundance of meaty, untapped
literature, not to mention untapped minds.

The impasse, rather, lies in the tunnel vision

of the moving-picture industry.

Ask anyone in the industry to define sci-

ence fiction and you will rarely get a knowl-

edgeable response. Buffered by the Oscar

he won for special effects, or fan letters

from experts like Amy Carter, he will trot out

the time-rusted icons and explain that

science fiction is rockets, ray guns, and
monsters. Hollywood and its foreign coun-

terparts have even evolved something of a

formula: Plug one or more of these set

pieces into a popular theme from some
other genre and what emerges is science

fiction. (The original proposal for the flop TV
series Battlestar Galactica described it as

"Wagon Train somewhere else in the uni-

verse"; the forthcoming Eon is being touted

as "High Noon in space.")

In fact, this is the recipe for dross, and
most science-fiction films have been just

that. This is not to say that good science-

fiction films must shun, as puerile, bizarre

life forms, spacecraft, laser beams, and
future slang. Such movies as Forbidden

Planet and Star Trek have made sane and
liberal use of these trappings. The key is

that they are trappings— not ends In them-

selves, nor even requisite, and especially

not cores around which the rest of the film

should lumpishly accrete, like a planetoid.

There is, of course, no escaping the fact

that moviemaking is a business. Putting

aside our righteous indignation at the state

of the art, producers whose efforts fail to

attract large numbers of ticket buyers will,

to paraphrase Orson Welles, find them-

selves without any electric trains to play

with. That is why they create products for

the lowest possible common denominator

of audience, assuming that the majority of
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THE ART5
By Joe Hannan

The taxi driver tuned in to the

broadcast about halfway through

his shifi and listened for a couple

ot hours. Later, on his way home, he

stopped at the performance site to speak

to the composer "When I left my cab," he

related, "it was hard to turn off Ihe radio. I

felt I was leaving something behind." He
had been listening to a special maralhon

performance/broadcast of Music on a

Long Thin Wire, a piece of electronic

music by American composer Alvin Lucier.

The performance had taken place In a

mall of the Winrock shopping center, in

Albuquerque. New Mexico, and had been

broadcast for five straight days— 120

hours— by KUNM-Ffvl, the National Public

Radio affiliate in Albuquerque.

Like many of Lucier's pieces, Music on

a Long Thin Wire grew from an inves-

tigation of scientific principles. Mosi
composers create their music by notating

pitches, rhythms, and inslrumental colors

according to scheme or fancy. Lucier,

however, develops his composilions from

research in acoustics, developments in

electronic technology, and a sense of the

physics of sound. He examines ihe sonic

properties of natural processes, such as

room resonance or sound-wave

directionality, and shapes a musical

composition from his findings. In 1965, for

example, he became the first composer to

harness brain waves for musical

purposes, adapting a machine that used
low-frequency alpha waves to acfivate

resonant percussion instruments. Other

Lucier pieces have called for galvanic

skin-response sensors, echolocation

devices (electronic-pulse generators

similar to the natural sonar of bats), the

Vocoder (developed by Sylvania for [he

-simultaneous transmission of numerous

messages), and a computer programmed
to simulate imaginary acoustic situations.

The simple and elegant apparatus

played in Music on a Long Thin Wire is

Lucier's own invention: A 50-foot length of

taut wire passes through the poles of a

large magnet and is driven by an

oscillator: the vibrations of the wire are

miked at either end, amplified, and

broadcast in stereo. What results is not the

low drone one might expect from a long,

played five days nonstop.

vibrating wire but a complex of tones from

high to low— evocative ethereal chords.

Recognizing the physical properties of

vibrating strings, Lucier adjusts the

apparatus and positions the microphone

to capture the subtle high harmonics. He
can modify the tone color, the rise and fall

of phrases, the harmony, and the volume in

performance by changing the frequency

of the oscillator or the level of amplification.

KUMM-FM sponsored Music on a Long
Thin Wire as the opening event of its Radio
Performance Project 79, a festival of new
music for broadcast produced with

support from (he National Endowment for

the Arts. The broadcast drew curious

listeners to the performance site, where
Lucier explained the workings of his

device. Onlookers discovered that Music

on a Long Thin Wire had visual aspects to

match its sounds: Nodes of vibration,

harmonic structures, and rhythmic

figures at low frequencies could be seen

on the wire.

Lucier, a "cheerfully intense" man, is the

son of a sometime mayor of Nashua, New
Hampshire. He received a conventional

music education at Yale and Brandeis

universities and was awarded a Fulbright

Fellowship to study in Italy. Rome "stopped

me dead," he remembers. At the Venice

Biennale in 1960 he met John Cage, David

Tudor, and Merce Cunningham on their

first European tour. "The concert was just

amazing. It really opened up a new kind of

art for me. I jumped straight from tonal

Stravinskyism to electronic music." Soon
thereafter Lucier founded ihe Sonic Arts

Union, an ensemble of composer/

performers that presented pioneering

performances of live electronic music
in the United States and Europe.

Lucier began to gain a reputation— to

the extent that such journals as the

Hartford Advocate would claim: "It is no
exaggeration to say that Lucier is one of

our mosi important composers, that he

has revolutionized our concept of music,

that he has created one of the most

complex structures of 'performer-

performed-listener' in existence."

It was as choral director at Brandeis

that Lucier did his piece based on brain

CONTINUED ON PAGE 130
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By Damon Knight

^^\ xolotl is a powerful blend of

M^^\ science fiction, sculpture.

m % music, dance, and drama. The.

play, by Kale Wilhelm. combines
innovative performance with the woven
sculpture of two talented Northwest artists.

First performed at the University of Oregon
Museum of Art last April and May, AxoiotI

has played to sell-out audiences and rave

reviews.

Six young astronauts are the central

characters. Sent to investigate an

anomalous sensor reading on another
planet, they discover what seems to be an
abandoned alien museum full of artifacts.

Gradually, in spile of their training, the

astronauts fall under the spell of this

vanished culture; they act out their

tears and fantasies and emerge
transformed— rehumanized.
One of the mind-distorting aspects of

the p ay is i".s seeing: an imaginary

museum, which itself is inside a real

museum, and at certain points the two
seem to blur together. AxoiotI is both a

museum exhibition, open to the public,

and a theatrical performance presenled in

the same space.

The history of AxoiotI is almost as

unbelievable as the play itself. Here are

some highlights:

In 1977 Janice Coleman and Celeste
leBlanc are driving home from a meeting
oi the Women's Art Group in Eugene,
Oregon. The main subject of discussion

that day focused on scale in women's art:

Is there a tendency for women to be afraid

of working big? Coleman is a weaver,
leBlanc a fabric sculptor, They make up
their minds to refute this idea by creating a
joint exhibition of large, impressive works.

It will require two years to ready their

project.

Along the way Coleman and leBlanc

begin to think of organizing some sort of

pertormance to be given with the exhibits.

Enter the novelist Kate Wilhelm and the
Newfvlime Circus, a theater group that has
been performing in Eugene since 1971, At
a kitchen-table conference in Wilhelm's

home, ideas begin to ferment like yeast.

What if the strange shapes created by
leBlanc and Coleman were alien artifacts,
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found in an abandoned museum?
Wilhelm's gray-bearded husband insists

that the title must have an x in it; the

motion is carried, and the work is given the

name 'AxoiotI" (a kind of salamander that

ordinarily lives and dies in the larval state

but occasionally metamorphoses into the

adult state).

A funny kind oi energy begins to flow

from the sculptors to the author to the

performers arc: back acah Wilhelm looks

at leBlanc's and Coleman's finished

pieces and writes them intoher story She
invents other pieces; the sculptors make
them. The performers improvise with the
sculptures: Judith Barker Roberts, holding
the tentacles of a squidlike creature,

becomes the victim of a hypnotic medusa.
Wearing costumes designed by Coleman
and leBlanc, the performers appear like

lalented children playing make-believe.
People at an AxoiotI skull session are a.

study in l-don't-give-a-damn costume:
One wears jeans, high-heeled leather

boots, a paisley scarf; another is in

corduroy pants, a T-shirt, and Earth Shoes;

Still another, festooned with costume

jewelry and beads, ps drinking white wine
from a glass on the rim of which she has
stuck a wad of gum. These are the

bohemians of the Northwest: They are

dedicated artists, indifferent, or even
hostile, to the idea of making money; they

do what they do because they want to,

and the Eugene community thinks

that this is fine.

Wilhelm, perhaps because she is older

than the rest, or because she is

white-haired and not very big, is treated by
the others with exaggerated deference;
they move around her as if she might
break or tip over and spill.

(We omit a thousand heartbreaking

details— fhe grant-writing process, for

instance, which eventually results in '

assistance from the Oregon Arts Council
and the National Endowment for the Arts.)

Skip to January 1979 and the NewMime
Circus studio, a converted garage in

Eugene, where people in leotards are

limbering up on a piece of goldshag
carpet spread on the concrete floor, hard
on knees and skulls (at the performance
itself there won't be any floor padding).
Table lamps, mirrors, electronic

equipment, and bils of scenery are

casually stacked along the walls. One
circus member sits on a high stool reading
Harper's while two others slither like newts
across the carpet, soon joined by a third,

who has just banged her kn.ee, then two
more. They get up and practice a
movement in which all five walk together in

slow motion; they pause io discuss T'ai Chi.

James Aday, bearded, jug-eared, with

the face of a friendly gnome, is the

powerhouse of the circus; he is always at

the cenier ot action, in pertormance or out.

Ms. Roberts, who founded the group in

1971, is its mystical center. She teaches
yoga, and the circus begins its rehearsals

with yoga exercises— "nonmovement that

contains the germ of movement." Between
them, in various orbits, dance Renee
Margolin, Bill Lynch, and Richard and
Nancy Cave, who are brother and sister.

(Aday's brothers, the twins Don and Ron,

are support members of the group.) Over
the years the circus has developed its own
carefully choreographed blend of
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PHANTOM MOONLET

UFD UPDATE
By James Oberg

n July 17, 1979, (he National

Enquirer carried a banner
headline reading: "Crippled UFO

Orbiting Earih." According to Los Angeles
stringer Henry Gris, top Russian scientists

had identified fragments of a derelict alien

spacecraft thousands of kilometers out in

space. The discovery, Gris reported, had
been independently verified by American
Space experts.

Predictably, professional satellite

trackers were quick to deny the existence

of such objects. The public information

office at North American Air Defense
Command (NORAD), in Colorado Springs,

Colorado, claimed to have no record of the

alleged satellites. "Anything of that size at

that altitude would have been spoiled by
our radar," Air Force Technical Sergeant
Michael Bergman declared.

Either the Enquirer's stalf had not

bothered to check with any of the

agencies that keep track of satellites or, if

the staff did check, the results were not

included in their article.

The Russians were just as adamant in

their claims that the objects did exist as
Weslern agencies were that they did not.

"We are convinced that a crippled

spaceship from another planet is circling

Earth," astrophysicist Sergei Bozhich said
in Moscow.

Vladimir Azhazha added, "There is

absolutely no doubt in my mind that we are
dealing with the remains of an alien craft."

"The craft was at least sixty meters in

length and up to thirty meters in width,"

Aleksandr Kazantsev explained.

'A [rendezvous] mission should be
launched.

. . . The benefits for mankind
could be stupendous," Aleksei Zolotov

emphasized.

These assertions may sound
impressive, but they come from figures

quite familiar (o Western UFO experts.

Zolotov, well-known champion of the

Tunguska explosion "spaceship theory" (a

notion almost universally rejected by
Russian space scientists,.who are

therefore not quoted in the National

Enquirer), is a devotee of body auras and
faith healing. Kazantsev is one of the

original "ancient astronaut" authors, well

known for his officially sanctioned

attempts to prove "scientifically" that all

the biblical concepts of God were based

USSR reports
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UFOs that inexplicably otcapc oeiecuor; l,y in'ernalicnai skywatchers.

on misinterpretations of visits paid by alien

cosmonauts Azhazha has asserted that

the Apollo 13 craft was deliberately

zapped by UFOs to prevent it from
exploding a nuclear bomb on the moon.

Yet, according to Gris, the crippled-UFO
claims are evidently corroborated by Dr
John P Bagby in a scientific paper he
wrote for the January 1969 issue of Icarus

magazine. When I telephoned Dr. Bagby
at his office at the Hughes Aircraft plant in

Culver City, California, and asked him
about the crippled-UFO story, he replied

that he had never been contacted by
Gris— although it would have been a local

call— or by anyone else on the research
staff of the National Enquirer.

"There are too many coincidences
between the Russian claim and my
original paper regarding extrapolations

based on unpublished assumptions,"
Bagby told me. "The date of fragmentation

and the number of groups and fragments
could not have been deduced
independently of my study." Bagby went
on to suggest that Bozhich, who originated

the claim in Moscow, might have come
across either a copy of Bagby's Icarus

article or a translation of it and simply
might have repeated the data to Gris,

implying that it was his own discovery.

Bagby siill believes that the objects he
reported are real and have been circling

the earth since 1955. Since the orbit,

which ranges from 500to14,500
kilometers with an inclination oi 42
degrees to the equator, is prone to

long-term atmospheric drag, the absence
of any sign of orbital decay suggests to

him that the still-hypothetical objects are

quite massive.

"My work tends to make me discount the

spaceship hypothesis," Bagby said.

Although other satellite-tracking

organizations also tend to discount the
existence of such objects, Bagby cites

visual observations in the United States

and overseas that could substantiate

some predicted positions. So the question

of the objects' existence remains in

dispute. But we can safely dismiss the

suggestion that they are alien

spaceships. OQ



By Dick Teresi

I named Rocky Raisen, and a

typical school administration. It is a rare

story because the science ieacher and
Einstein win, the administration

surrenders, and there's a happy ending.

The ending came last November 15,

when the 1,200 students of Shenandoah
Junior High School, in Miami, Florida,

marched outside tor a fire drill. Then, like a

division of well-trained marines, the

students fell into formation to spell out the

world's most famous, and now largest,

equation. There it was, Einstein's E= mc',
formed in human bodies over a 1 10-meter-

long rectangle. (See photo on page 50.)

It was a fitting finale to Rocky Raisen's

Great Ideas Week, a celebration of Albert

Einstein and his life's work. "It seemed
strange to me," said Raisen,

Shenandoah's science instructor, "that the

school system has every kind of week
imaginable except for what the schools

are really supposed to be about—

a

meeting of the minds and sharing of ideas.

Great Ideas Week introduces great minds

of the past and makes them fashionable."

All week long Raisen taught the students

about Einstein, relativity fission, and fusion.

The kids helped. They put on a play with

thirteen-year-old Timmy Tornillo portraying

Einstein, complete with slippers and no

socks. "Do a good job," Raisen told him,

"and next year you can be Socrates."

Cheerleaders yelled, "Albert Einstein's

Dynamite! Yell for Einstein, He's All Right!"

Other students performed Chain Reaction

Disco Dances. And suddenly Einstein had
become a cult hero in southern Florida.

But it wasn't easy. When Morton Raisen

(he got the Rocky nickname while boxing

in the Marine Corps) first proposed Great

Ideas Week, he was sharply rebuked by
the powers that be at Shenandoah Junior

High. "I was told," Raisen said, "to quit

fooling around with Einstein and get back
to teaching science." An assistant

principal wrote on his proposal: "Not

significant to either teachers or students."

Then Rocky got a break. The assistant

principal saw PBS's Einstein's Universe on
television. He was impressed. The next

day he sidled up to Raisen and said, "You

Robert R. Wilson: Some teaching, a helping hand for isabeile, and a call from an Eastern
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know,
I never heard of this E= mc ! thing

before." The school board was similarly

enlightened about "this E= mc 2 thing" and
approved Great Ideas Week.
Today Shenandoah's students are well

steeped in Einsteinian lore. Even the

apparently frivolous parts of Einstein Week
were educational. Spelling out E= mc !

,

Raisen noted, was a practical math lesson

in figuring dimension and proportion. "I

am now convinced," he says, "that how we
teach is more important than what we
teach," Or as Einstein once said,

"Education is what is left after you have
forgotten everything you learned in

school."

And next year's Great Ideas Week? "I'm

considering Socrates or Thomas
Jefferson." Raisen says. He's also writing

a book about his teaching philosophy. The
title? "I'm going to call it Not Significant to

Either Teachers or Students."

When Robert R. Wilson resigned his

directorship of Fermi National Accelerator

Laboratory in protest over the lack of

funding, everyone wondered who would

benefit next from the talents of this king of

the atom smashers. Lately he's done a bit

of teaching at Columbia University, in New
York, which gave him a chance to lend a

hand to the ailing Isabeile, Brookhaven
Laboratory's accelerator. Wilson has been
offered permanent teaching posts, but

mosi likely he will hold out for one linked to

a high-energy project. Now at least one
large institution can make such an offer.

China. The People's Republic flew

Wilson over last spring to help it construct

a 50-billion-volf (50-BeV) proton

accelerator about 50 kilometers northwest

of Peking. And the Chinese want him

back. Wilson was impressed. "They are a

friendly, cultured people. Their machine

tools are superb. They build things rapidly

and with great care." Why an atom
smasher for China? "It's the same reason

you have an opera. It has great cultural

significance," Wilson said. It's also

possible the 50-BeV synchrotron is

intended only as an injector for an even

larger accelerator to come. "It's a very

large site," Wilson remarked.OO
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HERAPEUTIC TYRANNY

M quarter of a century has passed since I began to

identify and clarify the core problems of psychiatry,

namely, the nature of so-called mental illness and
the justification for so-called involuntary mental

hospitalization. My diagnosis of what ailed psychiatry must have

been right. Today the "medical model" of mental illness and the

abuses of human freedom perpetrated by mental hospitals are

the two most hotly debated issues in the field.

Before scrutinizing the concept of mental illness, we must be
clear about what we mean when we say that a person is ill (and

call him a patient). We usually mean that he is suffering from an

abnormality of his body and that he is willing to accept medical

help. Strictly speaking, disease can affecl only the body The
term mental illness is a metaphor. Trying to cure people who have

"sick minds" in hospitals with drugs is like trying to cleanse

people who have "dirty minds" in laundries with detergents.

How, then, did the metaphor of mental illness attain its present

status? It did so, in part, because it is possible for a person to act

as if he were sick without actually having a disease. How should

we treat such a person— as ill or not ill? Until the second half of

the nineteenth century, healthy persons who imitated sick per-

sons were called malingerers and were treated as such. Similarly,

healers who imitated doctors were called quacks and were

treated as such. As a result of the influence of Freud and others,

this perspective was radically transformed. After the turn of the

century, persons who imitated illness— for example, who had
"spells"— were regarded as genuinely ill and were called hys-

terics; those who imitated physicians— for example, who "hyp-

notized"— were regarded as genuine healers and were called

psychotherapists. That is how spells became "seizures" and
quacks became "psychoanalysts."

Today, however, it is considered uncivilized to treat a person

who acts sick as if he were not sick. We now "know" that such a

person is mentally ill. But this view rests on [he serious, albeit

simple, error of confusing what is reality with what is imitation.

When we send for a doctor to "cure" such an "illness," it is as if we
were to send for a TV repairman because we dislike the program

we see on the screen.

As for the phenomenon of involuntary mental hospitalization, its

legitimacy rests not on the medical model of illness but on the

pediatric one. The mental patient is considered to be a child, with

the psychiatrist acting in loco parentis, protecting him and treat-

ing him without his consent. Consequently, there must be appro-

priate authorities— doctors or judges or juries— with the power to

classify some adult citizens as irresponsible children. Actually,

psychiatric coercion is invoked to control the "irresponsible"

person whose conduct is self-injurious or injurious to others but
:

not blatantly criminal.

The man of common sense is now likely to ask: But what else is

there to do? Should we let the suicidal person kill himself? Or the

homicidal person kill others? In a society dedicated to individual

freedom and responsibility, self-injurious behavior cannot justify

loss of liberty. The state, the family, and the medical profession

must restrict themselves to offering help. They must eschew
forcing help on unwilling persons. Indeed, they ought to be

prevented by law from doing so.

Should people also be free to be a danger to others? This

problem disappears once we recognize that criminals cannot be

divided into two categories: those who break the law because

they choose to and those who break it because their "mental

illness" compels them to do so. All criminal behavior should be

controlled by criminal law, and psychiatrists should be excluded

from administering the law

The view that the "mentally ill" person is helplessly in the grip of

an "illness" that "causes" him to display abnormal behavior is

false. Although "mentally ill persons" may not consciously

choose their symptoms, their behavior is, nonetheless, conduct.

"The last thing that can be said of a lunatic," wrote Gilbert K.

Chesterton, "is that his actions are causeless. . . The madman is

not the man who has lost his reason. The madman is the man who
has lost everything except his reason."

But such an explanation is too simple and too painful for

modern man. Just as medieval man believed in religion and was
offended by rational explanations that demystified theological

theories and promises, modern man believes in science and is

offended by commonsense explanations that demystify medical

theories and promises. Unable or unwilling to bear the inexorable

tragedies of the human condition, people now seek solace in the

Utopian claims of psychiatry concerning the causes and cures of

everything "bad" the human heart is heir to.— THOMAS SZASZ
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THE CHEMISTRY OF
THRILL SEEKING

Why do some people go
hang-gliding, skydiving, and

white-waler rafting while

stimulating chemicals it

regulaies.

Low MAO levels are found

in younger subjects more

often than in older ones and
are more characteristic of

others prefer the quiet com-

forts of home?
University of Delaware

psychologist Marvin Zuck-

erman developed a

sensation-seeking scale to

find out. He discovered that

levels of the enzyme
monamine oxidase (MAO) in

the body appear to make
some people thrill seekers

and olhers homebodies.

Zuckerman told the Amer-

ican Psychological Associa-

tion thai high-sensation

seekers tend to have tow

MAO levels. Found in the

brain and most other body
tissues, MAO regulates

catecholamines, which

transfer'mes sages from the

nerve cells to the brain. Per-

sons with low levels of MAO
have higher levels of the
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males, who exhibit a 20-per-

cent lower level of MAO at

every age, Zuckerman said.

"These results are consistent

with the age and sex differ-

ences in sensation seeking."

His studies also suggest-

ed thai persons with low

MAO levels tend to use

above-average amounts of

alcohol, marijuana, and

other depressant drugs.

"They tend lo use drugs that

will supply what is missing in

their nervous system," he

said,

Oiherfactors, such as so-

cial values, levels of circulat-

ing sex hormones, and !he

recently discovered endor-

phins, also affeci the

sensation-seeking traii,

Zuckerman said. Bui he be-

lieves the tendency is

primarily determined by

"genetically present MAO
levels.

"It doesn't require too

much speculation to guess

the adaptive value of sensa-

tion seeking or the explora-

tory tendency in human
ancestors," Zuckerman said.

CurrentlyZuckerman is

studying ihe effect of MAO
levels and sensation seeking

on marital stability

— Allan Maurer

GROWING BODIES
IN SPACE

Artificial collagen, sched-

uled to be manufactured

aboard the space shuttle,

could turn out to be much
better than the organic

kind— so good, in fact, that it

may furnish raw material for

human implants.

Collagen is afibrous pro-

tein found in connective tis-

sue, bone, and cartilage.

Artificial collagen could ulti-

mately serve as a replace-

ment fordamaged corneas,

hardened blood vesselsand
arteries, ligaments, tendons,

membranes, skin, perhaps

even bones and organs.

"We think almost any con-

nective tissue can be re-

paired with collagen, " says

Kenneth E. Hughes, a re-

search scientist at Batteile

Laboratories, in Columbus,
Ohio, who heads the project.

Why manufacture collagen

on the space shuttle rather

than in earthbound labs?

Because of gravity down
here on Earth, the fibers in

collagen that has been
heated in an acidic solution

overlap and bind into an

opaque gel that lacks

molecular consistency. But

out in space, theoretically,

the fibers would stay afloat

during this reconstitution,

thanks to the weightless en-

/ironment, and fuse into a

uniform, cohesive substance

with the strength and trans-

parency suitable for creating

artificial body parts.

The five-cubic-foot

payload Batteile hopes to

mount in the cargo bay of the

space shuttle will house bat-

teries, a microcomputer, an

electron microscope, an op-

tical sensor, and narrow

tubes filled with collagen so-

lutions. A NASA technician

at Cape Kennedy will acti-

vate the computer to start

making collagen as soon

as the shuttle settles

into orbit.

"The shuttle will give us

the time we need to study

this process," Hughes says,

'It should take about thirty

minutes, The collagen

should come out perfectly

uniform."— Robert Brody



FLIES COME OUT OF
THE CLOSET

It's been reported in

hyenas and humans, moun-
tain sheep and salamanders.

Until recently, however, trans-

vestism had not been known

to exist among insecls.

Female mimicry in male

scorpion flies was happened
upon by Randy Thornhill, in-

sec! mating specialist at the

University of New Mexico,

during a six-year study of the

insects.

Originally Thornhill ob-

served the Hylobittacus

apicalis in hopes of under-

standing mate selection

criteria. The female, he

noted, prefers males with

large prey offerings. Initially

she keeps her genitals out of

reach while assessing the

nuptial gift. If the prey seems
too small or unpalatable to

the finicky female, she simply

flies away before copulating

or only copulates fora short

while.

Females aren't the only

ones eating and running,

Thornhill found. A hungry

male encountering another

male displaying his booty

turns transvestite, that is,

mimics female behavior in

order to get a tast meal. The
imitator coyly drops his

wings, wiggles his abdomen
in the manner suggestive of a

female, and draws back his

genitals.

When the transvestite is

successful in fooling his fel-

low fly and in absconding

with the prey, he then darts

off to find his own willing

female. The next time he's

hungry though, he may not

resort to such foul play. Al-

though all males of this

s pecies possess the ability tc

exhibit transvestism (it's,

adaptive), t he-fly's behavior

depends on the situation,

Thornhill says.

Should the same male first

Scorpion fly: Transvestism is just

a ploy lor a las! meal.

see a tempting bug at dinner

time, Thornhill explains, he'll

feed on it. But, if the male
first encounters another

male with prey (or a copulat-

ing couple with prey), he'll

attempt to pirate it.

The advantage of being

transvestite? A longer, more
productive life. Flies save so

much lime in food gathering

that they can copulate more
frequently And they are ex-

posed to fewer predators,

such as the web-building

spider, which often captures

prey-hunting scorpion flies

for its own dinner.

— Patrice Adcroft

INVISIBILITY LESSONS

WheniheMaharishiMa-
hesh Yogi offered levitation

courses through his Trans-

cendental Meditation (TM)

church, some 60,000 people

from all over the world en-

rolled. Shortly thereafter the

church released publicity

photographs showing the

Maharishi's students bounc-

ing up and down on foam-

rubber mattresses.

But officials at Maharishi

International University, in

Fairfield, Iowa, declined to

confirm or deny whether any-

one, instructors included,

had succeeded in actually

levitating, declaring this an

"unimportant" detail,

Flushed with that success.

TM is now veering off into

teaching yet another Siddha

miracle: invisibility. Courses
range in cost from $1 ,500 to

$5,000. This time, however,

TM is not offering photo-

graphs of invisible students,

"I have hardly ever known a

mathematician who was
capable of reasoning.

"

-Plato

though it claims that electro-

encephalograph readings of

devotees who have been

taught to think very hard

about disappearing show
definite abnormalities.

Next offering on TM's list:

omniscience lessons, "know-

ing all things, past, present,

and future."

We'd love to see the final

exam.— James Randi

"7ne universe is lull ol magi-

cal things, patiently waiting

lor our wils to grow sharper.
"

-EdenPhillpots

"The heavens call to you,

and circle around you, dis-

playing to you their eternal

splendors, and your eye

gazes only to Earth
"

— Dante

"Nothing puzzles me more
than time and space! And
yet nothing troubles me less,

as I never think about them.
"

— Charles Lamb

Hidden camera captures Maharishi's students in the midst of,

levitation lesson: A good deal olhelp Irom loam-rubber
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FROG CRISIS

In the tradition of the

guinea pig, the rhesus mon-
key, Pavlov's dogs, and
Skinner's pigeons. Ihefrog

its ponds and migration

paths to build highways, pol-

luting the waters where frogs

hibernate and lay eggs and
where tadpoles grow to

adulthood, stocking frog

has contributed to the prog-
ress of science as much as,

or more than, any other labo-

ratory animal has. It serves

as a model for understand-
ing heart function, endocrine
function, and oxygen trans-

port in higher animals, as
well as for studying hemo-
globin changes in humans,
cloning, and Siamese twin-

ning, and also providing mil-

lions of high-school students

each year with what may be
the most memorable event of

their biologyeducation: frog

dissection. This is the view,

anyway, of Richard J. Was-
sersug, a University of

Chicago anatomist and frog

expert.

All the while the frog was
serving man, Wassersug re-

counts, man was bulldozing
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ponds with predatory fish,

poisoning the frogs' natural

food— the insect— with pes-
ticides, and continuing to eat

frogs.

Little wonder that this

country now faces a growing
frog shortage. The popuiar
leopard, or grass, frog is

disappearing from the

northern United Slates,

along with the bullfrog and
the green frog, too.

More and more high-

school students, Wassersug
says, will now be dissecting
fetal pigs instead.

— Toby Esterhaze

"The great tragedy of

science— the slaying of a

beautiful hypothesis by an
ugly fact."

— Thomas Huxley

ASTEROID BOMBS

As many as100,000 as-

teroids are believed to move
in orbits that intersect Earth's

path, some tipping the

scales at a hefty million tons.

Rich in nickel-iron, asteroids

are seen as easy pickings

for future space tugs, towing

the vagabonds of the solar

system to be mined and
processed in prospective

orbiting manufacturing

bases.

But jockeying asteroids

around at our leisure gives

rise to an added use. Could
the cosmic hulks be tar-

geted to eradicate enemy
locations for military

advantage?
In the early 1960s the

late Dandridge Cole, an ad-
vance planner for the Missile

and Space Vehicle Depart-

ment of General Electric,

suggested just such a po-
tential. Cole labeled as-

teroids as "an unusual

weapon system," sharing

with biological weapons the

ability to masquerade as a
natural catastrophe. No one
would know whom to blame,

except Mother Nature.

For example, Cole esti-

mated a single asteroid

could pulverize the entire

eastern half of the United

States. Earthquakes caused
by the blast would topple
buildings across the North

American continent.

An asteroid catapulted

into the Atlantic Ocean
would produce 20,000-

foot-high tidal waves, Cole
calculated, perhaps destroy-

ing not only the Atlantic Sea-
board but also a large area
of Western Europe.

An asteroid arsenal would
also have a distinct advan-
tage over a nuclear one, be-
cause, despite their destruc-

tive force, the asteroids are
not radioactive. In fact, Cole
argued, the asteroid bomb
may be an attractive candi-

date as a stabilizing force

while nations gradually di-

vest themselves of old-

fashioned ICBMs.
— Leonard David

"He uses statistics as a

drunken man uses
lamp-posts— for support
rather than illumination.

"

— Andrew Lang

"The desire for safety stands
against every great and
noble enterprise."

—Tacitus

They couldn't hit an
elephant at this dist .

.

."

— The last words of

GeneralJohn Sedgwick,
at the Battle of

Spotsylvania, 1864



EGYPT/MARS
CONNECTION

Placing photographs of

the hostile terrain of Mars
and of the desolate desert of

At lop: Martian rock formation.

At bottom: Egyptian rocks.

southwest Egypt side by

side produces quite a sur-

prise; It's hard to tell them
apart.

So similar, in fact, are they

that scientists from the

Smithsonian Institution, in

Washington, D.C., are

studying the remote Egyp-
tian region to iearn more
about the formation of both

the barren Martian lerrain

and deserts on Earth.

The earthbound area is

part of the Sahara near the

frontiers of Egypt, Sudan,

and Libya, called Jebel

'Uweinat. Virtually no rain

has fallen there for 20 years.

Like Mars, it has alternating

bands of dark and light

streaks, boulder-strewn

fields, featureless plains,

and pitted rocks. The two

terrains "surprise and even

confuse the experts," says

Farouk El-Baz, research di-

rector of the Smithsonian's

Center for Earth and Plane-

tary Studies.

Recently El-Baz led a

1 6-member scientific team
on a 1 ,

500-mile expedition

through the Egyptian waste-

land, using sateliite signals

as a compass. So far the

scientists have concluded
that the wind plays a much
stronger role in shaping

landfdrms both on Earth and

on Mars than was previously

believed.

The research is consid-

ered important for several

reasons. First, although des-

erts constituie a fifth of the

earth's landmass, little is

known about how they are

formed. Second, under-

standing the forces that

formed deserts will enable

scientists to trace the earth's

history— and its future— bet-

ter. Third, the research may
give scientists a clearer

knowledge of other planets

in the solar system.
— Stuart Diamond

"The objective of collision

avoidance is to assure the

separation of aircraft during

flight operations— to avoid

the situation occurring where

two or more aircraft could

occupy the same point in

airspace at the same time.

"

— Special report in the

International Civil Aviation

Organization Bulletin

SOLAR POLAR

I none of the greatest

satellite trick shots of this

century, scientists plan to

send a pair of robot explor-

ers whipping around the far

side of Jupiter and, with a lit-

tle gravitational backspin,

bring them back to the cen-

ter of the solar system tor a

whole new look at our

closest star, the sun.

Called the International

Solar Polar Mission, the pair

will give us a view of the sun

that man has never had be-

fore. They will show us its

north and south poles.

This mission is a joint effort

between the European

Space Agency and NASA,
which plan to launch the

robots from the space shut-

tle early in 1983. After being

released from the shuttle's

cargo bay, ihe two space-

craft will soar toward Jupiter.

In about the middle of 1984

they will go around that

planet— one satellite going

over the top of Jupiter, the

other going around the

planet's south pole— and
begin boomeranging back
toward Earth,

Both satellites will con-

tinue to fly above and below

the earth, Venus, and Mer-

cury and after about two and

a half years will pass over

and under ihe sun.

Each satellite will pass 180

million miles above one of

the two poles, studying ev-

erything from the sun's radi-

ation, magnetic field, and

sunspots to the solar wind

and cosmic dust. They'll be

going through parts of

space where neither man
nor machine has been
before.

One satellite will be built in*

Europe, and the other is

being built here in the United

States by TRW's Defense
and Space Systems Group.

The half-ton craft will be
outfitted with one large,

dish-shaped antenna, two

165-foot wire antennas, 345-

foot boom, and equipment ca-
pable of making nine high-

ly specialized experiments.
— Douglas Colligan

Robot approaches the sun: Studying solar wind, cosmic dust, ana
traveling through space wheie neither man nor machine has Oe&i.
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EYEBALL FLORA

One of the weirdest cases
in medical history occurred
recently in Cape Town, South
Africa. An eighl-year-otd boy

the Archives of Ophthalmol-

ogy, points out that the eye-

ball apparently provides the

essential conditions for the

germination of seeds: mois-

ture, warmth, fresh air, and

Sprout growing in South African boy's eye: Germination conditions in

the eye are so good, everyone wonders why it never happened before.

was found to have a seed
and sprout growing out

of his left eye.

The one-eighth-inch-long

sprout, which was removed

by microsurgery, was grow-

ing just under the surface of

the eyeball on the outer edge
ot the iris. About 18 months
earlier the boy had returned

home from school with a

swollen eye. The discomiort

was caused by a seed,

which subsequently germi-

nated. After surgery, the eye

healed and the boy's vision

was unimpaired.

Botanists who examined
the seedling found that it

was a member of the Com-
positae family, which in-

cludes herbs, daisies, and
marigolds.

The incident, reported in
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protection from strong light.

it was not clear, however,

why no other cases of seed
germination in eyeballs have

ever been reported.— S.D.

BIONIC BLOOD

A synthetic blood is Ja-

pan's latest export to

America. Investigators

tested the blood on them-

selves and, in an emergency,

used it to sustain a patient

who bled heavily during

surgery.

In the United States a

member of Jehovah's Wit-

nesses accepted an exper-

imental transfusion of bionic

blood; his religion forbids

natural blood transfusions.

Described as a kind of liq-

uid Teflon, the synthetic

blood is an oxygenated
perfluorocarbon emulsion
— a liquid hydrocarbon or

other organic ehemicai with

hydrogen atoms replaced by

fluorine atoms. The stuff

soaks up oxygen, and thus

comes its usefulness. Real

blood does the same thing.

The leading developer is

Dr. R. Naito. of Green Cross

Company, Osaka, Japan.
After he infused himself with

50 milliliters (ml) of the emul-

sion (called Ruosol-DA),

several other investigators

used up to 500 ml on them-
selves, Though not ready
commercially, the blood has

been used in more than 50

emergency cases here and
in Japan.

There are some problems:

I none of the blood substi-

tutes the tiny droplets (less

than a tenth of a red cell's

diameter) tend to grow. At a

certain size, they could

block capillaries and cause
problems. Dr. Naito has

0fr~

changed his emulsion to

stop clogging, but his new
formula takes longer to be
excreted by the body; still,

it's considered a reasonable

tradeoff.

The real bionic blood's ad-

vantages: It eliminates typ-

ing and infection problems,

and it can be mass-
produced, autoclaved, and
stored frozen at least two

years.— Iris Poiiski

DUAL APPLIANCES

About four years ago Ar-

thur Q Little, the Cambridge,
Massachusetts, consulting

firm, identified 343
appliances that could be
used for more than one func-

tion atatime, saving energy

and increasing efficiency.

Today several have found

their way into commerce.
One is a residential air-

conditioning system that re-

channels some of the

exhaust heat to warm water

for washing. It can supply all

the hot water for a southern

home during the warmest
months of the year and much
of the needs for a northern

home during the same
period.

The extra equipment costs

about £300— an investment

that can be recouped in

three to six years.

A second dual-purpose

appliance reclaims heat

from the range hood in

commercial kitchens and
uses it to preheat dish-

washer water.

A third dual-purpose

appliance is a waste-heat
reclaimer for clothes dryers,

Instead of exhausting oui-

side, some heat is blown

back into the room.— S.D.



LASER GUNSIGHTS

Can a gunsight bs subject

to safety rules more stringent

than those covering the gun
itself? It can if the gun is

aimed with a low-power

laser.

The idea of laser aiming is

simple: A laser aligned with

a gun barrel will produce a

bright red spol at the point

where a bullet would hit. This

makes aiming fast and accu-

rate, factors critical for po-

licemen and military agents,

the only people to whom
laser-aimed guns are sold.

The problem, as far as the

federal Bureau of Radiologi-

cal Health (BRH) is con-

cerned, is that the laser

beam could be aimed at

someone's eye. The agency
does have a point; Shooting

a laser beam into someone's

eye for several minutes

could damage the person's

eyesight. Staring at the sun

produces the same effect,

bui BRH can't do anything

about that. And while a bullet

can maim or kill, BRH is au-

thorized to regulate lasers,

not guns.

To prevent accidental ex-

posure to such beams, BRH
requires that the lasers be
equipped with safety ac-

cessories, including a key-

controlled "on" switch and a

light or a buzzer to warn that

the laser is operating. Such
accessories would make
laser-aimed firearms cum-
bersome and could be
hazardous in themselves,

the makers argue. After

much deliberation, BRH
agreed to waive some of Us

laser-safety regulations be-

cause they "do not appro-

priately address" laser-

aimed guns. Although that

conclusion may seem obvi-

ous, one of the three small

companies that make the

guns, the Newport Research
Corporation, of Fountain

Valley. California, reports that

The laser-sighted automatic rifle: The Bureau of" Radiological Health

says the sight is hazardous; no one questions the bullets.

it took two man-years of ef-

fort to persuade the federal

agency to do so.— Jeff Hecht

"A neurotic is a person who
builds a caslle in the air. A
psychotic is the person who
lives in it. A psychiatrist is the

one who collects the rent.
"

— Jerome Lawrence

ma;or earthquake in Califor-

nia in 1979 that would cause
a lot of damage, kill some
people, and change the

coastline of the state.

"Depend on the rabbit's foot

ifyou will, but remember that

it didn't work for the rabbit."

-R.E.Shay

PSYCHIC
SCOREBOARD

The January 2, 1979, issue

of the National Enquirer car-

ried 74 predictions by "ten

leading psychics." Here's

some of what they fore-

saw—and their final score:

• California psychic Clarisa

Bernhardt said Billy Carter

would be hospitalized for try-

ing to break the world's

beer-drinking record; she

also forecast that doctors

would discover a link be-

tween tooth decay and heart

disease.

• Olof Jonsson predicted

Robin "Mork" Williams would
have a close encounter with

a real UFO and the real Holy

Shroud would be found in

Egypt.
• Jack Gillen foresaw the

discovery of a new planet by

our Venus space probe.
• Fredrick Davies predicted

Pope John Paul II would an-

nounce the coming ordina-

tion of women as priests.

• Dorothy Allison claimed

more police departments
would use psychics to help

solve crimes and that ESP
would be proved in the lab.

Marjorie Staves foresaw a

Out of the total of 74 pre-

dictions, only 2 came close

to being correct— the one
about police using psychics

and the one about the

earthquake, though Califor-

nia's coastline remains un-

changed. In baseball terms,

these psychics batted .027

in 1979.— Joel Davis

"We must welcome the

future, remembering that

soon it wiii be the pas!;

and we must respect the

past, remembering that once
it was all that was humanly
possible.

"

—George Santayana

"We haven't the money. So
we've got to think."

— Ernest Rutherford.

in the Bulletin of the Institute

of Physics, 1962
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TEST-TUBE CABBAGE

Genetic engineering may
make a major contribution to

improving world nutrition.

Research efforts are under

way to change the charac-
teristics of food crops—
everything from cabbage to

rice to potatoes.

One of the most ambitious
attempts, at Cornell Univer-

sity, aims to change the ge-
netic makeup of cabbage
cells and grow them into

cabbage plants in test

tubes. Such biological en-
gineering could knock years
off the slow cross-breeding
process now used to im-

prove food crops.

The Cornell researchers
hope lo develop cabbage
that is resistant to drought,

disease, cold weather, and
high salt concentrations in

soil. Strains that are nutri-

tionally superior to current

varieties are also being at-

tempted. Since

used w-dely for coleslaw, is

not harvested year round in

most locations, researchers
hope to develop strains that

will keep (or several months
without decaying.

Grown in a test tube, the

new strains could be pro-

duced in five months, the

scientists estimate. Stan-

dard breeding procedures
take at least six years.

An international confer-

ence last November at

Brookhaven National Labo-
ratory on Long Island, New
York, enabled genetic en-

gineers from many nations to

exchange information on
their efforts to grow test-tube

rice, corn, tobacco, wheat,
barley, and other foods. The
goal is to develop crops with

higher, less disease-prone
yields to aid the world's

starving millions.— S.D.

"When a man sits with a pret-

ty girl for an hour, it seems
tikeaminute. Butlethimsit

on a hot stove for a

minute —and it's longer than
any hour. That's relativity."

—Albert Einstein

BRAVE NEW BUS

A new-model bus de-
signed by General Electric

has everything an environ-

mentalist could want: no gas
tank, no tailpipe pollutants,

and, as an added feature, a
fifth wheel.

The added wheel is a
flywheel, a ton-and-a-half

pile of steel disks stacked up
like pancakes and welded to

one another. The wheel is

i as a kind of storage
battery for the 1 4-ton electric

bus that's being buift as part

of a mass-transit experi-

ment, jointly funded by the

U.S. departments of Energy
and Transportation.

At the beginning of the

day the driver charges up
the bus's flywheel, sending it

spinning at about 10,000

revolutions per minute.

Sealed in an airtight module
with its own low-pressure

atmosphere of helium, the

wheel spins virtually friction-

free for hours without slow-

ing down.
When the driver steps on

his accelerator; the spinning
flywheel, which is turning a

special motor/alternator,

powers the bus's 150-

horsepower electric motor.

When he steps on the
brakes to slow down, the
motor helps slow the bus
and simultaneously re-

charges the flywheel.

The beauty of their electric

bus, GE engineers say, is

that it doesn't need the over-

head wires typical of other

electric-trolley systems. The
flywheel bus can charge up
in 90 seconds while waiting

at a special plug-in stop.

Since it's electric, it uses no
gas and doesn't spew out

any hydrocarbons as it hums
quietly along its route. — DC.

"Americans require a restful

quiet in the moving-picture

theater, and for them talking

.
. .on the screen destroys

the illusion. Devices for

projecting the film actor's

speech can be prefaced,
but the idea is not practical.

"

— Thomas Edison, 1926

"We used to think that if we
knew one, we knew two,

because one and one are
two. We are finding that we
must learn a great deal more
about 'and.'

"

— Sir Arthur Stanley

Eddington

Students of Shenandoah Junior High School, in Miami, Florida, honor
Albert Einstein by spelling out his famous formula with their bodies.
A skywriter also wrote E = mcs overhead as part of a teacher's
plan to popularize the physicist. For full story, see People, page 33.



A premier science -fiction

writer reveals who
has benefited most from

our space explorations

m Wlmost precisely

ten years after the first man set foot on

the moon, the House Select Committee

on Aging invited Robert A. Heinlein,

dean of American science-fiction writ-

ers, to testify before the committee on

the subject of applying space technol-

ogy to help the elderly and the hand-

icapped. The following article by Mr.

Heinlein describes how he prepared his

testimony and how he gave it.

On 2 July 1979 I received a letter call-

ing me to testify July 19 before a joint

session of the House Select Committee
on Aging (Honorable Claude Pepper,

M.C., Chairman) and the House Com-
mittee on Science and Technology
(Honorable Don Fuqua. M.C., Chair-

man)— subject: Applications of Space
Technology for the Elderly and the Hand-
icapped.

I stared at that letter with all the en-

thusiasm of a bridegroom handed a

summons for jury duty. Space technol-

ogy? Yeah, sure, I was gung-ho for

space technology, space travel, space-

ships, space exploration, space colo-

nies—anything about space, always

have been.

But "applications of space technol-

ogy for the elderly and the handi-

capped"? Why not bee culture? Or Es-

tonian folk dancing? Or the three-toed

salamander? Tantric Yoga?
I faced up to the problem the way any

married man does: "Honey? How do I

get out of this?"

"Come clean," she advised me. "Tell

them bluntly that you know nothing

about the subject. Shall I write a letter for

SPINOFF
BY ROBERTA. HEINLEIN



you to sign?"

"It's not that simple."

"Certainly it is. We don't want to go to

Washington. In July? Let's not be silly,"

"You don't have to go."

"You don't think I'd let you go alone, do
you? After the time and trouble I've spent
keeping you alive? Then let you drop dead
on a Washington sidewalk? Hmmph! You

go-/ go."

Some hours later I said, "Let's sum it up.

We both know that any congressional
committee hearing, no matter how the call

reads, has as its real subject 'Money'—who
gets it and how much. And we know that the

space program is in bad trouble. This joint

session may not help— it looks as if it would
take a miracle to save the space pro-

gram—but it might help. Some, maybe.
The only trouble is that I don't know any-
thing about the subject I'm supposed to

discuss."

"So you've said, about twenty times."
"1 don't know anything about it today. But

on July 19 I'm going to be a fully qualified

Expert Witness."

"So I told you, two hours ago."

Ginny and I have our own Baker Street

Irregulars. Whether the subject be Chaucer
or chalk, pulsars or poisons, we either know
the man who knows the most about it, or we
know a man who knows the man who knows
the most Within twenty-four hours we had
; fftj$f f$f0tf$
public-spirited citizens helping us. Sev-
enty-two hours and information started

to trickle in— within a week it was a flood

and I was starting to draft my written

testimony.

I completed my draft and immediately

discarded it; galley proofs had arrived of

"Technologies for the Handicapped and
the Aged" by Trudy E.Bell, NASA July 1979.
This brochure was to be submitted by Dr.

Frosch, Administrator of NASA, as his tes-

timony at the same hearing. Trudy Bell had
done .a beautiful job— one that made 95
percent of what I had written totally unnec-
essary

So I started over

What follows is condensed and abridged
from both my written presentation and my
oral testimony;

"Honorable Chairman, ladies, and gen-
tlemen—
"Happy New Year!

"Indeed a happy New Year beginning the
eleventh year in the Age of Space, greatest

era of our race— the greatest— despite

gasoline shortages, pollution, overpopula-
tion, inflation, wars and threats of war.

'These foo shall pass'— but the stars abide.

"Our race wilf spread out through
space— unlimited room, unlimited energy,

unlimited wealth. This is certain.

"But I am. not certain that the working

li
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language will be English. The people of the
United States seem to have suffered a loss

of nerve. However, I am limited by the call to

a discussion of .'spinoffs' from our space
program useful to the aged and the hand-
icapped.

"In ali scientific research, the researcher

may or may not find what he is looking
for— indeed, his hypothesis may be demol-
ished—but he is certain to learn something
new . .

.
which may be and often is more

important than what he had hoped to learn.

"This is the Principle of Serendipity It is

so invariant that it can be considered an
empirically established natural law.

"In space research we always try to do
more with less, because today (he payload
is tightly limited in size and in weight. This

means endless research and development
to make everything smaller, lighter, fool-

proof, and fail-proof. It works out that al-

most everything developed for space can
be used in therapy . . . and thereby benefits

both the elderly and the handicapped, the

^The most ironic

thing about our space
program is that

there are . . . people alive

today who would be
dead were it not for some

item derived

from space research.^

two groups requiring the most therapy of all

sorts.

"When you reach old age— say sevenfy

and up— it approaches certainty that you
will be in some way handicapped. Not
necessarily a wheelchair or crutches or a

white cane— most handicaps do not show
So all of us are customers for space spin-

offs— if not today, then soon."

Witness holds up NASA brochure
"There is no need for me to discuss appli-

cations that NASA has already described.

But this I must say: NASA's presentation is

extremely modest; it cites only 46 applica-

tions—whereas there are hundreds. Often

one bit of research results in second, third,

and fourth generations; each generation

usually has multiple applications— spin-

offs have spinoffs, branching out like a tree.

To get a feeling for this, think of the endless
applications of Lee De Forest's vacuum
tube, Dr. Shockley's transistor.

"Here is a way to spot space-research
spinoffs: If it involves microminiaturization

ot any sort, minicomputers, miniaturized

long-life power sources, highly reliable mi-

croswitches, remotely controlled manipu-
lators, image enhancers, small and sophis-

ticated robotics or cybernetics, then, no
matter where you find the item, at a critical

point in its development it was part of our
space program.

"Examples;
"Image enhancer: This magic gadget

runs an x-ray or fluoroscope picture
through a special computer, does things to

it, then puts it back onto the screen. Or
stores it for replay. Or both. It can sharpen
the contrast, takeout 'noise,' remove part of

the picture that gets in the way of what you
need to see, and do other Wizard-of-Oz
stunts.

"This is the wonder toy that took ex-

tremely weak digital code signals and
turned them into those beautitul, sharp,

true-color photographs from the surface of

Mars in the Viking program and also
brought us the Voyager photographs of

Jupiter and its moons.
"I first saw one in 1977 at the medical

school of the University of Arizona— saw
them put a long catheter up through a
dog's body in order to inject .an x-

ray-opaque dye into its brain. This does not

hurt the dog. More about this later—

"I did not know what an image enhancer
was until I saw one demonstrated and did

not learn until this year that it came from our
space program. Possibly the doctor did not

know. M.D.'s can use instruments with no
notion that they derive from space research
. .

.
and a patient usually knows as little

about it as did that dog.

"The most ironic thing about our space
program is that there are thousands pf

people alive today who would be dead
were it not for some item derived from
space research— but they are blissfully

unaware of the fad — and complain about
'wasting all that money on stupid, useless
space stunts when we have so many really

important problems to solve right here on
Earth.'

" '— all that money— '!

"That sort of thinking would have kept

Columbus at home.
"NASA's annual budget wouldn't carry

HEW ten days. The entire ten years of the
Moon program works out to slightly less

than live cents per citizen per day.

"Would you like to be a wheelchair case
caught in a hurricane such as that one that

failed to swing east and instead hit the

Texas and Louisiana coast? Thai storm was
tracked by weather satellite; there was
ample warning for anyone who would heed
it— plenty of time to evacuate not only

wheelchair cases but bed patients.

'A similar storm hit Bangladesh a while
back; it too was tracked by satellite. But
Bangladesh lacks the means to warn its

people; many thousands were killed. Here
in the United States it would take real effort

'

to miss a hurricane warning; even houses
with no plumbing have television.

"Weather satellites are not spinoff; they
are space program. But they must be listed

because bad weather of any sort is much
rougher on the aged and the handicapped
than it is on the young and able-bodied.



"Portable kidney machine: If a person's

kidneys fail, he must 'go on the machine' or

die. 'The machine' is afate so grim that the

suicide rate is high. Miniaturization has

made it possible lo build portable kidney

machines. This not only letsihe patient lead

a fairly normal life, travel and so forth, but

also his blood is cleaned steadily as with a

normal kidney; he is no longer cumulatively

poisoned by his own toxins between his

assigned days or nights 'on the machine.'

"This is new. A few have already made
the switch, but all kidney victims can ex-

pect it soon. The suicide rate has dropped

markedly— life is again worth living; hope
has been restored.

"Computerized Axial Tomography, or

CAT, or 'brain scan': They strap you to a

table, fasten your skull firmly, duck behind a

barrier, and punch a button— then an au-

tomatic x-ray machine takes endless pic-

tures, a tiny slice at a time. A special com-

puter synthesizes each series of slices into

a picture; a couple of dozen such piclures

show the brain in three-dimensional, fine

detail, a layer at a time.

"Doppler Ultrasound Stethoscope:

another microminiaturization .spinoff. This

instrument is to an ordinary stethoscope as

a Rolls-Royce is to a Model-T Ford."

Witness stands up, turns from side to

side. "Look at me, please! I'll never be Mr.

America; I'll never take part in the Olym-

pics. I've climbed my last mountain.

"But I'm here, I'm- alive, I'm functioning.
,

"Fourteen months ago my brain was
dull-normal and getiing worse, slipping to-

ward 'human vegetable.' I slept sixteen

hours a day and wasn't worth a hoot the

other eight hours.

"Were it not for the skill of Dr. Norman

Chater, plus certain spinoffs from the

space program, today I would either be a

human vegetable or, if lucky, dead of cere-

bral stroke.

"My father was noMucky; from a similar

disorder it took him years to die— miser-

able years. He died before the operation

that saved me had been invented, long be-

fore there was medical spinoff from space

technology.

"Am I elderly? I'm seventy-two. I suffered

from -a disorder typical of old age, almost

never found in the young.

'Am I handicapped? Yes, but my hand-

icaps do not interfere with my work— or my
joy in life. Over forty years ago the Navy

handed me a piece of paper that pro-

nounced me totally and permanently dis-

abled. I never believed it. That piece of

paper wore out; I did not.

"Mrs. Heinlein and I spent 1976 and -77

on blood drives all over this nation. We
crisscrossed the country so many times

that we lost track. It was worthwhile; we
recruited several thousand new blood

donors— but it was very strenuous. By the

end of 77 we badly needed a rest, so we
took a sea voyage. She and I were walking

the beach on Moore'a, Tahiti, when I turned

my head to look at a mountain peak— and

something happened.

Wild Turkey Lore:

Wild Turkeys are masters of

camouflage and evasion.

A large flock of birds will lie

quietly within yards of a man
passing through the forest,

and never be seen.

The WildTurkeyis truly J
a native bird, unique to

America. And it is the

unique symbol of the

finest native whiskey

in America—Wild Turkey.

WILD TURKEY7101 PROOF



"I balanced 01
1
my left (eg and said, 'Dar-

ling, I'm terribly sorry, but I think I'vetiad a
stroke. Something happened inside my
head, and now I'm seeing double and my
right side feels paralyzed.'

"Mrs-, Heinlein half-carried me, half-

dragged me, back to the landing— got me
back aboard.

'A shipmate friend, Dr. Armando Fortuna,

diagnosed w.na: had happened: a transient

ischemic attack (TIA). not a slroke. When
we reached California, this was confirmed
by tests. However a TIA is frequently a prel-

ude to a stroke.

,
"Remember that spinoff, computerized

axial tomography? That was done to me to

rule out brain tumor. No tumor. The
.
neurologist my physician had called in

started me on medication lo Ihin my blood
as the clinical picture indicaled constric-

tion in blood flow to my brain. This treat-

ment was to continue for six months.
"But In only two months I was failing so

rapidly that
I was shipped to the University

of California Medical School at San Fran-
cisco for further diagnosis. Remember the
image enhancer and that dog at the Uni-
versity of Arizona? I said that dog was nol
hurt. They did it to me, with no. anesthesia; it

did not hurt.

"The catheter goes in down here"— wit-

ness points at the right side of his groin—
"and goes all the way up and into the aortal

arch above the heart. There three very
large arteries lead up toward the brain; the
catheter was used to shoot x-ray-opaque
dye into each, in succession. The proce-
dure took over two hours ... but I was never
bored because the image enhancer in-

cluded closed-circuit television of the
fluoroscopy with the screen right up
here"— witness indicales a spot just above
and to the left of his head— "above me,
where the radiologist and his team, and the
patient— /

— could see it.

"How many people ever get a chance to

watch their own hearts beat? Utterly fas-

cinating!
I
could see my heart beating, see

my diaphragm rise and fall, seamy lungs
expand and contract, see the dye go up
into my brain

. . . see the network of blood
vessels in my brain suddenly spring into

sharp relief. It was worth the trip!

"They spotted what was wrong; my left

internal carotid was totally blocked. So the
left half ofmy brain was- starved for oxygen,
as it was receiving only what leaked over
from the right side or from the verlebrals

where the network interconnected, princi-

pally at the Circle ot Willis under the brain.

"But this is your speech center"—
witness touches left side of skull above
ear— "your word processor, the place
where a writer does all his work. No wonder
I was dopey— could not write, could not
study, could not read anything-difficult.

"My left internal carotid is still blocked;
the stoppage is too high up for surgery So
theysentmeto-DrChaterat Franklin Hospi-
tal, who moved my left superficial temporal
artery to feed the left side of my brain. This
operation is pictured on pages 62 and63 of
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the April 1978 Scientific American, so I will had a terminal in his offices-
1 don't know.

omit grisly details; if surgery interests you, But there can't be any difficulty in remot-
you can look them up there. ing a hundred yards or so when the technol-

"The procedure is this: Scalp the patient ogy was developed for remoting from
from the left eyebrow, going high and curv- LunaloHouston, almost aquarter of amillion
ing down to a spot behind the left ear back miles.

ofthemastoid.Cutawayfromthescalpthe "Space spinoff in postoperative care: A
temporal artery. Saw a circular hole in the Doppler ultrasound stethoscope is an im-
skull above the ear. Go inside the brain into pressive example of microminiafurization.
the Sylvian fissure, find its main artery, join It is enormously more sensitive than an
the two arteries, end to side. The left an- acoustic stethoscope; the gain can be con-
tenor lobe of my brain is now served by the trolled, and, because of its Doppler nature,
left external carotid via this roundabout fluid flow volume and direction can be in-

bypass. Dr. Chater did the hookup under a ferred by a skilled operator. Being ul-
microscope with sutures so fine the naked trasound at extremely high frequency, it is

eye can't see them. highly direcfional; an acoustic stethoscope
"Check by Doppler ultrasound to make is not.

sure the bypass works, then close the hole
in the skull with a plate that has a groove in it

for the moved artery. Sew back the

"I: generates a tight beam of ultrasound
beyond the range of the human ear. This

strikes something and bounces
scalp-gotolunch.Thesurgeonhasbeen back, causing interference beats „,
operating for four hours; he's hungry. (The audible range. It behaves much like Dop-
pa! snl is not.)

"They placed me in a cardiac intensive-

6 My father was not

lucky. ... He died before

the operation

that saved me had been
invented, long

before there was any
medical spinoff

from space technology.^

radar save that the radiation i

trasound rather than electromagnetic.
Thus it is a noninvasive way to explore in-

side the body withou; the dangers of x-ray

. .
. and is able to 'see' soft tissues that x-ray

can't see.

"Both characteristics make it especially

useful for protecting pregnant mothers and
unborn babies. I am not departing from the
call; babies unborn and newly born, and
mothers at lerm must be classed as 'tem-
porarily but severely handicapped."
"Doppler ultrasound was used on me be-

fore, during, and after surgery.

'After my convalescence I was again ex- '

amined by computerized axial tomog-
raphy. No abnormalities— other than the
new plate in my skull.

"This brain surgery is not itself a spinoff

from space technology ... but note how
hm^^^^m^^^^^^^^^^hm^ repeatedly space spinoffs were used on

me before, during, and after surgery. This
care room. When I woke, I found in my operation is very touchy: in the whole world
room a big screen with dancing lights ail only a handful of surgical teams dare at-
over it. Those curves meant nothing to me tempt it. Of the thousand-odd of these op-
taut were clear as print to the I.C. nurses erations to date, world wide. Dr. Chater has
and to my doctors-such things as EKG, performed more than three hundred. His
blood pressure, respiration, temperature, mortality rate is far lower than that of any
brain waves, I don't know what all. The thing other team anywhere. This is a tribute to his
was so sensitive that my slightest move- skill, but part of it comes from his attitude'
ment caused one of the curves to spike. He a/ways uses the latest, most sophisti-

"I mention this gadget because I was not cated tools available.
wired io '' "I was far gone;

I needed every edge
'Another space-tech ho

Iogy spinoff: This possible. Several things that tipped the
is the way Dr. Berry monitored our as- odds in my favor are spinoffs from space
tronauts whenever they were out in space, technology.
"Colonel Berry had to have remote "Was il worthwhile? Yes, even if I had

monitoring for his astronaut patients. For died at one of the four critical points-
me it may not have been utterly necessary, because sinking into senility while one is

But it did mean that I was not cluttered with still bright enough to realize that one's men-
dozens of wires like a lly caught in a web; tal powers are steadily failing is a miserable,
the microminiaturized sensors were so no-good way to live. Early last year I was
small and unobtrusive that

I never noticed just smart enough to realize that I had nor-
thern— yet the nurses had the full picture ing left to look forward to, nothing whatever
every minute, every second. This caused me to be quite willing to 'go for

"Another advantage of telemetered broke'— get well or die.
remote monitoring is that more than one "Did it work? I have been out of con-
terminal can display the signals. My wife valescence about one year, during
tells me that there was one at the nursing which I've caught up on two years of tech-
supervisor's station. Dr Chater may have nical journals, resumed studying. I have

CONTINUED ON PAGE 118



THE EMPEROR'S
NEW CLOTHES

After the royal procession, he learned not to challenge the throne

BY JOHN ANTHONY WEST

Wfhy, he has nothing

on!" cried a little

tfffld.

Listen to the voice

of conscience!" said his father,

for everyone was whispering to

his neighbor what the child had
said. "He has nothing on! There

is a little child here who says he

has nothing on!"

"He really has nothing on!"

the whole crowd at length cried.

The Emperor shrank within

himself as he heard their re-

marks, for it seemed to him that

they were right, but he thought

at the same time, A! any rate, I

must go through with this pro-

cession to the end. So he put on

a still haughtier air, and his

gentlemen-in-waiting marched
behind, carefully holding up the

train that wasn't there.

When the Emperor got back
to the palace, his face was as

red with shame as his legs were

blue with cold. He knew that the

news had preceded him, for it

was common knowledge that

even his own personal airplane,

the swiftest in the empire, was
not as swift as rumor. Besides,

the palace staff would have
seen everything on television.

The very lackeys smirked as

he walked past, and guards
and Secret Service men, dis-

guised as footmen, exchanged
whispers and giggles as they

shut the ivory-and-gold inlaid

doors behind their sovereign.

Perhaps this was only his imag-

ination. But perhaps it was not.

Had it not been for strained rela-

tions between the Flunkies

Union and the Court, the Em-
peror would have ordered a

caning for them all.

The Emperor summoned his

ministers, his communications

experts, his public relations

men. his press secretaries, and
his speech writers, All agreed

The Emperor's image had suf-

fered a setback.

The Perpetual Poll Machine,
designed to give up-to-the-

minute readouts on all imperial

questions, divulged a 79-

percent dip in confidence in the

Emperor's imperialness.

The press derided the deba-
cle as a "sartorial asscapade."
The minister of communications
called for emergency mea-

sures. "Image-enhancing struc-

turalized communications pro-

grams must be instituted,

orientated at credibility positivi-

zation, with includificated pres-

tige-dwindle reversal feedback

functions operant," he declared.

The experts agreed that the

minister had spoken for them
all. and a summit conference

was convened to get to the bot-

tom of the matter.

"Yes," said the Emperor, "but

first let us behead those rogues

the weavers,"

"Your Majesty." the ministers

protested, "suppose the weav-
ers prove right and the child

wrong?"
"Right or wrong, those weav-

ers are enemies of the state.

Behead them," the Emperor
commanded.

"But we have abolished capi-

tal punishment!" the Lord High

Justice demurred.
"The exception proves the

rule," thundered the Emperor

So the weavers were sum-
moned and then summarily be-

headed.
"Truly, logic is a wonderful

thing." the imperial philosopher
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ihing," the imperia philosooher remarked.

Justice having triumphed, a commission
was appointed to study the foregoing

events and lo examine the credentials of

the offensive child.

Upon whaf authority did he dare dispar-

age the Emperor's new clothes7 What were
his qualifications? What degrees did he
have7

It was recalled that the very first stipula-

tion made by the ex-weavers was that the

fabric was invisible to the stupid and the

foolish. Was it not therefore likely. Ihe impe-
rial sociologist proposed, that in a society

as progressive as their own the people had
become so advanced that only one of the

Emperor's subjects, and a child at that,

should have proved stupid and foolish

enough not to have seen the Emperor's

new clothes?

The imperial economist supported this

argument from another angle. "We must
remember how many man-hours the late

weavers worked," he argued. "Surely, it is

illogical and uneconomical — which comes,
to the same thing— to expend time and
effort on imaginary production. Fabric

must have been produced!"
"Clearly," said the chief public relations

man, "it is simply a question of reestablish-

ing confidence in the reality of the Em-
peror's new clothes."

The late weavers had taken every pre-

caution to retain the secrets of their art.

However, by bugging the looms and sup-

plying the weavers with selected indoctn

nated apprentices, the IBI (Imperial Bureau
of Investigation) had systematically col-

lected those secrets. The chief of the IBI

proudly asserted 'that immediate mass
production of the material was possible.

The wheels of empire were set in motion.

Committees were formed. Grants were al-

located. Research was begun. And the im-

perial copywriter set fo work thinking up a

brand name for the material to" be pro-

duced.
It was the Emperor's wish that every one

oi his subjects, regardless of status, share
in the pride of ownership of some article of

clothing made of the new material. This

was a wish dictated by expediency as

much as by magnanimity. Once govern-

ment aid had been distributed, who could
still doubt its existence? Taxes were levied

to finance textile plants, and a campaign
was initiated to inform the public of. all that

was being done on its behalf.

The great film director Ziti Balonioni was
summoned to the palace. An epic docu-
mentary film was commissioned. Entitled

Material Benefits, it told ihe. entire story of

the marvelous new fabric.

The empire busied itself in manufactur-

ing the subtle textile. The imperial inorganic

chemist even succeeded in inventing a

synthetic substitute for distribution to Third

World countries.

The Emperor's new image shone.

Only historians remembered the infa-.

mous procession, but their analyses of it

were mutually contradictory. One saw it as a

phase in the eternal class struggle.

Another ascribed it to a temporary regres-

sion into an earlier, less-evolved stale of

consciousness. A third postulated an ex-

tremist plot to discredit the Emperor.

Meanwhile the littie child responsible for

the event had been examined in depth by
the Imperial child psychologist. He had
been compelled fo take the Imperial Per-

sonality Test. The results were unprece-
dented. The boy registered zero personal-

ity.

He had refused to choose between al-

ternatives to the question. Which would you
rather be: A. Pope

( ); B. Emperor
( )

7

Instead he had penciled in his own answer
in the margin: C. Cowboy (x).

To the question, Which would you rather

do: A. Plan an advertising campaign to

promote the Emperor's new clothes
( ); B.

Design a loom to make the Emperor's new
clothes

( ); C. Manage a department store

selling the Emperor's new clothes ( )? he
had penciled in: D. Drive a fire engine (x).

The Imperial Personality Test was unan-
imously considered to be infallible, A mood
of apprehension swept over the empire. A
rumor spread that hostile agents had un-

leashed a conscousness-coritracting drug
and that the child was its first victim, But

these suspicions were allayed when spe-

cialists assigned to the case reported

themselves 100-percent free of the
symptoms after weeks of close-contact

testing.

Medical historians, delving into the lm-°

perial Archives, pul forward a reassuring

explanation. They found that in the past a
pathological condition very similar to the

current case was by no means uncommon,
particularly among small children. How-
ever, according to the records, the
symptoms responded readily to education

and disappeared. However, since the child

under present surveillance had been sub-

jected to educational methods far more
sophisticated than anything previously

known, it was obvious that a more radical

treatment was required. Occupational
therapy was prescribed.

Amid considerable public acclaim, the

child was awarded the post of Master of the

Imperial Wardrobe, perhaps the second
most prestigious position in the empire.

Yet within a week he was complaining

publicly that he had nothing to do.

He was diagnosed by the imperial psy-

chologist as "abnormal," but a worried pub-
lic, goaded, by the press, refused to accept
such a verdict. The Emperor therefore

called a special session of the Legislature,

whose prolonged parleys seemed to be
heading for a stalemate until help came
from a most unexpected quarter.

Out of respect for tradition, the post of

imperial philosopher had never been
abolished. As a pure formality on every
official matter, the imperial philosopher was
officially consulted, and his opinion was
duly noted in the register. Not once in the
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At Cetus, a scientist tricks the cellular

components of a frog's egg into synthesizing

protein by injecting foreign genes (above):

the artificial gland being implanted underneath
the rat's skin is an Alia prototype for

a drug-delivery system in humans (right).

From
a chilled beaker, a

scientist clad in white gently

spools spaghettilike threads

of DNA onto a -glass rod. He
is about to treat it with enzymes
that will clip away all but a cho-

sen gene, then insert it into the

genetic material of a bacterium
called Escherichia coll, endow-
ing the microbe with powers
that nature never gave it.

Not long ago experiments
with recombinant DNA stirred

visions ot strange, artificial

diseases against which
humanity would have no natural

defense; such experiments
provoked sharp controversy

over whether scientists should

be allowed to tamper with life

itself. Today most of the fears

have died down, and
biotechnology is filling the

heads of businessmen with

visions of immense profits.

In the past ten years or so.

dozens of new companies have
begun to harness the life

processes and put them to work

in industry. Quietly, almost

unnoticed in a world dazzled by
innovative electronic products,

these firms are fomenting a
technological revolution that

promises to shake the

foundations of medicine,

agriculture, food processing,

energy production, and the

chemical and pharmaceutical

industries.

Already included among
biotechnology's success stories

are bacteria engineered to

produce human insulin,

drug-delivery systems that

THE GENE TRUST
BY KATHLEEN AND
SHARON McAULIFFE

Science and business

join forces to exploit the

machinery of life
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mimic the pancreas and other'glands, mi-

crobial "miners" that leach valuable metals

from ores, and novel peslicides that make
insects their own worst enemies.

Yet, judging by the excitement within the

business community, and the large capital

investments these developing technolo-

gies have attracted, the most dramatic in-

novations are still to come.

"Commercial development of modern
biology really only began in the early

Seventies. By the mid-Nineties, certain ap-

plications will have proliferated in ways we
just can't imagine," says Brook Byers,

whose venture-capital firm, Kleiner, Per-

kins. Caufieid and Byers, has put $1. 5 mil-

lion into two of California's pioneering
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biocompanies. One, Hybritech, has spe-

cialized in cloning specific antibodies that

may someday destroy viruses and cancer

cells. The other, Genentech, is working to

synthesize recombinant microorganisms

that will produce all the body's rare chemi-

cals, from interferon to the opiatelike pain-

killers of the brain.

But few companies can outshine Ceius

Corporation, in Berkeley, California, for

sheer diversification. Chairman and co-

founder Ronald Cape recalls, "When we
started up in 1971, there was a tremendous
amount of knowledge and discovery span-

ning a generation in molecular biology that

had yet to find any practical applications.

We knew that if we could tap only a small

fraction of that potential, we'd be in busi-

ness."

Cape and Peter Farley, president of

Cetus. are among a rare breed of "hy-

brids"— a cross between serious scientist

(Cape has a Ph.D. in biochemistry. Farley is

a physician) and hard-headed, no-non-

sense businessman (both hold M.B.A.s

from prestigious universities). Joining

forces with Donald Glaser, a 1960 Nobel

Prize winner in physics, they were able to

pool their special talents to become lead-

ing innovators of the new biology, Today

Cetus has a market value of £75 million and

counts some of the largest corporations in

America among its shareholders,

Cetus. Genentech, and Hybritech all

faced majo' problers in getting started.

"When we went out to sell our insights

about molecular biology, we ran into brick

walls," Cape says. "We were told we were

dreamers. Now, eight years later, every-

body's racing like hell to spend money in

this area, and we're racing like hell to

spend money faster to stay in the front line.

It's difficult to believe how many people told

us we didn't know what we were talking

about."

One of Cetus's first goals is to develop a

renewable energy source, With the world's

oil supply dwindling rapidly, converting

plant biomass into fuels and valuable

chemicals is increasingly attractive. Sugar-

cane and sorghum, for example, trap up to

6 percent of the sun's energy that falls on

their leaves. When these major food crops

are harvested, however, millions of tons of

bagasse, the leftover stalks, is thrown away.

To convert this debris into ethanol for

gasohol, Cetus intends to exploit the

ravenous appetite of certain micro-
organisms.

"It's a coupling reaction." Cape explains.

"The biomass becomes their food, and we
use them as little chemical factories to con-

vert it into alcohol,"

The process now requires two kinds of

microorganism: one that converts the cel-

lulose in the biomass to glucose and
another that turns the glucose into alcohol.

Using recombinant-DNA technology, how-

ever, Cetus hopes to stitch the r.

genes from both microorganisms into one
"superbug," which will perform the entire

reaction.

MAN-MADE MICROBES

Although recombinant DNA enters into

almost all research at Cetus. the company
was not founded solely to exploit this

technology, It was not until 1973, two years

after Cetus was established, that Stanford

University's Dr. Stanley Cohen and others

began developing means to transplant

genes from one microorganism to another.

The original plan was to harness the as-

tounding versatility of natural microbes,

which had been all but ignored by com-
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mercial enterprises. The unexpected ad-

vent of recombinant-DNA techniques sim-

ply speeded their progress. Suddenly

scientists could endow their "bugs" with

entirely new abilities, tailoring them to iulfill

industry's needs.

Within Cetus's eight buildings, dozens of

breeds ot bugs are rapidly multiplying.

They may well become an indispensable

work force in the future. Huge amounts of

single-celled protein may be continuously

harvested in one lab to provide livestock

feed for countries that lack soybeans.

Another microorganism can convert
ethylene lo ethylene glycol, a principal

component of antifreeze. Recombinant-
DNA technology may induce still other mi-

crobes to produce a sticky, jellyiike sub-

stance that will coax oil in abandoned wells

through the surrounding rock and up to the

surface. (After a well has gone "dry," close

to 60 percent of the oil may still remain in

the ground.)

"We've devoted ourselves to trying to do
things for industry that industry hasn't yet

been doing for itself," says Cape, whose
microbial army is set to make a wide range

of chemical products— from plastics to fer-

tilizers— now derived from oil and gasoline.

Biological production would save energy,

according to Cape, and would reduce pol-

lution and lower the operating costs of tradi-

tional chemical synthesis.

One naturally occurring bacterium has

already proved its cost-effectiveness in ex-

tracting valuable metals from low-grade or

inaccessible ores. Mining companies in

Canada, Australia, and the United States

are investigating the possibility of using

microbial processes to supplant conven-

tional mining methods altogether.

Microbes hold even brighter promise for

medicine, The body's most potent chemi-

cals exist in minute quantities and are ex-

tremely difficult to extract and purify. The
scarcity and exorbitant cost of these sub-

stances prevent their use by doctors.

interferon, for example, has been avail-

able only to a handful of medical research-

ers. Even if it should prove to be a powerful

weapon against cancer, as researchers

suspect, who will benefit when its current

price is $22 billion a pound? However.

Cape is confident that genetically en-

gineered microbes will solve this prob-

lem—and in the not-too-distant future. "I

think we'll be getting useful amounts of in-

terferon into people's hands within the next

two or three years, at a much lower price

than they have to pay now" he reports.

DNA FACTORIES

Although gene grafting was first carried

out between breeds of bacteria, it soon

proved possible between widely different

organisms. When mammalian genes are

spliced into bacterial hosts, these micro-

scopic factories can be tricked into pro-

ducing large quantities of natural body
substances— hormones, enzymes, and
antibodies— which are difficult or impossi-

ble to obtain synthetically.

For the pharmaceutical industry, this de-

velopment marks the beginning of a new
era, and Cetus is not alone in seeking to

cash in on it. In South San Francisco,

California, Genentech has announced the

first synthesis of human hormones in re-

combinant bugs. A much smaller company
than Cetus, Genentech has as its exclusive

goal the commercial development of re-

combinant DNA. Starting with only $1 mil-

lion in venture capital, president Robert

Swanson was able to launch into business

quickly by hiring researchers in universities

and private institutions to take on projects =

for Genentech in their own laboratories. *

While hunting down scientists willing to do

commercial work. Swanson met Herb
Boyer, a biologist who has made some of

the most important discoveries in recombi-

nant-DNA research. The two readily formed

a partnership.

The big payoff came scarcely a year lat-

er, when Genentech scientists, working

with the City of Hope Medical Center in Los

Angeles and Boyer's laboratory at the Uni-

versity of California, succeeded in coaxing

a strain of E. coli to produce the brain hor-

mone somatostatin. Genentech has pat-

ented the process, which is expected to

lower somatostatin's price from 5300,000 a

gram to $300 a gram.

Following this breakthrough, Genentech

announced two more genetic engineering

feats: microbial production of insulin and,

more recently, growth hormone, used to ^
treat pituitary dwarfism in children.

From a commercial standpoint, insulin so

far is Genentech's most spectacular suc-

cess. The American insulin market is esti-

mated at $137 million, 80 percent of which 4
is controlled by the pharmaceutical house

Eli Lilly. Genentech has signed a contract

with Lilly to market human insulin. Most in-

sulin is extracted from the pancreas of pigs

and cattle, but one diabetic in 20 is allergic

to the animal hormone. This new source will

save the life of such patients.

While genetic engineers have been refin-

ing 'their methods in the last decade, other

scientists have been finding new body
chemicals that might revolutionize medical

therapy. Particularly exciting are enkepha-

lin and beta endorphin, opiatelike sub-

stances produced by the brain that

emerged as powerful pain suppressants

during recent clinical trials. Like interferon,

these intriguing compounds have become
a target for recombinant-DNA researchers

at Cetus. Genentech, and elsewhere.

In the last year or so at least three more
companies have entered the race to exploit

genetic engineering: Bethesda Research

Laboratory and Genex, both in Maryland,

and Biogen, in Luxembourg. In addition,

some larger and longer-established com-

panies are now setting up their own re-

search and development programs.

It will probably be several years before

the products of genetic engineering reach

the market. Once a discovery is patented,

its manufacturer must test the product

rigorously to meet the standards laid down

-



FICTION

The visitor sought

truth—but was nearly

destroyed by it

WHY

T
BITE

BY THEODORE STURGEON

DWorn Felix has
come to Medea, eager to spread bis

credo of Acceptance, a strange mix-

ture of philosophy, religion, and logic

that has drastically changed the face

of the earth. No human colony needs
it more than Medea, whose populace
is on the brink of a bloody civil war.

On Medea he meets Aitair, a histo-

rian, and Wallich, a beautiful and
talented synthesis! born of a Truform

and a Natural. And he meets the na-

tive Aquare, an Arcan, the only one of

his kind ever to communicate with

humans. Dom Felix listens and ob-
serves, and within four months he
works a miracle. Acceptance, the

ability to empathize with another
being and thereby accept his point

of view, has become an integral part

of Medean society. On the heels of

his success, Dom Felix is asked to

help establish relations between the

Arcans and the humans. Here is part

two of this three-part novella:

Dom Felix went to Area. He was
wise enough, and experienced
enough, to understand that though
the ultimate fruition of his mission
was tar in the future, it was accom-
plished.. He was also wise enough to
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separate this observation from wishful

thinking and lo trust that it was so, But a
man like Dom Felix cannot be stopped just

because he is finished, and the sugges-
tions by the Big Chief— as an offhand
whimsy— and by the historian Altair II — as
an excited and highly complimentary solid

suggestion— were enough to make Dom
Felix realize that here was his ultimate chal-

lenge, and he rose to it. To bring Accep-
tance, not only between factions of human-
ity, not only between what seemed to be
species and subspecies of humanity, but

actually between humanity and another

species entirely— this would be the
achievement of his life.

He sat willingly, and then grimly, through
endless hours of holo reports on expedi-

tions to Area, going back one hundred
twelve terrayears, and, indeed, Altair II had
been right when he said that nothing ever

happens there. Once there had been a
seism and a rift that tore almost athird of the

central building away, and that created
some interesting visuals as the Arcans, vir-

tually without tools except for simple levers

and a sort of hod with straps to carry mate-
rials, swarmed over the structure like dis-

turbed ants and repaired it with surprising

speed. The commentary at that point drew
attention to some things Dom Felix had al-

ready noticed, that each individual seemed
capable of doing any task with the same
degree of skill and that all worked together

with no apparent direction from a leader.

They made no sound but for increased
breathing when the load was heavy; there

was no audible or visible signal from one to

the other. Ants, at least, stop and "greet"

each other, touching antennae. Bees
"dance" to inform the hive. If the Arcans
had an equivalent, it was not-or not

yet— detectable. When asked how they

communicated or if they didn't, how they

could cooperate without communicat-
ing, Aquare droned, "There is no need,"
through his translator and, as he did so
often, he would not be budged further. And
on two occasions the sensitive airfoils of a
winghouse were not up to the insane swirl-

ing of the Medean winds and the structure

was damaged. Twice— in a century.

He saw the ground cycles of the Terran
expeditions arrive, and he saw the Terrans

exploring.-testing, and trying desperately
to communicate with the passive Arcans,
then failing two years ago as they had failed

repeatedly in the previous ninety. He saw
the translators offered, refused {ignored is

a better word), piled up, and, on succes-
sive later viewings, gradually scattered and
lost. And Altair's comment that nothing ever

happens in Area turned out to be only too

true.

The main hall and its tower had changed
virtually not at all since the first recordings.

Outbuildings came and went, but not often.

A dozen or a score of Arcans would file out

once in a while and could be seen trudging

away into the mountains until the "thick

light" obscured them. A dozen or a score
would file out of the mountains and into the
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hall, Whether they were the same ones,

there was noway of knowing, There was no
noticeable sex differentiation, and there

were no young. "There is no need," "Aquare
explained. (Lxplained?)

Until Dom Felix had absorbed all the in-

formation that existed (and to do that with-

out spending a lifetime, ha had to ask the

computer to report only changes.and to

delete all repetition), he kept his plans to

himself. He reserved a part of his mind
for devising ways and means to persuade
Aquare to guide him to Area. Physical,

geographical guidance was unnecessary,
and there would certainly be no resistance

or interference from the Arcans, but Dom
Felix liked to think he had formed some sort

of a bond with the ubiquitous creature and
think that he could expand, if not exploit, it.

Some of his plans were quite elaborate,

starting with a subtlety and sidling into the

suggestion that he visit Area and that

Aquare accompany him. Many of them
were scenarios of how the Arcan could be

6 Dom Felix had already

noticed that each
individual was capable of

any task with the

same degree of skill; ail

worked together,

with no apparent direction

from a leader^

gradual persuasion. Always Dom Felix en-

countered the difficulty of dealing with a

creature that thought quite as well as a

human but not like a human.
In the end he decided to start from the

top, or the bottom, or however one might

describe irreducible directness, and he

said, 'Aquare, I want to go to Area, and I

want you to go with me,"
Aquare performed the bubbly squeak

that emerged from his translator as "Yes."

Dom Felix, who was totally prepared and
tensed for a long campaign of trial and
error, regrouping and flanking, almost
physically stumbled, like a man running up
seven steps when the architect had put
only six in the flight. Ask him what it was he
tell over.

Altair— after having said the inevitable

"What the hell for?"— told him he would
have to start Aquare out first and drive out a
couple of terradays later because no Arcan
had ever agreed lo ride on a cycle, and the

only alternative would be to hoof it with

Aquare, which no human in his right mind
would attempt, not on Medea. Aquare, who

was present at this interchange, mumbled
and squeaked, and his translator said, "I

ride," and it was Altair's turn to fall over the

step that wasn't there.

The cycle— and it was a new one,
equipped wilh the 3iab;ep'atlormKertRow
had designed— required very little instruc-

tion. The route to Area had been scanned
many times before; it was not only visibly

depicted on a large screen but was com-
pared with the scanned reality as it

traveled, so that any change— a boulder in

its path, for example, or an animal over a

certain size, or an Arcan pedestrian-
would be noticed, alerted, and avoided in-

stantly and automatically, There was no
speed control as such, but a simple Go and
Stop lever and an on-off Optimum button.

With this in the on position, speed was a
safe balance between performance and
terrain. There were manual overrides for

both speed and steering, but it would be
hard to imagine a situation in which they

would be useful. The machine was in con-
stant communication with the enclave, not

merely with the ever-ready voice transmit-

ter, which, though it could be turned off,

would turn itself on again in even the

slightest emergency, and a locator signal

that had no override. It was powered by a
battery that, for surface travel, was virtually

inexhaustible and that could leap the ma-
chine for several days before it required

recharging sufficiently to leap again, The
leaps, ten to twenty meters at a time, were

,

undertaken only when the vehicle's com-
puters decided they were safe with all vari-

ables scanned: speed, slope, planned
course, obstacles, and especially the
wind, The strange, surging gait of this ma-
chine had become traditional in the en-

cave, ever" working ts way into some love

poetry; it {the gait, not the poetry) was
exhilarating to some Terrans, soothing to

others, and absolute y nauseating to a few.

Kert Row's refinement had lessened all

these phenomena. It had yet to work its way
into literature.

Two and a half days of foot-slogging for

an Arcan equaled two and a half hours for

the cycle, and Dom Felix was surprised to

find that his burnoose was all the equip-

ment he needed and that departure time

was completely up to him, since the holos

had informed him (and informed him and
informed him) that the Arcans observed no

special sleep time. He was pleased at the

discovery, although there was a childlike

quantum of disappointment in him that

there were no safarilike preparations, no
crowds waving goodbye from the gate, no

delegation to travel the first kilometer with

them, no leis around their necks, nothing to

speed them on their way except (from three

different sources) "Going to Area? What
the hell for? Ncth-ng ever happens at Area."

They simply walked out of the fifth cor-

ridor, the Rim of Pellucidar, and battled their

'way across the dusky, blustery compound
to the motor pool, where the cycle, with its

whispering gyros and its gleaming, trans-



parent canopy, awaited them. (It was Dom
Felix who battled. Aquare's short, flat fur

was infinitely better suited to the pluckings
and grabbings of Medea's whirling atmo-
sphere than a flapping burnoose would
have been.) The attendant waited until they
had reached the vehicle and had In-
structed Dom Felix to put one foot into the
stirrup before he activated the canopy. It

slid back just far enough to permit them to

skin inside before it slammed shut, and
even then fully half a minute passed before
it pumped out the dust that had whirled in

with them.

•The course chip had already been
plugged in, and the screen wasillumi-
nated. All Dom Felix had to do was to push
the Go lever. As the machine wheeled
around to nose into the plotted course, he
saw the attendant scurrying back to his

shelter; the fellow didn't even wave. "Well,"

he said inanely, "here we go." Aquare ap-
parently did not feel that this called for a
response. They sat side by side in silence
while the cycle scended and settled, slid,

and surged its sibilant way. They Hashed
past the strident glare of the Terran fields, a
light not very different from the many glows
natural to Medea, and on into the shitting

dusk of the back country.

For a while Dom Felix attended to the
passing scene, but.it became an effort;

there is a sameness to the many differ-

ences in the topography ot Medea, and it is

not easy, even while standing still, for a

Terran to take in all detail. Bounding and
sliding across and through it defeated the
hope of seeing a spectacular formation or a
fleeing animal, and the stable platform
robbed the rush along a sidehill or the
mounting of a slope of its reality. The Terran
eye is magnetized by brightness, and he
found himself paying more attention to the
screen before him than to the view outside;
it was like looking at a line drawing of the
Marts Lisa instead of at the painting itself

and somehow to his own irritation, finding
that more satisfactory.

He was aroused from these confusing
thoughts by a touch on his shoulder, and he
turned to Aquare.
The Medean pointed his two long central

fingers at the panel before him, where a
small plate glowed green. Aquare made a
slight stabbing motion toward it. Dom Felix

realized several things at once: first, that
never, not once, even by accident, had
Aquare ever touched him (the contact oh
his shoulder was so extraordinary that, light

as it had been, and brief, he still felt its

residual); second, that the control he indi-

cated was the voice communicator to the
enclave; third, that he was— also for the
very first time— conveying something with
gestures rather than speaking through his
translator. Dom Felix quelled the reflex to
blurt out a question, and he spread his
hands: What do you want?
Again Aquare stabbed toward the

green-glowing plate. Dom Felix reached

toward it— slowly, lest this not be what was
meant— until he touched it. It immediately
turned red, with a diagonal line: by ancient
tradition, Off.

'Aqua— " But before the whole name was
out, th.e Medean shot out a commanding
hand, an unmistakable message. Dom
Felix shut up, To Dom Felix's astonishment,
Aquare squatted on the deck in front of his i

seat and with the powertul beak in the palm
of his hand drew out a locking pin. A panel .

came immediately ajar; he opened it and
reached inside. He did not fumble; he [

seemed to know exactly what to do. There
was a faint click, and he rose up and sat
back.

Dom Felix stared at him in utter' as-
tonishment. He had never seen Aquare op-
erate a machine or device of any kind, and
nothing Wallich or Altair had ever said
about him hinted that he might have any
comprehension of one. Further, nothing in

those endless holos had demonstrated tool

use, beyond the wedge and the lever; those
powerful and flexible hands and whatever
instinctive, possibly preprogrammed.
genius for design it took to build the wing-
houses (significantly, a single, repeated
pattern) were really no more remarkable
than the nest of a bowerbird or a beaver

" dam or a beehive. Yet here was Aquare,
sitting back comfortably on the cushioned
seat, chirping his mirth and saying au-
thoritatively, "Can talk now. Automatic voice I

recorder also off."

'Aquare, you. .
.
how. . . I never knew.

.

."
I

Dom Felix stopped spluttering and tried

again. "Why didn't you ever tell anyone that

you— that you could— knew how to . .

." He
was spluttering again; so he decided to

stop.

Chirp-chirp-chirp. "There was no need."
"Oh, for God's sake, don't do that to me."
Aquare, quite relaxed, said nothing. He

seemed to be waiting. Dom Felix looked at
the red-lit communicator switch, at the
panel still ajar under the control board. Can
talk now. Can talk without being overheard,
without being recorded. "What is it you
want to tell me, Aquare7

"

Aquare turned toward him with his torso
and averted his head, and again Dom Felix

had to remind himself that the native did not
have binocular vision. The turn of the body
strangely intensified the feeling of being
totally observed. The gentle burbling and
moaning came through the translator as
"You give confidence."

"Thank you." Something in Aquare's still-

nesa told him this was not quite right. He
:

amended it. "If you mean what I think you
mean— thank you."

"Not thank me. Wrong confidence." It

came haltingly; these were not words, ap-
parently, that Aquare had used before.
Wrong confidence. What then would the

right confidence mean? Make someone
confident. Cheer someone up. Confidence
... oh, the kind of confidence you keep.
"You mean, you have something to confide9

That kind of—"
"Yes. No." A long pause. Chirp-chirp-
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SMALLWONDERS
BY ROBERT MALOI



, d, (tie microscope has probably contributed

>re to science than any other instrument has.

Many objects that come under the microscope show few

details in normal light. Peer at a cell taken from your fingertip

and it looks like a bill '
'

To find out what is
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A community that

shows what the future could

be is the next

goat for an astronaut who's

never stopped

breaking his own records

IfUTERXyiELfU

I ^^ I hich would you consider the greatest challenge;steer-

I I I I .ng a racing car to victory? Piloting an experimental
•J ^» aircraft? Whirling in a centrifuge to find out your body's
ultimate limits? Or keeping in mind the hundreds of intricate details

a spacecraft checkout requires while waiting to be hurled into

orbit? Gordon Cooper took all those challenges. And that was only

the first career for a man who is now putting the future to work.

Cooper studied aeronautical engineering while serving in the air

.
force and continued to an Sc.D at Oklahoma City University. For

I three years after that, he was a test pilot and engineer at Edwards

i

Air Force Base, in California, where he helped develop new
|
methods of flight testing and new parameters lor evaluating air-

craft stability. In 1959 he was selected as one of the first seven U.S.

! astronauts". Cooper had ahead of him 1 1 more years of education in

J
celestial mechanics, lunar geology, and the conslantly updated

|

technology of successive manned ventures into space. In 1963 he
:
flew the Mercury 9 mission (he dubbed his capsule Faith 7) for 22

orbits, and in 1965 he was command pilot for the record-setting

122-orbit flight of Gemini 5.

Cooper retired from the space program and the air force in 1970.
taking with him enough trophies, medals, and citations to fill a
house. Today, at fifty-two, he is outgoing and friendly, as befits an
executive at WED Enterprises, Walt Disney's corporate heirs. His

activities as vice-president for research and development include

the study of new energy sources and their applications, develop-
ment of computer-programming techniques that direct the "Anima-
tronic" robots of the Disney amusement parks, and supervision of

the spaceship interiors and zero-gravity special effects for Disney
Studios' The Black Hole.

The biggest challenge in this second career, as Cooper sees it,

is to show that futuristic technology can be incorporated into work-
ing systems today— and not only in amusement parks but through-

out the world. Thai fits in well with the late Walt Disney's plans, as
Omni interviewer E. Lee Speigel discovered in their conversation,



* / think we're crazy not to have

a world space program,

combining the taients and

resources of the whole

earth toward the exploration of

Mars and beyond.^

Omni: We've been hearing about a Disney

offshoot known as EPCOT. in which you're

heav.ily involved. Could you tell us about

that?

Cooper: EPCOT stands (or "experimental

prototype community of tomorrow." It

began many years ago as a dream o! Walt

Disney's: to bring together industry, gov-

ernment agencies, foundations, and peo-

ple from all walks of life, in order to show the

ens of the world what can be done with

technology. We'd like to display all the op-

tions in energy, transportation, oceanog-

raphy, agriculture, space, and to say not,

"This is what you should do," but, "Here's

what is available, and when you go home to

your own community, some of these sys-

tems might be appropriate there."

Walt Disney was a brilliant, visionary man
and a genius at bringing together the right

talents to make things happen. He bought

more than twenty-seven thousand acres of

land in Florida, with EPCOT, as well as Dis-

ney World, in mind, and now we're ready to

start building a community there that will

take people into the future and bring to-

gether the nations of the world in pavilions

where they can show their history and

culture— kind of like a permanent world's

fair.

Omni: You've been traveling a lot recently,

meeting with heads of state and corpora-

tions. Do you find that the Disney name
helps you to get their interest and coopera-

tion?

Cooper: Yes, the name is certainly magic

around the world. It's a name that people

trust, standing for capabilities they have

confidence in, and we've met with a great

deal of favorable interest.

Omni: What are some examples ot the

technology involved?

Cooper: There's already a building at Dis-

ney World that is totally air-conditioned and

heated by solar concentrators, with the

building's roof itself as the collector. We're

using solid waste directly as fuel and using

sewage to grow water hyacinths that can

be converted into methanol fuel. And we
have a people-moving system, fully auto-

mated, that uses linear-induction motors

with no moving parts. We're using that sys-

tem at the Houston airport, where pas-

sengers will travel between plattorms in

small vehicles that circle a large track,

Omni: Are these systems cost-effective?

Cooper: Yes. There have been capital

costs at the start, of course, but the opera-

tions are good examples of cost-effective,

nonpoiluting uses ot alternate energy

sources. In addition to the research and

development, we plan to communicate to

the world what we're doing: Disney already

has a satellite-communications company
and an educational distribution company,

and we're ready to settle on plans for dis-

tribution via satellites as well as cable TV
microwave-relay TV. and so on.

Omni: What was the central idea that Dis-

ney hoped these operations would realize?

Cooper: I think it's a message of joy, that

the world is really a great place to live in. I

had met him a number of times, primarily

through aviation circles in which he was
active, but since I joined the company, I've

learned more about him. He tended to

bring out the best in people.

Omni: What about the persistent rumor

that Walt Disney—
Cooper: No, he isn't frozen. I don't know

how the rumor started, but I think he was
busy right up to his death in bringing ev-

eryone up to speed on the projects that he

hoped they would carry on.

Omni: What does WED Enterprises do?

Cooper: It's the research and develop-

ment group that develops the shows, the

rides, even such details as plantings and

paint colors, at the existing Disney parks,

as well as planning EPCOT. We're not a

research laboratory, but we bring together

the laboratories' findings and the public

and private talents that can turn them into a

working, nuts-and-bolts system.

Omni: You've been there before, in the

early days of manned spaceflight, when

you and the other astronauts staked your

lives on the nuts and bolts. Were you ever

frightened by anything NASA wanted to

try?

Cooper: No, I
think we were willing to go

further than they were in most cases. We
had to find out the limits ot acceleration

tolerance at very low back angles, for

example, angles much lower than those

that had been used in the military cen-

trifuge tests. The critical factor, you see, is

the difference in elevation between the

heart and the brain: Your g tolerance is ,

greatest when they're even, but you also

get a rebounding of blood flow that causes

a lot of pain, it was like having a very large

and well-distributed truck tire running over

you!

And in the water-tank tests with the pres-

.
sure suits, I think all of us nearly drowned
when the suits filled with water and
dragged us down like anchors. We had to

work like madmen ioget to the surface. The

testing involved a lot of deliberately high-

stress situations, but nobody had known
that a thing like that was going to happen,

Omni: After all the stress of training, were

you tensed up before your first Mercury

flight in 1963?

Cooper: No, because I'd worked so long

and hard to get there. There was a little bit

of nervous anticipation, I suppose, but I

couldn't have been too much tied up in

knots because I went to sleep on the

launchpad during one of the holds. Once I

was in orbit,
I
found it different from what I'd

anticipated, because my heart was still

pumping hard against g forces when sud-

denly I was in orbit, in zero gravity, and

there was a lull-headed feeling that took a

little while to get over. And then to look back

down at the earth— as much as you hear

people say about it, it's tremendously im-

pressive and hard to describe.

Omni: What about long-term effects?

Weren't the doctors worried about radiation

damage to your reproductive system?

Cooper: In those days we knew little about

CONTIN-JED ON PAGE 105
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X-HERO
BYJOHNBRUNNER

He thought he was safely in

the past, until,

across the table, the future began
to speak to him

By September 1 had had all I could

stand of ihe touristikQ atmosphere

in Athens and Glyphada. My head

was ringing like a phone bell with

the trite stridencies of commercial

bouzouki music. I was sick of

Phix beer from American iceboxes

and Chevrolet taxis with frilled

curtains and plastic flowers in the

back windows. In the bare-bones

heat of the summer, with ihe smell of

dust driving down the scent of the

sea, I wanted something plain.

No frills. No plastic flowers.

Armed with enough of the lan-

guage to buy a meal and to book a

room, I
headed south into the

Peloponnese, keeping off

the good roads patronized by the

German campers, looking for

something that was neither pre-

packaged modern nor jacked up
on a classical pedestal.

I
found rugged paths between

gray-green fields in which white

stones, sun bleached, were piled

Into cairns, Tired sheep and

goats harried by dogs whose

coats were full of botflies looked

at me incuriously, and sometimes

the shepherd had energy to

spare for a gruff "Katimera !"

On the tenth night I came to the

village of Sophkada. Those same
stones piled cairnwise in

the sparse fields had been piled

to form the village One rubble-

paved street 1 ran; steeply down its

spine. One graveled square was
fronted by ihe village's only taverna

and the homes of those who
passed for rich in the community

The chapellike church was re-

cently painted white, and so were

the wayside shrines I passed on

the road. A bent old woman in

black— all the women wear black

after a certain age—was tending

the oil lamp in one of the shrines,

but she would no! answer when I

spoke to her. I also saw the papa,

the village priest, from a distance,

his full beard blending into his

robe, but he ignored me.

The first to greet me was the

proprietor of the taverna, where I

requested a room and food, As

soon as I sat down, he served me
sticky loukoumi and a glass of

good water - a sure sign that there

were few visitors in Sophkada, for

good water is served to house-

guests, not tourists, Then he sent a

small boy scurrying off through the

village. He later explained to me
he had gone in search of the

woman who owned the single store

so that a loan might be arranged

and some food brought to me.

Eventually I had raw garlic, good
bread, and a can of Fray Benlos

corned beef for my meal, And ouzo

PAINTING BY FRIEDR1CH HECHELMAN



beforehand, and considerable retsina dur-

ing, and more alter, which I was to regret.

"tie Greeks, c.vilized people, generally

consider drinking without eating a barbar-

ian custom; so when you order ouzo, you

receive at least a token snack, even if, as in

Sophkada, it is nothing but chunks of feta

(goat cheese— hard, white, and pungent).

But, as I
might have predicted, there were

men who. came down to see and talk to me
who broke the habit because it was not

mine and because I was the. guest.

Wherever you go in that country and let

slip a few words o
;

English, sooner or later a

man will come and say, "I speak English."

Often it is a portly man, as full of dignity as a

statue, in the Acropolis museum, dark

. suited and heavy hatted even in the blaze

of August, who ran a tailoring business in

the Bronx or a restaurant in Chicago-
thinking, thinking all the time, for forty or

sixty years, of a village like Sophkada:

dry-white stone, dry-fawn dust, dry-gray

grass. The pile made, the years spent, he

came home to die in the same house where

he was born, or in another across the street,

as if the entire world rliyond were a dream
and he had reawakened to the unique real-

ity: one small village missing from the

maps.
Sometimes it is another reason that be-

stows knowledge of English — war. In

Sophkada there were bullet scars on the

walls of the church, and an olive tree not far

from the taverna leaned as if it were resting

against a wall, its roots shifted by a mortar

shell. War shifted the men of the village,

too. They were sailors, paratroopers,

guerrillas— and they thought of Sophkada
while'they were away. When it was over, they

came home to their own real world.

Oh, this is not uncommon. Other small

towns of the world are like this in midwest-

em America, Yorkshire coalfields, peasant

Greece. The reality of the town's remote-

ness grips men and pulls them back. Only

the alien language seems to revive the

dream. You sec i m the drinking, when they

forget to temper the retsina with food be-

cause thai custom is local and their minds

are elsewhere.

In any one village there are seldom two

men who served side by side in World War
II. There have been other wars since

then— civil wars— but one prefers not to

talk about them. The scarred church or the

tilted olive tree says as much as. anyone

cares to hear. In a sense, the men do not

even discuss the big war, its causes or its

purpose. In a village like Sophkada it is a

natural phenomenon, to be accepted like a

drought, its origin inconceivable to the

mind, its effects definably evil but endur-

able.

No, the talk is of the larger world, of the

dream, because a visitor is a reminder.

In Sophkada that night there were no

fewer than three who spoke fair to excellent

English, constituting themselves a- syn-

diQat d'Initiative and taking me in charge

under an oil lamp amid cricket-loud dark-
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ness. Spiro came first— squat, mahogany
tanned, graying at fifty-plus. He had served

with the Royal Navy in the Mediterranean,

performing some kind of commando duty

Next was Gheorghios— exceptionally

tall, with a dark and sullen face, who spoke

better English than either Spiro or the third

one, Nico. I realized- this when Gheorghios

shook hands and uttered a soft greeting,

but later he said almost nothing during the

three hours we spent around the table. He
only sat, nodding occasionally and study-

ing me with a frown.

This disturbed me. I paid as little atten-

tion to him as I politely could,

Fortunately, Nico helped by nearly

monopolizing the conversation. He had

learned English on Cyprus, where he' had

been one of Gheorghios Grivas's key EOKA
saboteurs. By my guess, he was the only

one of these three travelers who still

boasted about his exploits to his friends. At

any rate, though 1 found his excited relation

of anecdotes amusing, all of them turning

on the stupidity of the British and the native

genius of the Greek spirit, I noticed Spiro

was bored and presumed that the silent

Gneorghios was, as well.

We talked anyway. We drank, and I man-

aged to pay for a fresh carafe about three

times. The rest of the time they insisted on

buying, which was absurd, but it was no

use arguing. Gheorghios drank the least of

the four of us and sat a little apart, his long
" legs vanishing into shadow, and he hardly

took his eyes off me.
Later Nico and Spiro left and the propri-

,

etor of the taverna went into his bar to sit

behind its counter and moodily con-

template a bulbous girl in lurid colors on an

old calendar. I was very full by then. I did

not know it until
I
tried to get up and go to

bed; then the retsina and the day's trudge

combined, knocking me back into my chair

as if a heavy hand had been laid on my
shoulder.

That was when Gheorghios spoke. He
sounded relieved.

"Got it," he said.

I looked at him.
!

'Got it," he repeated. "Who you remind

me of. Tiger Bear Molgun." He pulled him-

self up on his chair from which he had been

about to slide completely, and leaned a

tanned elbow on the table between us. His

English was as fluent and well accented as

my own

.

"I made you pretty uncomfortable," he

added with a chuckle. "Staring at you all

evening the way I did. Sorry! I just could not

place the likeness,"

He closed his long-fingered hand around

his glass of wine, drained the glass, and

sighed as he set it down.
"Who is this character I remind you of?" I

asked. My mind wasn't really on the ques-

tion. I was wondering whether I could make
it to the primitive outside toilet of the taverna

before the load I'd taken on, together with

my tiredness and the sun, finished me off.

"Is?" Gheorghios stretched and yawned.

"Was, I'm afraid. He was the fourth of-



STAR SEEKERS
BY ROBERT SHECKLEY

A new frontier has

finally opened, and the

human race is at last

on its way into

the universe. Yesterday

our first Columbuses
landed on the moon, and

today our Magellans

are training to explore

the star lanes.

A flood of imaginative

speculation precedes them



An air of anxiety hangs over many of our imaginary asiral journeys. We
have some idea of the difficulfies in getting there, in staying alive once

we are there, in getting back in one piece. We worry wilh reason; We
know that our fantasies are fanlastical only in detail, not in essence. We
are going to have lo deal not only wilh the hypothesized strangeness of

alien intelligence but with the documented strangeness of our own
natures. The exploration of alien worlds is a very modem preoccupa-

tion, but with ancient roots. Pliny and Strabo wrote about creatures that

carried their head under their arm and hopped around on one foot, and

Rudolf Erich Raspe sent Baron Munchausen to the moon. After Colum-

bus, the exotic races and bizarre dream cities were relocated to the

new unknown, the Americas. Today's explorers of fhe unknown are the

science-fiction writers and artists. They go far beyond anything the

(Preceding page) Making Repairs, by Darteil Sweet; Seeking New Li!e Forms,

by Rowena Mornl; (above) Galactic Warriors, by Paul Lehr (lelt) and John

Schoenherr (right); (right) Confrontation with Hostile Alien, by Kenn Ban.

• What our imagination shows today, spacemen will lead us to tomorrow— for better or worse.

'
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ancient or medieval worlds knew in freedom Irom dogma, In range of

speculation, in emotional breadth, and, above all, in attention to details,

both physical and psychological. The thrust of speculation in our age is

Janus-faced, looking outward to the ends of the universe and simulta-

neously inward to the depths of our beings. The psychological aspect
is inescapable in this age of Heisenbergian indeterminacy There are

dangers in the voyage to unknown worlds, but we are unable to hold

back. We cannot live without mystery The trip into the unknown is

perhaps an archelype of the human spirit; it gives us a chance to

relive fhe multicolored and dimly remembered fantasies of our child-

hood; it provides an escape from the matte r-of-factness of everyday

life; a time to be illuminated by the strange and be transformed by the

unknown; to experience, and to know that we are experiencing.OO

(Clockwise from left) A Long Way from Home, cover painling by Kelly Freas for

Caedmon's 1977 recording of Robert A. Heinlein's The Green Hills of Earth,- Tak-

5, by Michael Whelan; The One Who Stayed Behind, by Darrell Sweet.

• Alien landscapes from the unconsciousness await the explorer of inner/outer space. 9



DOLPHINS

chirp. "I confide. You not talk,"

"Go ahead. I won't interrupt."

The lithe- hands came up and together;

Ihe beaks clashed, once. No chirp this

time, and this was another first—the very

first time Aquare had exhibited impalience.

"Confidence," he said at last. "I confide.

You not talk. Never. Never. Never"

"Ah." It came to him in a rush. "Can I keep

a confidence? Is that what you're asking? If

you tell me something in confidence, can

you trust me? Is that what you want to

know? Is that why you"— he gestured—
"turned off the communicator and the re-

corder?"

"Confidence, yes."

"Well, then, Aquare," Dom Felix said de-

voutly, "I give you my faithful word that

whatever you say to me in confidence, I
will

never repeat 'to a single living soul."

"Soul." II was probably a question.

"I will never repeat a confidence to any
person in any way."

"Never"

"Never."

Dom Felix, set himself to receive revela-

tions—shattering, amazing revelations. He
watched in new astonishment as Aquare

slid off the seat, reached behind the panel,

and turned on the recorder. He closed ihe

panel, slipped in the locking pin, and ges-

tured to Dom Felix to turn on the com-
municator. Dazed, Dom Felix did. (It was
not until weeks later that he learned that

such controls would' respond only to the.

human hand, so designed that no falling

object or carelessly placed cargo could

activate it by accident, and that the Me-
dean hand would not affect this type of

switch.)

Just how much Terran technology did

this creature understand? He sat there star-

ing at his companion and underwent a

whole dizzying chain of reactions: disap-

pointment, puzzlement, and, when he

opened his mouth to demand more infor-

mation, anger, for the green listening glow

of ihe communicator informed him that he

could not do so without breaking the confi-

dence he had so devoutly pledged only a

moment before. Then admiration at the

sheer skill oi the Medean's manipula-

tion—even though he had been its . .
.
sub-

ject? target? victim?— overcame him, and

he laughed. He laughed, and Aquare
chirped, and in good time they came to

Area.

The holos, Dom Felix thought, are just

loo damn good. He was by no means the

first to have that thought; it had been a

common observation and occasionally a

battle cry for over a century before he left

Terra. Psychologists and educators had
cried doom over that technological refine-

ment for a long time, lamenting the increas-

ing tendency of Terrans to lie personally

dormant in the glow of their holos, vicari-

ously experiencing other places, other

times, for days at a time (sometimes) while

automatic machines fed and massaged
and evacuated them. It was argued on the

one hand that the holos expanded the mind

and multiplied experience and under-

standing and that, as the artificial qualita-

tively approached the real, the copy the

original, there would effectively be no dif-

ference at all, with the ultimate good on the

side of the perfected imitation, for it elimi-

nated all the perils of real experience, On
the other hand, there had always been,

there would always be, a significant portion

of humanity that insisted upon its own real

experience and was willing to run risks and
pay the price of potential scars, agony, and

death. Or ridicule ... the whole matter

being yet another indication of the effort of

the human animal perennially to separate

itself into disagreeable factions, necessitat-

ing the existence of such movements as

Acceptance, which alone could prevent

the species from stinging itself to death

with its own poison, like the scorpion.

These thoughts trickled through his mind

as he sat on the slightly resilient floor with

his back against the glossy, varnished wall

of Area's central building, the one with the

aeronautical tower. Made entirely of the

same material, light, strong, and com-
. posed of particles matted together in some
way, the hall was bare of furniture of any

kind. Irregularly placed patches of lumi-

nescence, part of the wall itself, glowed '

dimly, but they were so many that the light,

at least in Medean terms, was adequate,

though for a Terran it took some getting

used to.

Forty or so Arcans squatted against the

walls or knelt or crouched out on the floor.

He saw none lying down. Occasionally one

would rise and leave, presumably to eat.

The entire structure thrummed as it yielded

to the ever-shifting pressures of the sup-

porting wings, but because of the great

size of the enclosed space Ihe overall note

was far down toward the subsonic and was
felt rather than heard. There was also a

perpetual susurrus, soft and sourceless,

the result, probably, of particulate matter

being constanlly swept against and along

the outside surfaces of the structure, the

sound absorbed and diffused, delayed

and mixed, It was like sitting inside a gigan-

tic tympanum that was being energetically

bombarded, by balls made of absorbent

cotton. There was no other sound, no

speech, no song. There was no decoration,

no art save for the beautifully poised sub-

structures of the roof, but that was not so

much art as engineering— a kind of visible

logic, like the hexagonal form of a chamber
in a honeycomb.
And all this, in depth and detail, had sur-

rounded him for days in his research; he

was completely familiar with every sight

and sound and texture, and the difference

between the holo and the actuality was



slight indeed. It was this that brought up the

thoughts of the function of holography in

Terran culture, and "Going to Area? What
the hell for?"

He found out what the hell for.

Aquare, seated beside him. whimpered
and burped into the translator which said,

"Food for you in cycle." The almost mono-
tone sounded harsh a'nd loud in the big

hall. No Arcan indicated any response.

"Thanks, Aquare. I know. I'm not hungry
just now"

"Sleep."

Damn it, thought Dom Felix, isn't il within

the slate of the art to design in some punc-
tuation for that talk-box of his? Sleep.

Would that be imperative, interrogative, in-

formational, abstract, or something he
hadn't thought of yet? He took a chance
and said, "I'm not sleepy, either."

Aquare said, "Confidence."

The scene in the cycle rushed back. 'Ab-

solutely, Aquare. You have my word. You

may trust me."

"Trust, Yes."

Silence again. How /n time, thought Dom
Felix, do you bring Acc&ptance to people
who can't, or anyway don't, communicate
with you and can't or don't or maybe don't

need to communicate with one another?
They—
He gasped.
For perhaps fifteen seconds he wasn't

thereat all— not in Area, on Medea, or any-

where else he had ever been or read about
or been told about or holoed.

The sky was white, dazzling, bright all

over, and brighter still at the distant horizon

he faced. The ground was splintered rock,

grays and browns nearby, smoky with dis-

tance as it receded. The land was treeless,

and he grew on a high bluff, yearning to-

ward the brightening horizon. All around
him was a tinkling as the freezing wind, the

good chill wind, moved his leaves and
those of the other red-leafed, blue-veined

plants around him. All were bending and
reaching toward the growing light. With a
glorious flash the limb of a sun appeared,
and as it rose, it was very pale orange and
its limb was enormous, a widening arc,

huge and close and generous, profligate

with the good, needed, orange light, pour-

ing out across the prairie and shooting

long, sharp shades and spears of shadow
ahead of it.

The ground shook, and he was aware of

the great creature that approached— an
armored slug with many pairs of legs and
heavy feet and low-slung, horizontal man-
dibles moving across the crest of the bluff.

It caught the red leaves, helpless in their

starving dawntime extension, and fed as it

moved, scalping a swath out of the gravelly

ground. He knew he was in its path; flight

never occurred to his plant self, fear hardly

at all, for fear was simply unreasonable.

When the jaws- closed on him, there was
regret and, oh yes, agony for a moment—
and something else.

.Acceptance.

Dom Felix tried to open his eyes and
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could not: He had not yet closed them. He
began to pant, clawed for a moment at the

floor On each side, started up away from the

wall, and then he had to pull down his cowl
to wipe the sweat that poured down into his

eyes. "What was that?"

Wordlessly Aquare pointed to an Arcan
hunkered down against the wall to the right.

"I don't understand."

"Try."

. . . And he was weightless ... no, free

was a better word, riding warm wind. He
looked ahead and saw others of his kind

with wide, curved wings and white, clean
bodies. He looked down a thousand me-
ters to a sparkling blue sea, speckled with

whipped foam. He looked across to his left

and saw a long line of birds like himself,

eleven of them, and understood that they

were flying in a tight V formation, strong and
easy, somewhere to go, everything right.

He blinked, and he was back in Area.

Shaken, he said, "And they said nothing

ever happens in Area." He tried to laugh.

47b his astonishment,

Aquare squatted on the deck
in front of his seat

and with the powerful beak in

- the palm of his hand
drew out a locking pin. A panel

came ajar; he opened it and
reached inside.^

Chirp-chirp-chirp. The sound was
strange there; none of the others did it.

'Aquare . . . please."

Aquare averted his strange head to look

at Dom Felix. He said, "Come with me." But
when Dom Felix started to get up, he
stayed him with a gesture, making him sit

back down.

. . . And they moved through a land-

scape, the Medean badlands, down from a
mountaintop and into a pocket canyon with

a dark, crooked little lake at the bottom. It

was heavily overgrown with low shrubs of

many kinds and long-limbed, reaching
trees.

The wind was rather more merciful here

in this sheltered valley, and it was easier to

see without the perpetual whirl of dust dev-

ils and shrouding clouds that plagued the

coastal plains of the Ring Ocean. Dom
Felix was Dom Felix now, not a plant or a

bird; he sensed the presence of Aquare
beside him and was aware, surprisingly

without surprise, that they were both invisi-

ble to each other and to whatever, whoever,

might be in the valley to see.

An animal was snuffling into a bush,

whether to browse or to hunt, Dom Felix

could not be sure. It was somewhat bigger
than a Terran fox; it was six-legged- no,

eight-legged — with a segmented body
covered with fine, red fur. As it backed out of

the underbrush, Dom Felix could see the

two small limbs hanging from the base of

the neck, which was upihrust like the neck
of a llama; these limbs were smaller and
more slender than the legs, rather like the

forelimbs of a kangaroo.

As they watched, another animal of the

same species — .or was it? It was larger, with

longer forelimbs, equipped with clawlike

fingers, and— yes, it had only four legs and
a short, straight, thick tail. A sort of centaur

This creature, without preliminaries, flung

itself on the back of the first, digging its

claws into the front of the first body seg-
ment, and began to copulate enthusiasti-

cally. Ah. Male with four legs, female with

eight.

Everything seemed to mist over and re-

turn again to clarity. A very small portion of

Dom Felix's mind was amazed at this com-
bination within him of intense observation

and uncritical acceptance, Watch now,

think later.

There was a change in the valley, proba-

bly seasonal, part of the complex gumbo of

Medean weathers to which, as in all its

kind, the vegetation had learned to ac-

commodate. Bushes seen before were now
leafless; new vines were rioting up the

"trees, which had dressed themselves for

some, new occasion. Clearly, some time
had passed.

Again he saw the two animals. The male
hovered alertly near the female, She had
changed distinctively. Her hindquarters

had blown up grossly— the last pair of legs

seemed barely able to support them— and
had lost some of their mobility, so that they

dragged rather than lifted. She seemed
fairly unconcerned as she rooted among
the underbrush.

Suddenly the male spun about and
froze, alert, his forelimbs up and his claws

splayed the way some crabs alert for

danger. Down the slope toward him gal-

loped a second male, ready, apparently, to

crash straight into the first. At the last pos-

sible instant the aggressor swerved, lash-

ing out with his right hind foot and deliver-

ing a blow that would have disemboweled
the other had it landed. But the animal
guarding the female twisted deftly, avoid-

ing the foot, and struck out with a forelimb,

which seemed somehow to reach much
farther than it should, and the taloned paw
(hand?) struck the other a terrible blow in

the back of the long neck, which, with the

invader's downslope speed, served to

somersault him down the hill, to land

sprawling and sliding. He got painfully to

his feet and started back up, but the sight

of the other standing there unscathed, his

forelimbs out and fairly quivering with

eager readiness for another bout, appar-
ently made him think again. He stopped,

pulled a leaf off a bush, put it in his mouth,
chewed it for a moment, then turned and
trotted away



The other turned back to the female, who
had regarded this knightly conflict with dull

disinterest. She had other concerns. Her
heavy hindquarters had collapsed the
spindly legs, and she was numbly drag-
ging her hindquarters along the ground.
Dom Felix felt an urge to help her, to stop
her, to keep her from injuring herself, buf he
was invisible. He. wasn't really there was
he?

Very concerned, he watched the stretch-

ing in the last body section, down in the
groove between tanc Ins next, and he saw
it split and bleed. The female kept drag-
ging it laboriously along the ground, now
headed toward the thicker underbrush, the
male following watchfully. She stopped at

last, rested, and then suddenly lunged. The
enfire back portion broke almost entirely

away, except for the end of the spine.
Another lunge, and she was free of it al-

together. It lay there under the bushes, the
little legs twitching. Surprisingly, there was
not a great deal of blood.

The female stood panting, ignoring what
lay under the bushes, and Dom Felix was
horrified to see the male immediately fling

himself upon her again, forelimbs and
forelegs holding her immobile while he
penetrated her somewhere in the center of

what seemed more like a wound than any-
thing else. He was soon finished and flung

himself off, fo go and stand by the dis-

carded thing lying in the leaves. The female
moved off, beginning to snuffle for food
again; the male didn't give her another
glance.

Again the scene misted over and
cleared. Obviously, time had passed
again. The male had trodden much of the
nearby ground, as if in restless pacing, and
the thing under the bushes had undergone
certain changes. It was smaller overall,

much of the excess fat gone from it. It was
evidently still alive, although the legs had
atrophied- to crooked little sticks. It quiv-

ered and now and again gave small, con-
vulsive jerks. The male approached it, star-

ing intensely in its sidewise way. and was
apparently preoccupied when the attack
came.
The second male (whether it was Ihe

same one he had seen before or not, Dom
Felix could not be sure) exploded on the
scene as if from nowhere, landing on the
first one's back and driving in a veritable

blur of blows to the upright portion of the
neck. The defender immediately fell and
rolled over, dislodging the attacker. He
gathered his four feet under him and
leaped straight up, to come down with fear-

ful accuracy on the attacker's head. Two
strong kicks finished the job.

He sank down, panting, to rest for a mo-
ment and then crouched over the corpse.
With a series of blows with the hard spur in

the center of his forelimbs, he cracked a
line of cavitations along the crest of the
skull, the way one might chip a line on a
block of ice preparatory to cracking it in

two. It was done with such expertise that it
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appeared to be an old skill, or an insectlike

preprogramming. He then forced the long,

fingerlike claws of both hands info Ihe

crack and strained. With a snap, Ihe skull

opened like a book, and he plunged his

face into if, gobbling.

Meanwhile the thing under the bush
began to convulse in earnest, so much so

that it actually turned over. One area of

it— the half-healed, half-withered place
where the spine had torn out— showed
some agitation, and suddenly a sharp little

probe appeared from inside, followed by a

second
. These two whipped and tore at the

flesh, paused, trembled, whipped and tore

again, until it could be seen that something
was fighting its way out. As it gradually

emerged and freed itself from the entan-

glements of what had to be the uterus, Dom
Felix saw it to be a startlingly perfect minia-

ture of the first female he had seen, with

eight legs and two forelimbs and with sharp
little claws on them— the tools of its first

emergence.
The male, blood and brains dripping

from his long snout, stood over the—
baby?— until it was almost out, and impa-
tiently he pulled it the rest of the way. From
the center of the abdomen, between the

second pair of legs, extended a vein, or

tube— clearly the umbilical cord. This he
grasped in his long fingers and broke. The
infant began to crawl and, in minutes, to lift

its segmented body clear of the ground
and started walking. It waddled blindly

over to the shelter of the nearest bush and
began poking its snout into the leaves, try-

ing to feed. The male grasped the cord and
from the ruin that was left from the birth

drew out a wrinkled, fist-sized, many-
veined mass of tissue, the afterbirth, or true

uterus. This he immediately devoured and
then went on his way
Dom Felix followed him, shocked,

nauseated
,
yet fascinated

. There may have
been another swift misting; he could not be
sure, but it seemed now to be a different

and lower part of the valley, the lake nearer,

the mountain shouldering higher. The male
approached the same female Dom Felix

had seen before dropping her rear seg-

ment. He knew it was she because she had
only six legs, not eight. She was in the throes

of dropping ihe last pair yet again . .

.

Aquare, do I have to go through this

whole thing again?

Apparently not. The scene misted and
cleared, with just a glimpse of the male
gulping down the afterbirth and the infant

crawling away to the nearest shadows.
Dom Felix found himself following the

now-quadrupedal female, apparently not

at all the worse for wear, beginning to rear

and cavort and leap like a young goat, for

noreason at all except forthe joy of it. It took

very little time for him to observe that this

one was a female no longer, but rather a

young, strong, immature, four-legged
male.

The mist, and again the view of the adult

male. He seemed to be having trouble
' keeping a steady gait as he trotted along
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the flat rock of a stream bed above the lake.

Suddenly he fell, tried to rise, but could not.

He lay for a while, gathering strength, and
then twisted himself and began furiously

attacking his own haunches as if plagued
by an absolutely intolerable itch. Twice he
stopped to rest and shift his body so he
could attack it again; then by an unbeliev-

able twist and a spastic wrench he literally

tore off his own useless hindquarters. He
fell back, gasping, transformed into a
biped with the spine.now a long tail, and the

dead hindquarters unmistakably carried

with them the male organs.

At length the creature got to its feet, took

a few tottering steps, and, but for a quick

stoop and a touch on the ground with one of

the wiry forelimbs, would have fallen. It tried

again, with a little more success, and very

soon it was walking almost upright— weak-
ly, surely, but with increasing certainty.

The mist, then a mature, bipedal adult,

perched on a rock, staring off into the dis-

tance. Under the rock another, contempla-

4 He knew he was in its

path; flight never

occurred to his plant

self, fear hardly

at all When the jaws

closed on him,

there was regret, and
something else3

tively chewing on a melonlike fruit. A third,

poking along the stream bed, apparently
looking for whatever might be edible there.

A young adult male emerged from the un-

dergrowth and stood on the bank, looking

at the biped and licking his lips. The biped
slowly raised both forelimbs and covered
its head with them, upon which the others,

on and around the big rock, came down,
moving carefully and steadily, to gather

around the one in the stream. The male
stared at them, they stared back, and then

the male reared, turned, and trotted off.

The bipeds watched him go and then went
back to their contemplations.

The mist, then Area.

How long had it taken? Dom Felix had no

chronometer with him; there was one out in

the cycle, but he was not moved to go for it.

Judging by the indices of hunger and thirst,

he feit no more and no less than he had
when that first vision exploded on him.

'Aquare, what are you doing?"

'Answering."

Answering what? He hadn't asked any-

thing.

"Yes you ask," rasped the translator.

"From defrost you ask, all day, all time."

'Aquare! I didn't say anything! Can you
read my mind?"

"Do not know read."

"Do you know what I'm thinking when I

don't talk?"

"Confidence."

Dom Felix was a little nettled at this. "I

have promised, and I'll stick to it. Do you
know what I'm thinking?"

Aquare droned, "Filthy little cannibalistic

vermin. Also how the hell. Also what is he

doing to me fear."

"Should I fear?"

"Is no should. Is only is."

With a touch of exasperation, Dom Felix

rephrased it. "Did you— do you intend to do
me any harm?"
"No harm. Maybe hurt. Just truth."

"The truth cannot hurt," Dom Felix said

triumphantly.

Chirp-chirp-chirp.

"Not with Acceptance, it can't," said Dom
Felix in his Q.E.D tone.

"Filthy little cannibalistic vermin is ac-

ceptance."

Dom Felix suspected, and rightly, a

question mark on that one. "Aquare, I make
no moral judgments on animal behavior. I

do reserve the right to express disgust at

what 1 find disgusting. You still haven't told

rne how you do this, what those— those
pictures are."

"All sentient intelligences can do."

"Well, 1 can't."

Aquare said nothing. The nothing lasted

a long time, and the more Dom Felix re- >

played that interchange, the more flustered

he became. He did what he was trained to

do: He confronted. "1 think you have just

said
I am not a sentient intelligence."

"Yet."

"I could learn it, then. Here? From you?"
"Could."

Steaming, Dom Felix thought his
thoughts.

"Not arrogance. Truth," the Medean re-

sponded, just as if Dom Felix had spoken
aloud.

This could get to be a real nuisance.
Hastening to safer ground: "What were
those— uh— pictures I saw, the place with

the white sky, the one with the birds?"

"Not pictures. Is real."

"Somewhere on Medea?"
"Not on Medea."
"The birds, that sea— that looked like

Terra."

"Is Terra."

"How long ago?"
"Is now . . . You don't believe."

"Of course I don't. It takes a beam of light

fifty terrayears to travel that far!"

"This not light. This is now"
It was at this moment that the Receiver

was born.

"Can you show me Terra again— Terra

now?"

With one sweep of his head, Aquare
scanned the entire chamber. "No one is

being on Terra now."

I thought not. Wishing he could retract .



the thought, Dom Felix said, "I'd like you to

explain that."

"This is place of reward. Arcans safe

here. Arcans come, sit, be far places. Be
any sentient intelligence, anywhere, now."

Sensing Dom Felix's perplexity, he appar-

ently decided to expand. "Reward," he

said again. "Difficult life. Near end, come
here, sit, be anywhere. Enough, go back,

end."

A sort of shrine, a retreat. He had the

exasperating sense of almost understand-

ing. 'Aquare, why are you telling me
this— me, when you have told no one else?"

' In answer, Aquare mimicked the Accep-
tance gesture, hand on hand, hands
raised, head bowed. It looked very strange

when he did it. "You have Acceptance idea.

You say, be him, be her, be some other. One
step away, be bird on Terra. Be plant on

white-sky place, no have name. I say be-

fore, maybe you very very great Terran.

Maybe you most great Terran. Maybe you

make all Terrans be any sentient intelli-

gence anywhere, now"
"I'm sorry. I have to take this very slowly

You can teach me to live as— to be some
other creature, see and feel what they are

seeing and feeling right now instantane-

ously? And then I can teach it to anyone
else?"

"If you very great Terran, yes. If no, no."

"You're not teaching me; you're testing

me!"

"Both."

"Go ahead then. I have to tell you— I'm

damned interested, but I'm not convinced."

"You want see more—" The final word

was not a word, but the flash of a picture,

the quadruped male.

"Lord, no. I've had enough of that. Why
did you give me that . . . that natural history

lesson anyway?"
The answer came in pictures: a naked

Terran; then, beside it, a child. No, not a

child; a tiny, stooped, spindly, hairy

humanoTd, like— not like, it was Australo-

pithecus. The "dawn man."

The figures remained. Beside them, an
Arcan, perhaps Aquare himself, and be-

side it, the sma.l. .ong-snouied, long-tailed

Medean biped. The pictures held, obscur-

ing all else, until it came to Dom Felix:

"You're descended from thai— that crea-

ture!"

The pictures faded. Dom Felix rubbed
his eyes., though it had not been with his

eyes that he had seen them. Oh, my God.
Filthy little cannibalistic vermin. He said

sincerely, 'Aquare, I am sorry I couldn't be

sorrier, I— I'm sure Australopithecus had
some pretty awful habits, too." He made the

gesture.

He thought Aquare was about to return it,

but it was something else— the long fingers

pointed across the hall to a squatting Arcan
against the far wall. "Is Terra."

Dom Felixes, vision was swept away be-

fore it could cross the room, to be replaced

by that extraordinary sense of being .
.

.

... Of being strong and swift and per-

fectly adapted and imbued with a sense of
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health and joy r-iurpr.ir-'.&ng anything he had
ever known. Sleek, streamlined, moving as

if choreographed, in the best of company;
See them curving' up out of water and
swimming in air, the friends, the lovers, with

their permanent smiles and their radiation

of joy. This, however was infinitely more
than the ineffable Tightness of red leaves

under a white sky and the good hunger for

pale orange light, more than climbing the

wind on the way to a home-calling.

A dolphin is more than a plant or a bird; a

dolphin lives in more than speed and foam
and joyfulness. To the five senses, add a

dozen more, some even now without

names; touch and speak with them, live in

them, weave them to intricacies beyond
human comprehension. No living thing

exists more immediately, more intimately

with its here and its now than the dolphin;

few creatures are in closer contact with that

timeless and continuing Self, which ap-
pears dimly and flickering in some humans
as what is called racial memory, but which

'0t was somewhat larger

than a Terran fox;

it was six— no, eight-

legged— with a

segmented body covered

with fine red fur.

Two small limbs hung from

the base of the neck

3

is, in the dolphin, a total presence. In ihat

sense, all dolphins are one dolphin and
have been since, by conscious decision,

and for good reasons, they returned to the

sea from their evolutionary adolescence on

shore. The"allness" of all dolphins in space
and time is an analog and a microcosm of

the unity of sentience throughout the uni-

verse.

High evolutionary development is not a

certification of membership in this unity; far

and away most of its elements are no more
advanced than the veined red foliage of the

world of the white sky. Yet these elements
permit access to other sentience from

anywhere. Because of this, red plant and
joyous dolphin share one basic: The fusion

with this great unity is prime, and individual

self-survival is secondary. A dolphin will

fight to the death to free itself from the net,

but when the death comes, it is of little more
importance than the loss of dead skin cells

from the greater body— io itself or to others

of its kind. What it had when it was an

individual was shared. When the individual

is no more, the sharing endures and is im-

mortal.

Much of this— because there is so

much— escaped Dom Felix's comprehen-
sion, but It would leave its mark on him

permanently. What overrode it was the sight

of the city.

The city nestled in a small, deep cove

flanked by pillars of rock— a huge one on

the north side and a much taller, slenderer

spire on the south. Most of the city was
white, of an architecture conforming with

curved walls and slightly domed roofs, and
overlooking it, perched on the cliffs that

formed a backdrop to the town, were linked

white buildings— nine of them.

Dom Felix knew this city intimately— he
had lived much of his Terran life in it, had
involved himself deeply in its design and
growth— most particularly in the chain of

buildings atop the cliffs. The Research
Center and Acceptance Headquarters.

There was certainly no mistaking it: The city

was unique on all Terra. What filled him with

astonishment and incredulity (ah, no, cre-

dulity!) was that, real and gleaming and
comp/ere, and, in addition, with that weath-

ered look of something established and
used rather than bandbox-new, there were
nine buildings— nine, when he had, on de-
parture, said his farewells to four some de-

sign plans, and some graded ground-
plans that would take half a careful century

to complete.

He had given credence to these over-

whelming Arcan experiences; he was
aware of very little doubt as to the reality of

these wonders, or that they might be other

than what Aquare said they were. What he
6

now saw in his dolphin self was something
that could hardly be a dolphin's concern,

but that was monumentally his: The pro-

jected construction on the cliffs was now
complete; it had been completed during
the fifty-one years of his passage to

Medea.
Therefore he was— he really was— look-

ing at Terra now; he was looking at ataster-

than-light transmission.

Humanity has always responded to that

spur, Prove that a thing can be done, and
humanity will find a way to do it, even if that

way is not the same way. Witness the Terran

winghouses. Witness man's flight. Man
learned that he could not fly like the birds,

but he found a way to fly, and thai way was
higher and faster.

(But . . .
a/ways higher and faster?)

City and sea faded: the high arc of the

dolphin's leap and its multiplied awareness
left him suspended in Area, overwhelmed,

so much so.that when Aquare spoke to him
twice without a response, Dom Felix re-

laxed into the typical timeless stillness of

Arcan meditation, ready to wait for however
long it might take.

Dom Felix roused from his own depths at

length and said, "I need to know more."

Simple words, with layer upon underlayer of

inspiration, urgency, fascination, and suc-
cessive explosions of planning.

"Yes." DO

To be continued next month
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the Van Allen radiation belts and other

sources. And the radiation experts, in order

Io be very conservative, were putting the

risks very high. So we were making plans to

set up a bone-marrow bank with marrow
taken from Ihe sternum so that if we did get

severe radiation, we could reintroduce our

own tissue to replace damaged marrow, A
number ot us decided we didn't want to

take any chances with our offspring. So we
had vasectomies.

Omni: But you recently became a father.

and—
Cooper: Yeah, I had to get recycled. It's a
little more complicated than a vasectomy,

but it works, And there haven't been any
long-term radiation effects: so those fears

were groundless. Many astronauts have

taken regular physicals to stay active as

pilots, and so the doctors have been able to

keep pretty close track of us.

Omni: Do you feel that there's still a com-
petitive aspect to the space activities of the

Uniled States and the USSR-?

Cooper: Right now, none ai all. Our space
program has been cut back so drastically

that without any doubt the next space sta-

tion the world sees will be a Soviet one.

They certainly are spending several times

as much money in Space as we are. and
we've had some informal invitations to

come up and participate when they get it

built, because they're well aware that we're

not doing much.
I think we could work with them on a lot of

things that would be of benefit io all of us,

and
I think they're willing io cooperate, be-

cause they're not the villains we sometii

make them out to be. I don't trust their gov-

ernment, but
I
totally trust them as a

people. My wife and I were hosts to Am-
bassador lAnatoly] Dobrynin and his wife

and four-yea'-old crane daughter at Disney

World. They were enjoying it all thoroughly,

and there was the very stern Dobrynin stroll-

ing through Fantasyland with two balloons,

wearing a set of Mickey Mouse ears . .
,

Omni: If- they are indeed willing to cooper-

ate with us in space, what about our end?
Are we ready and willing?

Cooper: The truth of the matter is that

NASA doesn't have a well-defined space
program now. It hasn't set a goal that would
stimulate public interest. I think the poten-
tial interest is out there, despite the fall-off

in media attention during the later Apollo

flights, because I've given hundreds of

talks around the world about the manned-
space program, and generally the reaction

has been, "Gee, if I'd known thai, I'd have
been a lot more interested."

Believe me, if we were io announce to-

morrow that we had a manned mission get-

ting ready te head out to Mars, you'd see a

high level of public interest.
I think we're

crazy not to have a world space program,
combining Ihe talents and resources of the

whole earth toward space exploration. It

Stevie < < -,'< ind through. He
records a song track by track. Plays it back countless

4imes to check quality and performance.
] 1 , We felt we had a lot in common with Stevie. Each
TDK cassette has 250 components, assembled with

microscopic precision. There arel/117 check points for

the shel I alone. TDK is tested under extremes of heat,

humidity and shock. It performs brilliantly. Which is

Why each TDK package
has a full lifetime

warranty,*

As we discovered,

Stevie has been using

TDK cassettes for years.

Long before we asked

him. For a perfectionist,

that says a tot
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shouldn't be left entirely up to govern-

ments, because a lot of the real innovations

come from industry.
I think EPCOT is an

example of free-enterprise innovation at its

best, and I'd like to see more space re-

search from that source.

Omni: You were a technical consultant on
the lilm The Black Hole. What do you think

of the recent .surge of interest in science
fiction?

Cooper: The public is opening its eyes to a

lot of technological poss-bil ties. I read sci-

ence fiction as a kid. and I think if stimulates

progressive thinking. Children today are

mentally sharper than they used to be, and
both they and their parents are realizing

how much science fiction has preceded
'and even aided actual developments.
Omni: EPCOT's activities and space pro-

grams aside, what other technological
possibilities do you think are feasible?

Cooper: I think we could very likely bring

together the talent to build a time machine.
Omni: Do you really mean that?

Cooper: Yes, it's theoretically possible, al-

though there are a lot of questions that can't

be answered without trying it. It would take

some exceptional engineering and physics

talent, people who are progressive in their

thinking and far-out in their technology, but I

think it could be done.

Omni: If a time machine were built, who
would be the first to try it?

Cooper; You're looking at him. We didn't

know much more about outer space in 1959

than we do about the possibility of time

fravel right now Sure, I'd volunteer. But we
haven't even started, counting hardware.

Omni: Let's take up another subject on the

fringe of science, Do you think UFOs merit

serious scienlific attention?

Cooper: I certainly think they should be
considered with an open mind. Very likely

we'll find out about them sooner or later, but

probably not just by analyzing past sight-

ings. I feel sorry for the scientists who are

worried about ridicule from their colleagues

if fhey should say whal they really think.

Omni: What about the repeated allega-

tions that the astronauts saw many UFOs?
Cooper: It got so bad that there were de-
liberately falsified tapes of communica-
tions with the asironauis, where UFO mate-
rial was simply edited in. To my knowledge,
the only astronaut on any of Ihe Mercury,

Gemini, or Apollo missions who ever saw
anything that migh: have been a UFO was
Jim McD'ivitt, but he didn't get enough pic-

tures to prove anything substantial. That's

the only case, in spite of all the stories you
hear.

Omni: Didn't you go after some UFOs as
an air force pilot in Germany in the 1950s7

Cooper: Yes. several days in a row we
sighted groups of metallic, saucer-shaped
vehicles at great altitudes over the base,

and we tried to get close to them, but they

were able to change direction faster lhan

our fighters. I do believe UFOs exist and
that the truly unexplained, ones are from

"One more question, it you don't mind:"

some other technologically advanced
civilization. From my association with air-

craft and spacecraft, I think I have a pretty

good idea of what everyone on ihis planet

has and their performance capabilities,

and I'm sure some of the UFOs at least are

not from anywhere-on Earth.

Omni: Aren't you concerned about the

reaction of people who may read this?

Cooper: I've always been honest about my
views on this subject. Because the as-
tronauts have been so badly misquoted by
irresponsible journalists, it's up to each of

us to say what he believes in. I'm engaged
in a lawsuit against people who used my
name for a commercial venture, quoting me
to Ihe effect that I'm dedicated to forcing

the governmenl to tell the truth about UFOs.
I never said that at all. If any UFO informa-

tion is being suppressed, it's certainly not

in the U.S. Air Force, because I was af a

high enough level to know about it.

In defense of the military attitude, I can't

really blame them for being negative when I

consider the ridiculous fhings that have
been said and written and the fact that the

military is responsible for national security.

It's a little embarrassing to acknowledge
they can't explain some things.

Omni: Do you Ihink there should be a sci-

entific projecf
,
without built-in biases of that

type, to study the UFO phenomenon?
Cooper: Yes, and it looks as if France has
taken a good first step in creating a special-

ized agency to approach the subject in an
open-minded manner, to acquire and
analyze data from all the sightings and al-

leged contacts. As I said, I'm not really of

the school that feels you should go back
historically and correlate all the sightings;

I

think we'll probably find out more by look-

ing harder now and in the future.

Omni: Are people psychologically ready

to face it if UFOs should prove to be
manned by visiting aliens?

Cooper: People want to know what's going

on in the world around them, and I think

they're prepared for the truth, whatever it is.

A lot of people don't believe anyihing about
UFOs because of the absurd treatises that

have come out on the subject. And a lot of

people are afraid of the unknown. But the

more we know the greater the likelihood ot

treating UFOs in a friendly fashion.

Omni: Whal about your own future plans?
Where do you fit in here on Earih?

Cooper: I'll be putting more time and effort

into consulting with companies active in.

energy, health, transportation— fields in

which advanced-technology programs
can do things effectively on a global scale.

I think we're at a crossroads in time: We
have Ihe ability to destroy ourselves and yet

haven't progressed mentally or psycholog-
ically to the decision that it isn't worthwhile

to blow ourselves off the face ot the earth. I

was in the right place at the right time to be
selected as an aslronaut, and I've been
lucky in that respect since ihen. I feel thai

now is the right time for me to spend my
energy with Ihe new technologies that I feel

will help mankind. OO
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Back in New York,

Stanley Milgram is taking

psychology out of

the lab and into the streets

m hey are called Cy-

.
ranoids, ordinary people who are not

what they seem to be. They sprang from

the mind of Dr. Stanley Milgram, social

psychologist, teacher, virtuoso experi-

menter, filmmaker, songwriter, and most
recently analyst of the television pro-

gram Candid Camera.
Dr. Milgram sat by the videotape ma-

chine and delivered a short preface to

what was about to appear on the
monitor His voice was soft, but he spoke
rapidly Words and ideas moved quickly

from his mind. It was hard to absorb

them all, much less write them down.

We all have a ritualized way ot com-
municating with one another, said Mil-

gram. Many ol these social conventions

mask the real person. Style fogs sub-
stance. The Cyranoid provides one
means of studying these masks, finding

out how penetrable they are, and dis-

covering where the mask ends and the

real person begins. And since Milgram
believes that showing is better than tell-

ing, he clicked on the videotape.

The TV screen revealed an ordinary

setting. Two students, a man and a
woman, sat at a tabte, talking about the

woman's proposal for a psychology
project. She was an earnest graduate

student. So was the man. But he was
also a Cyranoid, a repeater of words.

Everything he said was being fed to him

over a wireless electronic hookup in-

serted in his ear. The other end of the

hookup was on the opposite side of a
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one-way mirror, where Milgram himself sat

hunched in front of a microphone, watching

and listening to the two people taik. He was
talking to the woman through the Cyranoid.

He'd ask, for example, 'And what is the

purpose of the study?" and a split second

later the Cyranoid in the next room would

repeat the words, using his own voice and

inflections. The woman never realized that

the words coming out ot the mouth ot the

man in front of her 'were being formed by

another mind and that she was in fact talk-

ing to someone she could neither see nor,

at least directly, hear.

. Things got more complicated. Milgram

stepped away trom the microphone, and

another person took his place, continuing

the conversation through the Cyranoid. The

woman never noticed the difference. Then

a third person came to the mike. In the span

of a few minutes, the woman spoke to three

people.

In the dim light from the television screen,

It was clear that Milgram was pleased. A
huge smile spread across his finely boned

face, and his eyes twinkled with excite-

ment. If someone had walked in at that

moment, he might have thought this was
the first time Milgram had seen anything

like this. In fact, the Cyranoid was just the

latest of many ingenious and revealing ex-

periments that Milgram had created.

The mind of Stanley Milgram, a veritable

idea factory, has, for the past 20 years of his

career, focused on the problems and con-

ditions of human beings living in complex

societies. The insights produced by his ex-

cursions into human thought and behavior

have sometimes been heartening, some-

times horrifying, but always eye-opening.

He has discovered, for example, that each

of us may have an invisible network of ac-

quaintances making all of us no more than

six handshakes away from the President.

Milgram's work also suggests thai most of

us can be easily manipulated into torturing

another human being and that, therefore,

the Holocaust was not a quirk of Nazi Ger-

many but something that could happen in,

say, downtown New Haven, Connecticut.

Just as important as Milgram's results

are the techniques he has devised to pro-

duce them. In one study of crowds, he

noted, "The favorite haven of the social

psychologist is the one-way observation

room, where conditions can be controlled

and effects, noted and precisely observed.

But," he added dryly, "it is not easy to fit a

cheering multitude into a laboratory." And
so he does not restrict himself to the lab. He
conducts his experiments in the New York

City subway, in Paris cafes, at demonstra-

tions, through the U.S. maii, and on the

streets of midtown Manhattan. Miigram

fascinates (and sometimes stuns) his col-

leagues, not only because of his iconoclas-

tic research findings but also because of

the untraditional methods he invents to an-

swer what some have thought to be unan-

swerable questions. In short, he has taken

psychology out ot the lab and into the

street.

Take the Cyranoids. The idea for this ex-

periment came from French dramatist Ed-

mond Rostand's Cyrano de Bergerac. Dur-

ing the third act of the play, the witty but

homely Cyrano and the handsome but dull

Christian stand under a balcony, and both

woo their beloved Roxane. Christian

stands in the moonlight, uttering the sweet

nothings relayed to him by Cyrano, who's

hidden in the shadows.

Milgram adapted the idea for what he

calls the Cyranic mode of speech. The per-

son through whom he channels this speech

is called the medium, or the Cyranoid. "It's

a way of testing person perception," he

explains. "It would be interesting to see, for

example, whether or not anyone would

notice that you had an eighty-five-year-old

woman speaking through a fifteen-year-old

boy. Or you could test prejudice. Put a

black man in white skin."

Milgram has even used the method in a

true Cyrano-like way. In one encounter he

had a shy male student talk to another stu-

dent, a female. "I gave him a line to repeat,"

Milgram recalls, "and the girl responded to

it. It was a pretty good line. Later the stu-

dent told me he really enjoyed the experi-

ence."

Milgram admits his experiment has a

science-fiction flavor. "A little Donovan's

Sra/nlsh or Invasion of the Body Snatch-

ers," he says thoughtfully. "There is some-

thing robotic about the process." And he

worries that this technique might be too,

imaginative, that it could overshadow
whatever results it might produce. "It might

work better as a novel," he says, in all seri-

ousness.

Only he could make such a statement.

Psychology experiments are not usually

the stuff of which fiction is made. In Mil-

gram's case, however, they have been. One
group of experiments he performed in the

1960s has already been reborn as a play in

London and a TV drama on CBS; it is

currently the basis for a movie now being

filmed in France. The topic of the experi-

ment? Obedience to authority.

Right after receiving his doctorate from

Harvard University, Milgram, then a young

assistant professor of psychology at Yale,

began work on a project that would last tor

years. He wanted to find out just how
long— and how intensely — one human
would go on hurting another human when
ordered to do so by someone considered to

be an authority. Milgram recruited as sub-

jects close to 1 ,000 people— housewives,

blue-collar workers, college professors,

and social workers. The authority figure

would be a man in a gray lab coat, carrying

a clipboard. Each experiment involved

three people: the subject, the authority fig-

ure, and a third person, who was called a

learner. Unbeknownst to the subject, this

third individual was a well-rehearsed

member of Milgram's team.

The subjects were told they were going to

take part in a memory test. Each one was



instructed to give an electric shock of a

certain voltage to the learner every time he

or she gave a wrong answer. For each suc-

cessive wrong answer, the subject was to

increase the voltage of the shock.

The subjects administered the shocks

by flipping a switch on an impressive-

looking instrument panel. There was a hori-

zontal row of 30 switches, each labeled

with its power level— from moderate shock

to DANGER: SEVERE SHOCK to an ominous XXX.

Although the machine, in fact, delivered no

shock at all, the learner yelled out a care-

fully rehearsed series of screams (For

example, "I can't stand the pain!") for each

power level to convince the subjects that

the shocks were in fact being delivered.

Milgram expected few people to go all

the way to xxx, even upon the urging of the

authority figure. Psychiatrists he had polled

agreed. They had estimated that less than

1 percentwouldgothatfar. In fact, well over

50 percent of the subjects went all the way

to xxx. Many of those who flipped the

switches went through an agonizing expe-

rience delivering what they thought were

powerful shocks to a screaming person;

but, nonetheless, they did so when fold to.

Milgram was forced to make a grim conclu-

sion: Faced with the choice of obeying

either our conscience or- someone "in

charge," most of us would follow orders.

When news of the experiment got out, all

hell broke loose. "There were popular arti-

cles that described ihe subjects' behavior

as 'evil and sadistic,' " Milgram says today.

"The writers missed the real point, which is

how malleable people are in the face of

authority." Even some of his own colleagues

atfacked the experiment as being unethi-

cal. Behind the furor, Milgram guesses,

was the shock of facing whal the experi-

ment uncovered. "I believe thai if no one

had proceeded beyond the first few levels,"

he says thoughtfully, "if everyone had

stopped at the third level, for example,

there would have been no criticism."

Asked whether he regrets having done it,

he answers without hesitation, "Not at all. I

believe in the experiment, and I accept re-

sponsibility for it." Summing up, he adds,

"It's been almosl twenty years since that

experiment. In all probability it [is] the most

important experiment [I've donef. At the

time, I didn't realize it would become my
professional identity."

It was that, and more. It made him a

well-known name to laymen as well as to

scientists. He appeared on the TV program

60 Minutes, which aired his films of the

experiment, graphically re-creating the

anguish of the people who Hipped Ihe

switches. And his succinct, lucidly written

book on the subject, Obedience to Au-

thority, was nominated for a National Book

Award in 1975.

Science of one kind or another has al-

ways been part of Milgram's life. In high

school, as editor of the school's science

magazine, he covered, among other

things, the biological hazards of radiation.

He also won the school's gold medal in

biology. He remembers walking the streets

of the Bronx, talking about Zeno's Paradox

with his friends.

He also worked at a nonscientific skill

that would come in handy later in life: stag-

ing school productions. The illusion of the

stage fascinated him, and he came to ap-

preciate the value of drama in his psycho-

logical experiments.

Political science, not psychology, was his

chief inlerest at Queens College of the Ciiy

University of New York, but gradually his

interest shifted to psychology and he dab-

bled in a little songwriting. With the help of a

Ford Foundation Fellowship, he went to

Harvard and earned a doctorate in social

psychology. He used his musical talents to

help the school's psychology department.

Harvard had torn down an old building, the

school's psychology clinic, and Milgram

was asked to write a song in its memory. He

wrote "The Psychological Clinic Is No More

on Plimpton Street" ("It was a calypso

tune," Milgram recalls) and left for Europe

lo work on his dissertation. Two years later

he returned to find out Ihe song had been

performed for Harvard's president, who

was so charmed by it, the story goes, that

he gave Ihe psychology department a new

building. "I think part of the story was a little

hyperbolic," notes Milgram, who neverthe-

less still enjoys telling it.

Milgram left Harvard to teach at Yale from

1960 to 1963, the years he did his studies

on obedience to authority. He then returned

to Harvard, teaching and conducting re-

search until 1967, when he returned to his

hometown. New York City, where he is now a

professor of psychology at the Graduate

Center of the City University of New York.

One of the great pleasures of his work,

says Milgram, is what he terms experi-

mental invention. He is fascinated by de-

signing just the right technique for a par-

ticular kind of experiment. Sometimes it

happens that he comes up with the tech-

nique before he comes up with the prob-

lem. Sometimes it happens the other way

around. In either case, his imagination and

restless curiosity point the way.

Taking a cue from the saying "It's a small

world," Milgram once tried to find out just

how small. "If the name of- an American

citizen were picked out of a hat," he wanted

to know, "could you get to know that person

by using only your network of friends and

acquaintances?" To find out, he found a

man, a stockbroker in Massachusetts, will-

ing to act as a target person, and enlisted

the help of hundreds of people all over the

country. The idea was to see at whai point,

if any, the circle of acquaintances of any

two people overlapped, and how many

people it took to relay a message between

the two.

Each person who tried to reach the target

got what looked like a small, blue bank-

book. In the back was a pad of stamped

postcards addressed to Stanley Milgram,

at Harvard. The book was passed from-



person to person like a baton in a relay race

until it got to its target. And as each person
passed it on, he or she sent Milgrarn a card,
telling him who would have ihe book next. A
iot of the efficiency of the experiment de-
pended on the shrewdness of who was
handing off.

Milgram already knew the odds. There i

only one chance in 200.000 that any two
people in the United States will know each
other personally. The odds start falling

once their networks of friends get involved.

But the question remained of how many
people it would take to make a hookup.
Milgram asked for guesses. He got esli-

• mates of 100 people or more.

What happened? In one case the chain
began with a wheat farmer in Kansas. He
handed the small, blue book to a minister in

town, who in turn sent it to afriend in Cam-
bridge, who handed it to the target. Total

number of links between the two people:

two. This wasn't typical, but it was not as
atypical as you might think. After running

his small-world test dozens of times and
averaging out how many people it took to

link a couple of strangers, Milgram got his

small-world number: 5.5. In theory, none of

us is more than five and a half people away
from anyone in the United States, including

the President.

There were other notions Milgram tried to

puzzle out, such as the question Do people
really tell what's on their minds in opii

"

polls or surveys? What a person says and
whal he does are often two different things,

and since people may not be telling the
truth in an opinion poll, especially in a polit-

ically volatile situation, is there any other

way to uncover their true feelings?

To find out, Milgram used what's known
as the lost-letter technique. You find an ad-
dressed, stamped letter on the sidewalk,

apparently inadvertently dropped by
someone. Do you ignore it? Open it and
read it? Throw it away? Mail it? What if it

were addressed to the Grand Wizard of the

KKK? Or the American Young Communist
League? Would you still mail it? Working on
ihe theory that you could get a kind of polit-

ical reading of a neighborhood by how
many "lost" letters with an obviously politi-

cal address were mailed back, Milgram
dropped his mail in two cities, New Haven
and Hong Kong.
He tried various topics: pro- and anti-

civil rights letters (dropped in both white
and black neighborhoods), Nazi and
Communist letters, and, in Hong Kong,
pro-Mao and pro- Chiang Kai-shek mail.

In the New Haven studies, only a small
number of Nazi and Communist letters

were mailed, while more innocuous letters

got through fine. In another political study,

more pro- Lyndon Johnson letters got
mailed than pro- Barry Goldwater ones.
And in Hong Kong, Chiang Kai-shek letters

edged out the pro-Mao mail, a political real-

ity that was confirmed a few months after

the study, when the population of Hong
Kong failed to support pro-Communist
demonstrations.
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While handy for clear-cut issues, the

lost-letter method, Milgram found, was not

too effective in studying more subtle is-

sues. The method also had a few built-in

problems. His efforts to distribute letters

more quickly by throwing them from car or

airplane windows didn't work too well. The

envelopes didn't always land faceup.

When dropped from a small plane, some
landed in trees or on rooftops, or, worse, got

snagged on-the plane itself. Placing them

on the street, one envelope at a time, was
the most tedious method, but it produced

the best results.

Those invisible networks that permeate so-

ciety, transmitting political opinions, informa-

tion, even crazes and fads, have intrigued

Milgram and have brought out some of

his more original experimental techniques.

Most recently Milgram has been working

on a way to revive what he calls decayed-

acquaintance nets, that is, finding out

what's happened to old friends and ac-

quaintances. He has a handful of pennies

in his desk drawer that represent his latest

attempt at this. One side of each coin has a

small sticker that says, "Old friends of Jef-

frey Stone please call . .

." followed by a

phone number. He puts these into circula-

tion to see whether the random movement

of money will turn up some of Mr. Stone's old

friends.

Milgram takes the craft of designing his

experiments seriously. He rehearsed the

"actors" in his obedience-to-authority

studies for weeks before trying it out with

any subjects. He is constantly testing new
methods, or exercises, as he calls them.

Like'his Penny-for-Your-Thought tables

that were set up by his students on busy

Manhattan streets. People were asked to

come over to the table and reveal what they

were thinking at that particular moment.

"The point is, we don't know the contents of

people's thoughts— if they're about a.major

event or if they're future-oriented or if they're

reflections of the way other people see so-

ciety."

He found the results encouraging.

People did come over and talk about their

thoughts, mostly everyday personal con-

cerns. The information is probably filed

awayinMilgram's mind for future reference.

Milgram also appreciates the inventive-

ness of others, Allen Funt, of Candid Cam-

era, among them, "He has an intuitive

sense of what shapes behavior," Milgram

observes, and he goes on to give examples

of the show's social-psychological per-

spective: for example, the man who goes

into a clothing store to buy a suit and is told

to open his mouth and say "Ah" by a sales-

man holding a tongue depressor. Amaz-

.ingly the man complies. Even more interest-

ing, says Milgram, is the episode in which a

restaurant delivery boy walks into an office

where he finds Allen Funt bound and

gagged in a chair. He asks Funt whether he

ordered the pastrami on rye. Funt, gag in

mouth, grunts and shakes his head no. The

boy then leaves without saying anything or

untying Funt.

"Of course," Milgram adds, switching

from Candid Camera fan to psychologist,

"we don't know why he did that. He may
have sensed danger or gone off to call the

police. Of course, Candid Camera doesn't

deal with complicated-issues like that, but it

does show behavior in detail, sometimes

with great precision."

Milgram's own skill as an experimenter

has, in recent years, led him to concentrate

on the experience of living in cities. Mil-

gram was one of the first to study the over-

load factor of city life, the problem of being

smothered in stimuli from the world around.

His experiments have shown there is a kind

of myopia, as far as getting involved goes,

that is typical of the urbanite. In some
small-town-versus-big-city studies he's

tried to find what forms it takes. In the lost-

child study, for example, he found that ur-

banites were less likely to stop and help a

child claiming to be lost. And, in what could'

be called the Handshake, he found, with

the help of his students, that urbanites were

less likely than small-towners to shake the

proffered hands of friendly-looking but si-

lent strangers.

Milgram has found other, less grim qual-

ities that come of living in the city. Part of

most city dwellers' landscapes, he'sfound,

is a person he typifies as "the familiar

stranger," someone you might see every

day but never talk to. In one case, he found

a woman who immediately called an ambu-

lance for— and escorted to the hospital—
another woman who had collapsed on a

Brooklyn street. The two women had never

even spoken to each other, but ihey had

seen each other on neighborhood streets

for years. The bond between the two was
subtle but strong enough to stir one woman
into action.

As a teacher as well as a researcher,

Milgram makes liberal use of his imagina-

tion in training the minds of his students.

"Some students come in with big ideas and

rigid preconceptions. I try to get them to

pay attention to what is and not get befud-

dled by preconceptions. You have to be

open to facts and information, not to what

you've thought the case to be." He himself

says he walks a fine line. At first, he tries to

remain unbiased about what is around him,

to try for that elusive objectivity, and then he

uses the calculating eye of the experi-

enced psychologist to evaluate everything

he takes in.

To train his students to be as objec-

tive as possible, he gives them simple

tasks. For example, he makes them
analyze how touch-activated elevator but-

tons work. "For some reason, many think

they work by heat," he says. 'Actually, it's an

electrostatic effect," as some of Milgram's

students discovered by a few simple exper-

iments.

He used to have students also study the

variables at work in a pen-bouncing study

(dropping a retractable ball-point pen and

noting how and why it bounced differently).



"I don't use the bouncing pen anymore," he
says. "I use the Dinky Bird now. It's a fairly

elegant mechanism. "The Dinky Bird is one
of those novelty toys whose main feature is

that it bobs its beak in and out of a glass of

water as it rocks back and forth on its pivot

between upright legs. Students are asked
io explain how it works. "The students basi-

cally enjoy these exercises, it lets them
realize they can't' get results quite so
facilely as they sometimes think."

Milgram obviously enjoys his work. He
brims over with new ideas and seems to

giory in the luxury of having to pick and
choose from the variety of things his mind

' concocts. "The discipline of being a social

psychologist prevents a totally wasteful

scallering of my energies," he notes about
himself.

And there are other interests. Although
he said in retrospect, "I don't think I would
have been as good a songwriter as I am a
sociai psychologist," he also commented
later in the same interview, "Einstein once
said he'd like to be reincarnated as a
plumber. I'd like to be reincarnated as a

composer." How about Bach? "Too lofty, too
unreachable," he says after considering
the option. "More like Prokofiev or Camilie

Saint-Saens. That's the kind of music ... I'd

write. Not transcendent, butslightly flawed,
human."

In the meantime, back in this life, he is

asked a few cosmic questions. First, what
does his eclectic body of work probe in our
world? The answer is deceptively simple: to

make visible the invisible; to show us the

subtle and not so subtle social forces at

play around us, how they direct us and
even control us. We are so immersed in

these networks of power and rituals of

communication thai we no longer see them,
"just as the fish is the last to notice he is

surrounded by water,"

Question two: What has he learned about
human nature from his work? "I'm more
persuaded about the degree to which cir-

cumstances shape people's beliefs," he
answers, "People respond to circum-
stances. Reactions can be predictable.

The degree to which they respond runs

counter to the belief that we are totally free.

It's a lesson you sometimes forget."

And the last question: What will happen
to the Cyranoids? He starts rattling off the

possibilities. "They would be valuable for

role playing. You could use one if you're not
ihe type of person usually able to do that.

You could be guided by the source. A per-

son could see that certain things would
work. You could unite a paraplegic who is a
dynamite salesman and someone who is

not but can get around.
I would like to know

what it's like to be a Cyranoid. Who likes ii.

Who doesn't. What he or she would be will-

ing !o say or not say,"

He pauses, a new glint in his eye. "Imag-
ine," he says, "a whole room full of

Cyranoids. .And imagine their reaction on
discovering that everyone else in the room
is one, too."
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SPINOFF
l 0ng been convinced that lifelong learning

helps to keep one young and happy. True or

not, both my wife and I do this. At present I

am reviewing symbolic logic, going on into

more advanced n-dimensional, non-Eu-

clidean geometries, plus another subject

quite new to me; Chinese history

"But I am working, too; I have completed

writing a very long novel and am about

halfway through another book.
'

"I feel that
I
have proved one of two

things; Either I have fully recovered ... or a

hole in the head is no handicap to a

science-fiction author.

"I musi note one spinoff especially im-

portant to the aged and the handicapped;

spiritual spinoff.

" 'Man does not live by bread alone.' Any

physician will tell you that the most impor-

tant factor in getting well is the will to live-

contrariwise, a terminal patient dies when

he gives up the fight.

"I have been in Death Row three times.

The unfailing support of my wife sustained

my will to live ... so here I am. In addition I

have believed firmly in spaceflight for the

past sixty-odd years; this has been a per-

manent incentive to hang on, hang on! My
wife shares this; she decided years back lo

die on the moon, not here in the smog and

the crowds. Now that I am well again I in-

tend to hang in there, lead a disciplined life,

stay alive until we can buy commercial

tickets to the moon and spend our last days

in low-gravity comfort in the Luna Hilton, six

levels down in Luna City.

"Foolishness? Everyone in this room is

old enough to know by direct experience

that today's foolishness is lomorrow's wis-

dom. 1 can remember when 'Get- a horse!'

was considered the height of wit. As may

be, anything that gives one a strong incen-

tive to live can't be entirely foolish.

"I get a flood of mail from my readers; a

disproportionate pari of it is from the very

old and the handicapped. It is impossible

to be a fan of my fiction and not be en-

thusiastic for space travel. Besides, they

[ell me so, explicity. in writing

"Examples;

"A college professor, blind from birth-

He's never seen the stars; he's never seen

the moon. The books he reads and re-

reads—has read to him by his secre-

tary—are about space travel. He went to a

lot of trouble to look me up to discuss our

space program.

"A teen-age boy. tied to a wheelchair, who

wrote id ask me whether or not. he could

become an astronautical engineer- some

'friend' fiad.told him that it was a silly ambi-

tion for a cripple. I assured him that an

engineer did not need legs even on Earth

surface, advised him what courses to take.

and referred him to a story by Arthur C.

Clarke in which a double amputee, both

legs, commands a space station.

"A housewife with epilepsy, grand trial,

who doesn't expect ever to be able to go

out into space ... but finds her greatest

interest in life, her major relief from the tedi-

ous routine she must follow, in our space

program.

"A very large number oi elderly people

who wrote to me immediately after the first

landing on the Moon, all saying, in effect,

that they thanked the Lord that they had

been spared long enough to see this great

day.

"I could add examples endlessly Just let

me state flatly that my files hold proof that

the aged retired, the shut-ins and the dis-

abled of all ages, get more spiritual lift out

of spaceflight than does any other definable

group of our citizens. For many of them the

television screen is their only window on the

world; something great and shining and

wonderful went out of their lives when the

Apollo Moon program ended.

"Even if a space program had no other

spinoff, isn't ffca! sort worth five cents a

day?"

Later; No, to most citizens of the United

States, the entire space program plus all its

spinoffs is not worth even five cents per

day; the polls (and letters to Congress)

plainly show it. And they won't believe that

five-cent figure even if you do the arithme-

tic right in front of their eyes. They will still

think of it as "all that money" being

"wasted" on "a few rocks."

It is easy to prove that the space program

paid for itself several times over in terms of

increased gross national product . .
.
and in

new technology ... and in saved lives. But

they won't believe any of lhat, either.

NASA has two remarkable records: first,

a space program far more successful than

anyone had dared hope; and, second, the

most incredibly bumbling, stupid, inept

public relations of any government agency.

A congressman's counse pointed out to

me that NASA and other government

agencies were, by law. not permitted to ad-

vertise themselves. Oh, come off it! It does

not matter whether a man is called a "pub-

lic information aide" or a flack; a press

agent defines himself by what he does. The

man who was NASA's boss flack all during

the moon program had the endearing

manners of Dennis the Menace. He's gone

now— but the damage he did lives on,

while our space program is dying.

Still.. .
ifyouaren'twillingtogiveupand

start studying Mandarin or possibly

Japanese, you can write to your con-

gressman and to both your senators and

tell them how you feel about it. If you do,

send copies to Don Fuqua (Democrat,

Lower House) and to Barry Goldwater. Sr.

(Republican, Upper House). A strong

space program has many friends in both

parties and in both houses— but it is nec-

essary to let them know that they have

friends. OO



THE GENE TRUST
CONTINUED F HOMP,

by government waichoog agencies, in

evaluating the first drugs ever obtained

from recombinant bugs, the Food and Drug

Administration is likely to be exceplionally

cautious. This could mean five to ten years

of testing and up to $50 million in costs

before the product goes on the commercial

market.

Yet industry on Ihe whole has not tried to

resist these precautions. Although mosl

scientists now believe the potential

hazards ot recombinant-DNA research

were grossly overestimated, public alarm
' over the safety of such research is a good

enough reason for industry to regulate

itself voluntarily. According to the Pharma-

ceutical Manufacturers Association, its

half-dozen member firms engaged in re-

combinant-DNA work have all agreed to

abide by the National Institutes of Health

guidelines, which now apply only to nonin-

dustrial research. The guidelines stipulate,

among other things, that dangerous re-

combinant-DNA experiments be carried

out in containment areas, the so-called P-4

facilities.

"Most people don't realize how conser-

vative business is," says Byers, whose ven-

ture-capital firm has been closely watching

ongoing developments. "The fear of liability

is enormous. It could ruin a company over-

night. So it is perfectly rational for busi-

nessmen to spend the money to ensure

maxjmum safety."

GENE GAMBLING

Another way to mix the genes of different

microorganisms— cell fusion— so far has

escaped the controversy, whirling around

recombinant-DNA research. Cell fusion

mates the unmatable, combining the cells

of organisms that don't ordinarily breed.

Cetus and some of the larger pharmaceuti-

cal companies are experimenting with the

new -echnique.

"There are times when you simply want to

play a crap game with the genes without

being as directed as recombinant DNA is,"

Cape says. "In other words, just push all the

genes in two different cells together and

sort out what happens. It's a lot more effi-

cient toward-certain goals." Research con-

tracts prohibited him- from revealing what

projects are under way at Cetus, but itwas

cell fusion that allowed Otis Godfrey, of Eli

Lilly, to fuse two antibiotic-producing mi-

croorganisms last year. The result was a

hybrid capable of synthesizing a new an-

tibiotic unlike those ot either parent strain.

Cell fusion is still in its infancy, but at least

one innovation based on it has already

been heralded as an advance no less im-

portant than recombinant-DNA technology.

In 1975 Dr. Cesar Milstein and his col-

leagues at the Medical Research Council

laboratory, in Cambridge, England, stum-

bled on a way to fuse a myeloma (skin

cancer cell) with an antibody-producing

white corpuscle. The result, called a hy-

bridoma, began to turn out pure specific

antibodies Moreover, the relentless growth

of ihe myeloma gave the hybrid cells virtual

immortality.

Until Dr. Milsteirre c-iscove'v. 'he only way

to obtain antibodies was to trigger their

production in laboratory animals. But har-

vesting antibodies from Ihe animal's blood

serum produces a mixture of antibodies in

which some are more specifically directed

against the intruder than others. Milstein's

technique, however, enables scientists to

separate out the hybridoma whose an-

tibodies can distinguish the intruder trom

all other cells and then to mass-produce

them by cloning. His research offers the

long-sought "magic bullet" that will destroy

viruses and cancer cells without damaging

healthy tissue— the major drawback to the

"shotgun" therapies now employed.

Hybritech, a year-old firm in La Jolla,

California, is already producing antibodies

using hybridoma. According to president

Howard E. Greene, its early goal is to pro-

vde antibodies tc c Heal diagnostic tests,

with a potential U.S. market of about $200

million a year. The company's first product,

how being sold for experimental use, is a

series of antibodies for detecting hepatitis

B. Also under development are antibodies

that will aid in the diagnosis of such hard-

to-pin-down diseases as heart attack and

cancer of the prostate and colon.

Diagnostic materials are less strictly reg-,

ulated than drugs, and Hybritech plans to

consolidate its earnings from test kits be-

fore expanding into therapeutics in about

five years. The hope for the future is to inject

antibodies directly into the body to cure

numerous diseases ranging from hepatitis

to influenza to cancer

"Many scientists view cancer as occur-

ring because the immune system can't

recognize malignant cells," Greene says.

"In other words, certain individuals may fail

to generate antibodies against cancer." If

hybridomas can be created from the white

blood cells of people who can produce

such antibodies, Greene says, "You ought

to have one of the best possible forms of

cancer therapy imaginable—one that's

based on our natural defense mechanism."

NATURE'S BLUEPRINT

Genetic engineering and cell fusion are

not all there is to 'he biotechnology revolu-

tion. The new life manipulators are develop-

ing many other exciting '-edical and indus-

trial techniques modeled on nature's

blueprint. At Alza Corporation, in Palo Alto,

California, researchers are designing so-

phisticated drug-delivery systems that will

help doctors use human insulin, the brain's

opiates, and other body chemicals.

These substances are extremely power-

ful and, at high concentrations,, can be tox-

ic, even fatal. The problem is that after an

injection or tablet, drug levels in the pa-

tient's body peak rapidly, then dwindle.



This fluctuation is a major cause of many
dangerous drug side effects.

To prevent this, Alza is mimicking the en-

docrine system, where each gland se-

cretes its hormones at a controlled rate,

without unwanted side effects. Devices

now underdevelopment deliver medication

slowly and only where it's needed— in the

eye, uterus, or circulatory system, for

example. One mimics the pancreas, con-

tinuously releasing tiny amounts of insulin

that can be fine-tuned to meet the dia-

betic's individual needs.

_
Alza recently received permission to

market a three-year birth-control system in

Mexico. Placed in the uterus, the device

continuously releases progesterone, a nat-

ural birth-control hormone. Because the

progesterone is released slowly, the device

avoids the unwanted side effects of the Pill.

One of the most promising drug-delivery

systems being tested at Alza is an "osmotic

minipump," a capsulelike unit lhat can be

implanted, injected, or swallowed. Acti-

vated by water,' it can dispense several

drugs at varying rates, either simulta-

neously or in succession/Eventually physi-

cians will be able to make up a whole two-

week drug program and install it in the

patient. Such complex and reliable drug

schedules will make many common medi-

cations much more effective.

"We are also talking of a sampling de-

vice, a sucking device," reports Dr. Alejan-

dro Zaffaroni. the company's founder. In-

stead of dispensing medication, it would

take repeated blood samples for up to two

weeks or so, preserve them, and send

them into a machine for analysis.

"I believe it will give a whole new dimen-

sion to medicine," Dr. Zaffaroni says. "In-

stead of analyzing just one blood or urine

sample gathered during a physical exam,

you'll get a complete picture of how the

patient functions in his daily life. A person

might, .for example, seem to have normal

blood pressure in the doctor's office, vet

have episodes of very high blood pressure.

That patient is at risk and should be con-

sidered for treatment."

Another Zaffaroni enterprise, Dynapol.is

working .to eliminate the possible hazards

of food additives. In light of the recent sac-

charin scare and the dwindling list of food

dyes now approved by the FDA, Dynapol

set out to develop dyes, sweeteners, and

preservatives that would not pass through

the wall of the intestine and into the body.

Dynapol has found a way to leash small

food-additive molecules to larger, indiges-

tible polymers. The resulting macromole-

cules, unaffected by storage, cooking, and

the digestive processes, will enter the mar-

ket in 1981.

PETER PAN HORMONE

At.Zo.econ Corporation, another research

program has led to the world's first com-

mercial insect-growth regulator. Known as

methoprene, it interrupts an insect's normal

life cycle by blocking maturation. This reg-

ulator, a synthetic imitation of a natural in-
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sect hormone, is a most effective pesticide.

According to John Diekman, vice-presi-

dent in charge of research and develop-

ment at Zoecon, "Insects go through dra-

matic metamorphoses from wormlike lar-

vae to hard-cased pupae and then on to

the adult stage, with full wings. Zoecon and

other university researchers set out to iso-

late the growth chemical turned on and off

by the brain during this process.'"

The natural hormone had problems. It

was not powerful or selective enough, it

was too expensive, and because it was

natural, it couldn't be patented. Zoecon

overcame all these drawbacks by synthe-

sizing a chemical that mimics it.

Methoprene works by keeping insects

that are problems in the adult stage, such

as mosquitoes and the hornfly (a major cat-

tle pest), from fully maturing. It is com-

pletely unlike conventional pesticides. "We

call them insect-growth regulalors," Diek-

man explains, "because it's not a hard pes-

ticide. If you spray it on a bug, the bug does

677ie commercial development

of modern biology

really began only in the

early Seventies. By

the mid-Nineties, the

applications will

have proliferated in ways

we just can't imagine.^

not immediately drop dead. The metho-

prene affects the insect's hormone bal-

ance, and when the.bug is ready to mature,

it can't, and it dies."

The insect-growth regulator is sounusual

that Zoecon was'one of the first firms

Chinese scientists requested to visit when

Henry Kissinger's exchange programs

began. "I'm sure Kissinger and Nixon had

no idea what the heck an insect-growth

regulator was," Diekman comments.

Methoprene is now the safest pesticide

available. It is biodegradable and nontoxic

to other organisms. Indeed, it is so safe that

it is fed directly to cattle. When consumed,

it passes through the animal's digestive

tract and comes out in the manure, where

the flies breed. "Instead of going around

the King Ranch and frying to spray every

manure pile," Diekman says, "you can use

the cattle as your applicators, and the

maggots die in the manure."

Ironically, the product's safety became a

real headache for Zoecon when the firm set

out to obtain regulatory approval. The En-

vironmental Protection Agency demands

to know what' happens if you overdose an

animal on a pesticide. Zoecon's problem:

Methoprene is so safe that an animal can't

overdose
Zoecon is trying to develop a juvenile

hormone antagonist, methoprene's mirror

image. Instead of retarding growth, this an-

tagonist would accelerate it, turning In-

sects that, as juveniles, cause tremendous

crop damage prematurely into pupae.

Diekman says, "We don't think the En-

vironmental Proteciion Agency creates in-

centives for the type of novel research

we've done here, and we've been vocal

about this. Dr. Carl Djerassi, our chairman,

has met with all the important regulatory

agencies. But we're tired of fighting. We'll

continue to increase our budget for insect

control, but we're faced with long lead

times, heavy investment, and a moderate

success rate." So Zoecon has decided to

branch out into other biotechnologies.

Zoecon's long-term plan is to explore

plant genetics. Using genetic engineering,

Zoecon hopes to produce better plants,

strains that are more disease- and insect-

resistant, with higher yields. Researchers

will attempt to do in the laboratory what

takes years, or may even be impossible,

using classical plant-breeding techniques.

THINKING BIG

The history of biotechnology, though

short, is repeating the pattern of innovation

in this country. Over and over again the

trendselters have been fledgling firms will-

ing to risk their money. Dr, Cape says, "The

large companies, with very few exceptions,

have been caught flat-footed by these'

rapid developments in biology. The same

was true for the semiconductor field.

"When new technologies come along,

the people who should throw themselves

in, hook, line, and sinker, don't. You would

have imagined that Bell Laboratories, Gen-

eral Electric, and RCA would have jumped

at the opportunities presented by transistor

and semiconductor technology to become

the big powers in the industry today.

They're not. None of fhem are. Texas In-

struments is, Motorola is, Fairchild is, Intel

is, National Semiconductors is. They're the

upstarts that came in to fill the vacuum."

Will Cetus, Genentech, Zoecon, and the

other pioneers of biotechnology become

the corporate giants of tomorrow? It is still

too early to say. But the industry as a whole

is entering a period ot massive growth.

Even its most optimistic proponents have

been awestruck by how rapidly their

dreams have been transformed into finan-

cially rewarding undertakings. Few people

in industry remain unconvinced that there

is big money to be made.

Biology's leap from academia to the

commercial world may have come later
,

than that of either physics or chemistry, but

its impact on our lives promises to be just

as far-reaching. In the next 20 years it will

dramatically change everything from the

practice of medicine lo the world's supply

of food and energy. We have only begun lo

unlock biology's secrets-the technology

of life itself.DO



NEW CLOTHES
history of the e-ipTe nad -.he philosopher's

advice been heeded. Bui il was precisely

this- that constituted the value of the disci-

pline, according to the imperial philoso-

pher. If philosophy had been so refined that

it could nc longer be applied to any prob-
lem of human life, this would prove that

philosophy had become wholly objective,

therefore scientific, and therefore true. So,
secure in his opinion, he was happy to

leave questions of utility to others.

To the question, What should the empire
do about the little child who insists the Em-
peror's new clothes do not exist? the phi-

losopher replied, as he had to so many
questions in the past, "Advanced, modern
philosophy recognizes as valid only those
questions to which rational, logical an-
swers can be found . Questions that do not

admit of rational, logical answers are
termed improper, or pseudoquestions. By
definition, a pseudoquestion cannot exist.

Since the question now before me does not

admit of a rational answer, it can be defined
as a pseudoquestion. By legitimate exten-

sion, a pseudoquestion can only be gener-

ated by a pseudoproblem, And therefore,

from a philosophical point of view, the issue

does not exist."

Suddenly the congress of specialists,.

experts, and authorities was jolted out o(

the respectful torpor traditionally attending

any philosophical opinion. No one could

presume to ask the people of the empire to

begin paying attention to a philosopher But
philosophers regard philosophy as a sci-

ence, and scientists regard science as a
philosophy. Psychology is a science; there-

fore psychology is a philosophy. Over the

years, as the empire had advanced, psy-
chologists had broken down human per-

sonality into rational scientific categories.

Since tests proved that the child who in-

sisted that the Emperor wore no clothesdid
not fit into any of these categories, it fol-

lowed logically and irrefutably that he was
an improper child, a pseudochild, and
therefore no child at all.

Immediately declared a nonperson by
the imperial State Department and offi-

cially denounced as a figment by the impe-
rial mass media, his name was stricken

from the Imperial Public Opinion Poll. Itwas
not very long before the imperial man in the
street grew accustomed to Ihe boy's persis-

tent pseudopresence, or absence, and the
whole populace threw themselves
wholeheartedly into the design, manufac-
ture, sale, and distribution.of the Emperor's
new clothes and lived happily ever after. Or
so it seemed
As for the child, the imperial decrees

merely made ofticial whatever it was that

made himuniike everyone else. Nothing
changed, not really He was accustomed to

loneliness. In the end it was not even a high

price to pay, for when winter came, none
but he stayed warm.DO
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BLACK HOLE TECHNOLOGY— Want unlimited, power? Transportation at nearly

the speed of light? Maybe a time machine? They're available if you can work out a

iew engineering details—and if you can get there. Some of the world's best

physicists have figured out how to turn scientists' oldest fantasies into reality by

harnessing S5433, a gigantic-black hole about 30,000 light-years toward the center

of the galaxy. Writer Jonathan Post articulates the possibilities in the April Omni.

FUTURE ARTS— According to laser artist Barron Krody, the ultimate development

in art may be the total elimination of media and art museums. What will' take their'

place? Direct brain stimulation, which will enable you lo see, feel— even taste, if you

want— all types of colors, sounds, and shapes. And it will all take place inside your

entertainment module, in the comfort of your home. Technology has invaded

the arts, and they'll never be the same again. Read why in next month's Omni.

THEY HAVE NOT SEEN THE STARS-Frustrations and delays have plagued the

space shuttle, but, as Ray Bradbury reminds us, the value of the shuttle may not lie

only inits economic rewards. It does something more, he writes in the April Omni: It

gives us a sense of the sLars. of thai vast cosmos before us that only man can detect.

Only man? Not so, claims Carl Sagan. Other animals sense the stars, too, but for

different.purposes, than man will in the future. Bradbury's meditations on the shuttle,

life, and space, along with Sagan's insights, provide thought-provoking reading.

INTERVIEW— ESP, spoon-bending, dowsing, psychic photography, astral (or

"half-astral") projection, acupuncture, karate, God, Sanla Claus, a modest pro-

posal for revoking Ph.D's. and a personal offer of §10,000 to anyone who can

demonstrate any paranormal power whatsoever— all these are subjects of our April

interview by Omni editor Scot Morris with magician, escape artist, "professional

charlatan," superskeptic, author, lecturer, and cofounder of the Committee for the

Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal, James "The Amazing" Randi.

SCIENCE FICTION— Award-winning author Theodore Sturgeon leads off next

month's Omni- fiction with the startling conclusion of "Why Dolphins Don't Bite."

John Morressy brings us "The Last Jerry Fagin Show," with its special guest star,

Twelve, an alien who learns the hard way what it means to be upstaged. John

Keefauver translates a lurking fear into reality in "Giant on the Beach." And Kevin

O'Donnell, Jr., brings us the moving tale- of "Marchianna," a robot who really cares.
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ficer— drive maintenance— on the Be-

telgeuse. Got his from the same hellbomb

that pushed me over the gamma limit and

put me out of service. So I
never did square

accounts with the Veenies." Another yawn
ended the sentence, and he grinned a little

shyly, like a nice boy not knowing quite how
to phrase an apology for gaping that way.

"Well, it's late," he concluded, standing

up. "Nice to have met you, pal." He offered

his hand.

I did not move to take it. I said, as care-

fully as my state would allow, "What ... did

you say?"

"Oh, you've had your ear bent enough for

tonight," he answered, "what with Nico fly-

ing the same orbit all the time. It gets to be

too much."

Not even trying to conceal his eagerness

to close up, the proprietor came out to col-

lect the glasses and carafes from the table.

Gheorghios bade him good-night and
lingered only because he had just realized

how drunk I was. I had forgotten.

"What were you, then''" I demanded,
wishing to God the world wouldn't rock and

twist around me.

"Me? Oh, just a missile hand. I never

even put up a stripe before I got radiated.

Funny you know!" He laughed abruptly.

"We had a man on our deck just like Nico,

always playing back the same message.
(

We fixed him good in the end ,
shut him in an

empty lock by accident done on purpose,

and fed a looped tape of himself running at

the mouth nonstop into his helmet phones.

He was awfully quiet after that. Don't want

to risk it happening to me."

He grinned again and strode off into the

night, I turned frantically to the proprietor

trying to make him understand that I

wanted to talk to Gheorghios some more or

at least to know where I could find him in the

morning. But my Greek would not stretch

that far. and the proprietor knew no English

at all.

I traced him in the morning. People

pointed him out to me, a lean and distant

figure outlined against the unbearable blue

sky who was scrambling over a rocky hill in

pursuit of a limping goat. He was singing at

the top of his voice— a magnificent, wailing

tenor with long, controlled, Balkan shaking

on the held notes,

I thought I was going to wait for him to

come down. I thought I was going to pester

him with questions, but I didn't. I found

myself on the road leading from Sophkada,

not even looking to see whether he was still

in sight.

Last night he had thought back to a

dream, like Spiro and Nico and a score of

others I had met in this time-forgotten coun-

try. He had spoken the language of a dream.

Now he had wakened to reality again.

I was not sure that I had. But I was not

going to stay to find out. DO
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us news promptly
,
and Men very easily

make jugs serve useful nocturnal

purposes

.

9-C- In another version, King Philip, come
out for God's sakel, the object is trie

correct sequence of taxonomic

classifications in biology: kingdom,

phylum, class, order, family, genus,

species. Kindly place cover on fresh,

green, spicy vegetables adds v for

variety, a subdivision of species.

10-D. HOMES designates the initials of the

five Great Lakes: Huron, Ontario,

Michigan, Erie, and Superior. To place the

lakes in wes!-to-east order, it's Some men
hate eating onions

.

11-F. For paleontologists, the phrase

Palaces evoke opulent memories of a

plundered past recalls the ages of the

Cenozoic Era; Paleocene, Eocene,

Oligocene, Miocene, Pliocene,

Pleistocene.

1 2-Q. D. C. Van Dissel is the name a

physician uses to make sure he has

completed all necessary steps before

admitting a patient to a hospital;

diagnosis, conH ition, vital signs,

ambulation, r,.,sing orders, diet, intake

and output, symptomatic drugs, specific

drugs, examinations, laboratory.

1 3-I . This mnemonic used to be Sad boys

raped our young girls behind victory

garden wails, but when victory gardens

became a thing of the past, the ending

was changed to ... but Violet goes
willingly, which has the added advantage

that one of the words actually names trie-

word it represents, a sterling achievement

in mnemonics circles. It stands for the

colors (corresponding to digits 0- 9:

black, brown, red, orange, yellow, green,

blue, violet, gray, white) by which electrical

resistors are rated. With three stripes, the

first two are digits, the third a multiplier.

E.g., 47,000 ohms would be yellow (4),

violet (7), orange (X10 3
). Silver or gold

stripes mean the rating may vary by ±1.0

or ±5 percent.

1 4-S. The girls can flirt and-other queer
things can do designates the Mohs scale

of mineral hardness, with each mineral

harder than (and just capable of

scratching) the previous mineral on the

scale: talc, gypsum, calcite, fluorite,

apatite, orthoclase, quartz, topaz,

corundum, diamond. An alternate, Tall

gyroscopes can fly apart, orbiting quickly

to complete disintegration , is harder to

remember but has the advantage that the

first two letters of each word and the first

two letters of the name of the

corresponding mineral are the same.
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1 5-H. Camels often si! down carefully.

Perhaps theirjoints creak? Possibly, early

oiling might prevent permanent
rheumatism. This elegant mnemonic lists

the 1 5 geologic periods: Cambrian,

Ordovician, Silurian, Devonian,

Carboniferous, Permian, Thassic,

Jurassic, Cretaceous, Paleocene,

Eocene, Oligocene, Miocene, Pliocene,

Pleistocene, Recent.

1 6-E. In this one it's the number of letters _

in each word. How I wish I. could recollect

of circle round the exact relation

Archimede unwound is n to 1 3 decimal

places: 3.1415926535897. Another

elegant rhyme, with a comma in the

decimal's place, carries pi out 30 places;

Sir, I send a rhyme excelling/In sacred

truth and rigid spelling./Numerical sprites

elucidate/For me the lexicon's full

weight/If nature gain./Who can

complain,/Tho' Dr. Johnson fulminate?

17-J. The four types of skin cuts are PAIL:

puncture, abrasion, incision, laceration.

1 8-R. The initials being read backwards,

Timid virgins make dull company tells a

navigator ihe correct order of calculations

io determine position; compass, deviation,

magnetic, variation, true. A less risque'

mnemonic in the correct order is Can
dead men vote twice?

19-K. Bless my dear Aunt Sally tells the

mathematician the correct order for

algebraic operations; brackets, multiply,

divide, add, and subtract.

20-G. This classic mnemonic, On old

Olympus' treeless tops/A fat-assed

German vends some hops, reminds every

medical intern of the 12 cranial nerves,

reading from front to back; olfactory, optic,

oculomotor, trochlear, trigeminal,

abducens, facial, acoustic,

glossopharyngeal, vagus,

spinal-accessory, hypoglossal.

PUZZLE QUICKIES

1. Where's the dollar? Adding the

bellboy's $2 to the hotel guests' $27

produces a meaningless sum. The

bellboy's S2 should not be added io

anything, but subtracted from the original

$30, along with Ihe returned $3, to gel the

$25 now held by the clerk.

2. Sequence. The numbers are arranged

in alphabetical order.

3. How many F's? There are six f's in the

sentence. Because the fin "of" is

pronounced vee, however, many people

tend to overlook it.

4. Vowelless Nth.

5. Rhymeless. Orange, oblige, month.

Reader Original. The figures represent the

lights that are left off on the digital display

of a calculator or watch as the digils 0-7

appear. The next digit, 8, uses all the line

segments, S . So if you left your answer

blank, you're right! OO

CONTINUED FROM R*

you via satellite" is so common today that

this once-ballyhooed phrase is no longer

flashed on your television screen. By satel-

lite relay, The Wail Street Journal prints

90,000 copies a day at its Orlando, Florida,

plant with only ten people. Soon building-

to-building communication will be avail-

able anywhere in the world, linking offices

of governments, businesses, and private

citizens. Such innovations will make it un-

necessary for developing countries to in-

vest huge sums in national telecommunica-

tions syslems; Put an antenna on the roof

and your switchboard is in space.

The satellite revolution that will make this

possible is a change in how we build the

satellites themselves. Instead of making

them heavy, with redundant circuitry, we
can cram into them more power, larger an-

iennas, more circuits. We no longer have to

make them failure-proof: We can send a

technician to fix satellites that go haywire.

Because of this, the Dick Tracy wrist radio

may be a reality by the end of the 1980s.

Information about Earth is another valu-

able commodity. The business of sensing

Earth resources is big and getting bigger.

Accurate worldwide crop predictions could

avert such miscalculations as the Russian

grain deal of a few years ago.

Holding second place in the space
industry, but gaining ground quickly, is ma-

terials processing. NASA and its counter-

parts around the world have active pro-

grams to study what can be done in Earth

orbit. For instance, alloys that won't mix

under gravity will mix in zero g. Radioactive

processes too dangerous for Earth can be

performed in space without posing any

hazard to our environment. Some phar-

maceuticals may cost less by orders of

magnitude if produced in space.

As more and more people work in space,

even more will have space-related jobs on

Earth. Banks and industry will look for in-

vestments beyond the atmosphere. Insur-

ance companies— which already insure

rocket launches against failure— will cover

entire space factories. Medical and train-

ing personnel will be needed. Lawyers and

statesmen will, as usual, do well in settling

the legal and diplomatic questions that

arise in any commercial enterprise.

Our first fledgling space factory, the

space shuttle, will fly this year. Its manifest

is fully booked through 1984. In afew more

years there will be permanently manned
space factories. Other processing plants

will be left on their own, tended periodically

by visiting workers. All these endeavors will

turn out highly specialized products for

consumption here on Earth.

Then the government— that's you and I

collectively— will begin to recoup its in-

vestment in space from taxes on space

products and services, while we— that's

you and I
individually— will benefit from

goods stamped made in space.DO
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possess the ability to detect the bal's cry

are several iamilies of moths (namely, Noc-

tuidae, Geometridae, arid Actiidae) none of

which could be considered serious pests.

When one of these night-flying moths

picks up the cry, it takes evasive action,

which includes sharp dives and erratic

loops. Experiments have shown that moths

taking such action stand a much better

chance of surviving an encounter with a

hungry bat than those that don't. Some of

the Actiidae even emit "clicks" in the bat's

hearing range that causean attacking bat

to swerve away, thereby missing the poten-

tial meal. The mechanics of this must still

be determined.

As for constructing an insect repellent

based on sound, an ultrasonic-frequency

generator was marketed in the early Seven-

ties with claims that it repelled the female

mosquito. Tests conducted in Australia and

New Guinea demonstrated that the repel-

lent actually attracted the pesky Diptera.

The device was removed from the market

and hasn't been heard from since.

Nevertheless, McCown's FBI deserves

further research and is entitled to its

runner-up prize. Omni's competitions are

certainly one reason why I pick it up month
after month.

William J. Hartel_

Los Angeles, Calif.'

Critique

Your "Decades of Decision" opinion collec-

tion [October 19791 was one of the most

"interesting pieces I've read in Omni, and I

would like to comment on it. First, I find it

rather naive of James Randi to think that the

Eighties will herald the death of belief in

astrology, flying saucers, Jeane Dixon's

prophecies, and what-have-you. 1 find that

most people usually choosejo believe in

things like these no matter what "experts"

say, and I strongly doubt that Randi is the

sort ol critic who would persuade many
believers to change their mind.

Also, for what appears to be the same
reason, the. debate over nuclear power is

not going very well. Instead of trying to

communicate with one another, armed
camps of crusaders holding different opin-

ions are going around denouncing one

another I believe that nuclear power is

going to be around for a while at least but I

cannot accept Ray Bradbury's dismissal of

nuclear critics as "knuckleheads" or

"slupid people." There are, after all, a

number of experienced scientists who
have doubts about the safety of nuclear

power Tactics such as these are almost

always counterproductive. Like Randi's

assaults on his chosen bete noire, they do
more harm than good.

Steven Yates

Tulsa, Okla.

Since some people choose to believe inthe

paranormal, no mailer what the "experts"
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say they undoubtedly wilt not enjoy our

fascinating interview with James Randi in

next month's Omni.— Ed.

Incident or Accident?

In response to the Three Mile Island issue

LCommunications, October 1979J, I would

like to share with you the description of the

nuclear accident given to me by one of the

spokesmen from the Brookhaven National

Laboratory, one of the first groups to arrive

upon the scene.

Three Mile Island, he said, was more an

incident than an accident. The maximum
level of radiation measured anywhere in the

area of TMI, he explained, was only equal

to the amount of radiation received natu-

rally by the residents of Denver, Colorado,

and probably less than the radiation the

average New Yorker absorbs in his office

during the course of a day.

As far as the Idaho Falls accident was
concerned, the issue was not whether the

three deaths were caused by any form of

radiation released mechanically but

whether it was released by accident. The

relative safety of nuclear power as com-

pared to fossil fuels such as coal is shown
by the ratio of industry-related deaths: two

coal miners every day to three nuke work-

ers since 1957. This ratio does not include

black lung or other risks to the industry (oil

retinery fires). What about them?
Environmentalists, why did 2,000 of you

have to protest nuclear power on a platform

that was one of the few remaining salt

marshes left in the world? You remember.

Your next stop after Three Mile Island was
Seabrook, New Hampshire.

Philip Remsburg
Brookhaven, N.Y.

Friendly Persuasion

You may be interested to know that I took

the time to write to Senator Frank Church

and Representative Don Fuqua on the

Moon Treaty,. as J. Anderson Dorman sug-

gested in First Word [November 1979],

Mr. Fuqua assured me that, though his

subcommittee was not directly involved, it

had spoken out against signing a treaty

that would limit free access to space.

Mr. Church sent me a copy of a very

strongly worded letter written to Secretary

of State Cyrus Vance, dated October 30,

1979. He made a comparison similar to Mr.

Dormah's concerning the Seabed Treaty

and its effect on investors. He also sugges-

ted that the USSR would secretly exploit

celestial bodies under the guise of "scien-

tific research."

Looks to me like Cyrus Vance is the one

who needs persuading.

Andrew Heugei

Rocky Point, N.Y

Not Created Equal

Sean Eaton's view of an "Egalitarian Soci-

ety" [Forum, December 1979] in which

"opportunities for growth and development

are provided equally to all students" seems
perfectly consistent with what I understand



lo I.jr ine i''ilen:-onc a\ Bronx High School of

Science. The only change I would make in

lhal quotation would be lo substitute

"available" lor "provided."

It is obvious to me that among artisls.

authors, and philosophers there is an elite.

To ignore this fact and force all people,

regardless of potential, into the same stan-

dard public eriJcai onal system is lo deny

the very people whom Mr. Eaton seems to

care so much about— the general public.

There has always been, and is now, an

elite among us who, by virtue of their sen-

.sitivity, curiosity, intelligence, and other

.qualities, are capable of making far greater

contributions to society than the majority

can conceivably offer:

It is high time we abandon notions of

equality, for no two people are equal any
more than any two .sets of fingerprints are

alike. I do not see why we should want to be
equal. If you interpret Charles Darwin cor-

rectly, variety in a species ensures survival.

There' is no shame in being less than

equal to the intellect of an Einstein, the

wizardry ol a Da Vinci, or the genius of a
Mozart, so long as the Contributions we
make, no matter how small, at least answer
some of the questions and encourage
others to ask more of them.

William M. Reed
Toronto, Ont, Canada

Sasquatch Study
The story about the yetis by John Hunt

|"Unseen Yeti." October 19791 was interest-

ing, bu.td.aes it really furnish any evidence?

Let me put my neck on the chopping
block by concentrating on the sasquatch, if

1 may. In a typical sasquatch sighting, the

animal is gone before an investigator ar-

rives on the scene. The only evidence of the

animal's presence is usually footprints and
afoul smell. Let me start small and work my
way up.

Something that seems to have been
completely overlooked is- the odor that is

left behind. How does it compare with other

odors? Is it man-made, or is it of a natural

origin? A chemical analysis, using a mass
spectrometer, would prove interesting if

nothing else..

Then -show that the footprints could not

have been made by some mechanical de-

vice. Instead of making plaster casts of the

prints to present along with the data de-

rived from them, take the prints them-
selves. They can be removed and pre-

served toy using standard archaeological

methods. This will be dirty, time-consum-

ing, andunromantic, but it's the way things

are done in laboratories to prove other

theories.

The one type o~ evidence that would coh-

ii
,;~i sasquatch's existence, other than a

body, would be a blood sample. An un-

Coagulated blood sample would be con-

clusive evidence. With it, a protein analysis

of the serum proteins would be possible to

determine the chromosomal makeup of the

cells and the number and types of chromo-
somes. It is now possible to apply special

Stains to chromosomes r c csierrrune spe-

cific structures on or along the chromo-
some. These are c the," species specific or

species related. The data obtained from

the karyotypes and banding (staining) of

the chromosomes would be sufficient to

open even the most closed minds. The one
type of data that can hardly be argued is

genetic. If the genetic characteristics are

from an unknown source, then you have

good evidence for Ihe exislencc cf a new
species.

James D. Justus

Muncie, Ind.

Health Hazard

Stuart Diamond's Last Word ["Nu.chic,"

September 1979] was great, but il left me
with a thought that I cannot suppress.

I
am

a disc jockey at an AM-FM station. Every

day of my life I sit perched between a

1 ,000-watt AM transmitter and a 100.000-

watt FM stereo kicker. Question; To what

extent, if any, am I being irradiated?

Terry R. Mull

WOHSand WXIK
Shelby, N.C.

Stuart Diamond replies. / called Ihe U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency and
asked one of the radiation experts there

whether you are in any danger. I expected
the expert to say unequivocally, no such

chance. To my surprise] however, he gave

me a qualified answer. Apparently, there

have been precious lew studies ol the po-

tential dangers of FM waves.

As for your working in that particular

room, there seems to be no danger from

equipment The transmission tower is a dif-

ferent story. There may be very high levels

o/ FM waves at the base of the tower, up to

perhaps 30 meters away. I was told

I don't mean to alarm you Clearly, since

you have been working there for some time

and haven't yet fallen over from the FM radi-

ation, it most probably is not harmful. But

it's just one more unknown risk posed by

technology, and I understand that a coordi-

nated study is now looking at the. subject.

I! you want more information, /.suggest

you contacl the local office of Ihe U.S. En-

vironmental Protection Agency or the U.S.

Occupational Safety and Health Adminis-

tration. Either one will help to determine

whether you are in any danger. DO
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MUSIC
CONTINUED FHOM PAGE 30

waves. "I met a man who had studied

epilepsy patterns," he says. "Intrigued, I

attached electrodes to my own brain and

rigged them up to amplifiers and instru-

ments. The alpha waves themselves
played the drums of gongs, anything at all

that vibrated."

The expansion of Lucier's musical hori-

zons was paralleled by this growing inter-

est in the interplay of science and art. "I

always thought the world was divided into

two kinds of people— poets and practical

people— and that, while the practical

people ran the world, the poets had visions

about it. Now I realize there is no difference

between science and art."

Alternate technologies and the roles they

will play in tomorrow's world are of vital in-

terest to Lucier. Recently he installed Solar

Sounder, an instrument developed to cre-

ate music from sunshine, in the windows of

a Middletown, Connecticut, bank. For this

instrument, solar panels collect radiation

and supply the power needed to drive a

musical system of synthesizer modules,

amplifier, and loudspeakers. The system

produces shitting patterns of pitches and

rhythms according to the light received by

the panels. The music is modified by the

shadows of clouds, trees, buildings, au-

tomobiles, and people and by the reflec-

tions from polished surfaces.

One of the hallmarks of Lucier's compo-
sitional style is his sensitivity to the perlor-

mance site and to how that site's acoustic

characteristics shape sound. Players of

traditional music favor a hall with neutral

acoustics in which every listener hears the

same thing. Lucier, by contrast, does not

seek ah acoustically neutral space. He
uses the sonic characteristics of a given

site as an integral element of his composi-

tion. Hence, a room's reverberation quality

or resonant frequency closely interacts with

such musical elements as phrasing and

volume.

Music on a Long Thin Wire was per-

formed under a pyramid-shaped roof,

which rose to about 75 feet. Many of the

reflective surfaces inside the mall were

made of concrete, which, together with the

large volume of space, created boomy
"live" acoustics. While setting up the ap-

paratus, Lucier discovered that it was pick-

ing up and amplifying the ambient sounds

of the resonant mall— baby cries, whistles,

machine whirs, even snatches of Muzak
from a nearby department store. Later

another sonic intrusion was discovered,

this time within the electronic environment

of the piece: The high-fidelity phone lines

that conducted the sound from the mall to

the broadcast transmitter sometimes
picked up dialing codes from switching

substations, creating audible clicks in the

final broadcast. Lucier accepted these un-

foreseen additions quite philosophically

and actually seemed pleased that the
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mall's own sounds had found their way info

his piece.

In the Albuquerque presentation, Lucier

drew a range of sounds from his instru-

ment: Pitches drifted in and out of tune and

occasionally were reduced to a single pul-

sating tone; at other times the sound bar-

reled along like an orchestra of Mack
trucks. Transitions were gradual; contrasts

were made only over a long period of time.

Lucier creates flexible scores to allow

leeway in performance. At the outset of

planning for the presentation, KUNM proj-

ect director Ned Sublette noticed that the

score for Mush on a Long Thin Wire did not

specify the duration of the piece. In his

invitation io Lucier, Sublette proposed the

unconventional five-day marathon format

with an uninterrupted broadcast. Lucier

agreed. The extended duration, he
thought, matched the expansive New Mex-

ican landscape and the "relaxed" south-

western sense of time. Perhaps this ex-

tended format was the most remarkable

aspect of the presentation: KUNM transmit-

ted the same piece of music for 120 hours

with no interruptions or station identifica-

tions— a mode matching the slowly unfold-

ing periods of Music on a Long Thin Wire.

The piece heightened the ambient quality

of radio, a medium transformed by time

and technology. The days when a radio

listener sat down in an armchair to listen to

a favorite program are long gone. Today

people listen almost unconsciously while

driving, preparing a meal, or weeding a

garden. Listeners tend to use radio as

background for other activities.

During the first days of the broadcast,

the KUNM switchboard reported some
calls from listeners bewildered by the sus-

pension of normal programming.
Operators encouraged such callers to tune

in at intervals, sampling the piece as it

slowly evolved. Other callers were simply

curious about the sounds and how they

were produced.

Were there any complaints? "Not as

many as there might have been," said

Oliver Stone, KUNM's chief announcer and
volunteer coordinator. "Some cranks and

your usual 'I thought my radio was broken'

sort of thing. You see, we're a free-form

format, the only available alternative to your

hardcore basic capitalistic drek around

here, and some listeners missed our usual

variety of jazz, rock, and classical. So I
feel

that even the complaints were, in a sense,

good for us."

By the final days of the performance,

nonetheless, it was clear that Lucier's

broadcast was attracting positive attention

and drawing active, conscious participa-

tion from listeners: The majority opinion

was in favor of Lucier's Long Thin Wire and

of KUNM's courage in making it available.

By all accounts, KUNM's audience was lis-

tening to radio in a new way, and Music on a

Long Thin Wire had become a distinct

presence in the community of listeners— in

five days, a brief period for accomplishing

such afeat.OQ
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dance, mime, and the spoken word.

I n April the performers are ready, and the

exhibition opens at the Museum of Art.

When you enter the hall for the first time,

you are struck by a curious double percep-

tion: The objects on display strongly re-

semble those you might expect to see in a

gallery of primitive art, but they are obvi-

ously not pre-Columbian, not Oceanic, not

African; they are alien artifacts.

The exhibit arouses your curiosity; you

buy a ticket and return for the aflernoon or

evening performance. This time, as you en-

ter, you pass through the darkened outer

room into a second room, where six as-

tronauts drift in an amniotic chamber.

Here come the astronauts: Lute, select-

ed as commander by the computer; Mira,

Elena, Kerry, Therese, and Jay— all bred

for their tasks, all conditioned to accept a

life of dreamless sleep between planetfalls.

The astronauts try io behave as if this

were a routine mission— calm, cool, follow-

ing the program— but the mysterious at-

traction of the artifacts wears them down.

Mira, the youngest and most rebellious,

removes her protective gloves and helmet;

the others then remove theirs, all except

Lute, who remonstrates with them. Jay

wanders off behind some giant hangings.

Suddenly a bizarre figure erupts into the

room; it is a biped, more birdlike than man-

like. It whirls around the chamber in a fren-

zied dance; Lute aims his laser pistol at it;

it sweeps off its headpiece to reveal Jay.

Elena, looking through a misshapen
wheel, sees visions of other places inhab-

ited by bears, robots, people in the sea.

Hypnotized by her visions, the others pass

through a timeless period where they be-

come reptiles, crawling on a shore.

As they find more costumes and put

them on, the astronauts fall deeper and

deeper under an alien influence.

Lute has held out longer than any of the

others, but at last he, too, must surrender.

The others take off his gloves and helmet

while he feebly protests; then they robe him

in red and gold. Having struggled so long,

he has no resistance left; when he looks

through the sculptured wheels the vision

draws him into another reality.

The spell is broken; the remaining as-

tronauts prepare to leave. But they are no

longer willing to return to their machine-

ruled lives. Through their psychic invasion

by another culture, they have learned

something about who they really are; they

are unwilling to forsake this knowledge.

"They were dreamers, the people who
made this," Mira says, "They knew that

dreams are important."

The astronauts agree that they will not

permit the computer to put them to sleep

again; they will stay awake among the

stars, learning, growing, becoming them-

selves. And someday they will meet the

dreamers again.OO
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EXPLORMTIDRJS
By Joel Davis

I ^^ ashington State is probably

I I best known for its apples, theU vv Seattle Space Needle, and
the feisty Dixy Lee Ray, current governor of

the Evergreen Slate. But ever since the

Manhattan Project in World War II,

Washington has been the center for

something besides the red Delicious—
namely, atomic energy. Even before 1945
the state was in the center of another

raging controversy over energy. In the

1930s the building of the Grand Coulee
Dam to tap hydroelectric power was both
praised and cursed.

Today Washington remains a major

cenier of science and technology. In the

Seattle area the Boeing Corporation builds

commercial jet airliners, produces
feasibility studies of solar-power satellite

stations, and ponders buying the entire

space-shuttle system from NASA. On ihe

old grounds of the 1962 World's Fair in

Seattle, ihe Pacific Science Center
continues to draw thousands of visitors

each year with its creative exhibits and
shows.

Farther east, the Grand Coulee Dam

has added a third power plant and
opened a futuristic new visitors center The
simple truth is thai hydropower remains

the cheapest form of energy in the

water-rich Pacific Northwest, and the

Grand Coulee Dam leads all others on the

Columbia River in energy production.

To the southeast, in the Tri-Cities area of

Kennewick, Pasco, and Richland, the

Hanford Nuclear Reservation is the site of

two new nuclear-power plants and an
experimental reactor called the Fast Flux

Test Facility. In the cify of Richland itself

the cozy little Hanford Science Center
touts all forms of energy, from fossil-fuel to

nudear, wind to solar, biomass to

geothermal.

Although Olympia is the capital of the

state, Seattle is the undisputed science
capital of Washington. Rather than let Ihe

grounds of the 1962 World's Fair

degenerate, the city fathers turned the site

info a center of entertainment, education,

and civic pride. Seattle Center is one
terminus of the city's monorail system (the

first one in the country) and the location of

the famous Space Needle, around which
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The underwater dome at Seattle Aquarium gh/es a

there are restaurants and museums
specializing in fine art, fire engines, and
flying machines. Here, too, is the Pacific

Science Center, a six-building complex
dominated by a central reflecting pool and
breathtaking arches. Inside you'll find the

Eames/IMAX Planetarium, the Boeing
Spacearium, and a wide range of

fascinating exhibits.

The Science Center frequently features

scientific phenomena of local interest. The
Mount Baker Volcano Watch presents the

continuing real-life drama of Washington's

moody Mount Baker. Since 1972 this

volcano has been fuming and bubbling

hot gases from vents in its side. Should it

erupt, it might threaten inhabited areas

nearby The exhibit shows how volcanoes
work and what paths a possible eruption of

hoi gases and mud might follow.

There are a working model of the Puget
Sound tidal system, NASA biomedical

exhibits, a mockup of a Kwakiutl Indian

longhouse, and numerous physical-

science displays. The "computer works"
room features a bank of computer
terminals, complete wiih video display

screens. The terminals are programmed
with "Energy Quotient" games and
lunar-landing simulations, guaranteeing

enterfainmenl for adult and child alike.

In addition to its permanent attractions,

the Pacific Science Center mounts
traveling exhibits, such as its recent one
on creativity. It conducts educational

programs in science and technology for

children and adults, and it sponsors
lectures, film festivals, and scientific

expeditions, such as its February 1980
Solar Safari to Africa.

Puget Sound dominates the physical

and psychological environment of Seattle.

Its teeming flora and fauna are the focus

for the Seattle Aquarium, located on the

waterfront at Pier 59. As you enter the

aquarium, you are greeted by words from

Genesis: 'And the spirit of God moved
across the waters. ..." It is an appropriate

beginning for a tour that takes you through
the wonderful variety of life forms that

coexist in Puget Sound— and beyond. The
exhibits include glimpses of fish and other

creatures of fhe open sea, the continental
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Finding
Yourself
... an often-heard phrase, but what

does it really mean? The com-
plexities of today's world leave

many people feeling unable to

cope and unsure of their place. If

your life seems more like a great

. struggle than a great adventure, let
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the path to a new self-awareness.
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mental exercise, the Rosicrucians

will help awaken the real you—the
sure and confident person sleeping

under layers of doubt and in-

security.

The Rosicrucian Order is a non-

profit philosophical and cultural

organization of men and women
devoted to the study and practical

application of natural laws. It is not

a religion. For centuries the Rosi-

crucians have helped people like

you discover hidden strengths and
develop untested potentials to the

fullest.

You may not realize it now, but this

is an exciting time to be alive—an

age of exploration and adventure.

And the greatest adventure of all is

the exploration of self.

Begin your greatest adventure
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shelf, and coral reefs of the Pacific.

A major attraction is a multiwindowed

dome that permits ocean lite to be viewed

from above, to the side, and from below.

Another equally arresting exhibit is the

Touch Tank, where visitors may pick up

and gently handle some of the sound's

indigenous creatures. A small Marsh and

Shorelands display is a realistic

re-creation of this vital ecological-niche,

complete with plants, grasses, birds, and

water life.

The aquarium already occupies nearly

9,000 square meters, and it's expanding.

The $470,000 project will include a new
tropical Pacific exhibit and possibly a

small shark tank. It will be finished this

April.

Seattleites like to think ol their city as the

pulsating nerve center from which energy

and vitality radiate to the rest of Washing-

ton. But before fhe Space Needle, before

the Pacific Science Center, before the

aquarium, there was - Grand Coulee

Dam.
And grand it is! The dam is 1 ,592 meters

long and 167 meters high and is

construcled of more than 9 million cubic

meters of concrete. Its previous power

capacity of 2.195 megawatts is to be
boosted very shortly by another 3,900

megawatts as the third power plant goes

into operation. That total of more than

6,000 megawatts may be increased in the

future with ihe addition of extra turbines to

the third power plant, Grand Coulee is the

third-largest generator of hydroelectric

power in ihe world.

This dam also plays a vital role in

agriculture. Water impounded by the dam
into Franklin Roosevelt Lake is pumped to

a holding area called Banks Lake, which

helps to irrigate more than 206,000

. hectares of land in eastern and central

Washington, the state's prime

wheat-growing area,

With much fanfare— and a lot of

protest— the dam's construction began in

1935. The first power was produced in

1941. The mighty Columbia River had

been tamed.

Today thousands of visitors can tour this

giant tribute to man's control of nature,

starting at the new Visitor Arrival Center.

The center boasts the usual exhibits,

photos, and demonstrations, but the view

from its panoramic windows is

awe-inspiring.

Tours of the new power plant, as well as

of the rest of the dam, are free to the

public. They include glimpses of the

pumping-generating plant, the huge

spillway, the turbines of the new power

plant, and a ride down the face of 'the

forebay dam in an elevator with glass

sides.

During this descent you will get a good

look at the third power plant's facilities,

including the generators, a monstrous

gantry crane, the controls, and the

tunnellike gallery at Ihe plant's hearl.

There is also an excellent view of the huge

tubes that carry water from Roosevelt Lake

up the mountain to Banks Lake and then

on to the fields of eastern and central

Washington.

Grand Coulee Dam is no longer the

center of controversy that it was back in

the 1930s. That dubious distinction now
rests upon the goTngs-on at the Hanford

Nuclear Reservation, near Richland.

Located in the dry, desertlike

southeastern part of Washington, the

Hanford Reservation is the place where

the nuclear age really began. The fissile

material for the firsi atomic bombs was
manufactured here, in huge reactors built

on the edge of the Columbia River. One of

those reactors, the N-Reactor, is Stf.ll in

operation, producing both weapons-grade

Plutonium and electricity for the Pacific

Northwest power grid.

Unfortunately, nuclear energy and

nuclear waste go hand in hand. The

state's low-level nuclear-waste-disposal

facility at Hanford Reservation is one of

only three in the country Governor Ray

closed if down for more than a month in

1979 after repeated safety violations by

the trucking companies carrying away the

waste. Ray later reopened the facility

Despite these troubles, construction of

two power-producing reactors continues

at Hanford. Here also is the Fast Flux Test

Facility, an experimental nuclear reactor

that will be used to test parts and

procedures for possible American breeder

reactors.

Not far from the Hanford Reservation, in

Richland, is the Hanford Science Center.

Run by the Department of Energy, the

center once trumpeted the wonders of

atomic power, but in recent years it's had a

major face-lift. Now it presents the pros

and cons of a wide range of energy

sources.

Tucked into a corner of the city's federal

building, the Hanford Science Center is

chock-full of photos, historical murals,

hands-on experiments, and do-it-yourself

projects. Scattered throughout the room

are nearly a dozen small computer

consoles programmed with energy word

games and crossword puzzles,

multiple-choice quizzes on automobile

fuel efficiency, and other educational

video games that provide enjoyment for

those who play them.

In one corner sits a full-sized operating

mockup of a"waldo," This is the

remote-conlrol claw that scientists use to

manipulate dangerously radioactive

isotopes. (The name derives from a similar

fictional device first described by Robert

A. Heinlein.) Visitors to the center can use

the waldo to manipulate dominoes and

test their skill.

Other exhibits show what solar energy,

wind power, geothermal energy, and

alternative forms of power generation can

do. Some, like wind and geothermal,

perhaps will become as prominent in

Washington's future as hydropower and

nuclear energy are now. OO
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viewers would prefer to be entertained in-

stead of challenged (as if the two were
mutually exclusive). To this end, they en-

thusiastically prop their films with the eye-

catching paraphernalia, the slick images
and cliches, that they fold neatly within

the epic strains of a symphonic score to

create an illusion of class. Where charac-

terization gets in the way of the action, it is

utterly and ruthlessly excised. Snipped
from the final prints of such films as Star

Wars, Alien, and Meteor were scenes that

fleshed out the characters but slowed the

slam-bang pace of the plot.

If the resultant films are in no way subtle,

original, or provocative, at least they are

presumed to be "safe." That brainless

mass of an audience will find them simple

to understand. That is why Darth Vader
wears black, like every villain you've ever

known; why explosions in the soundless

vacuum of space rumble like Krakatoa;

why aliens are either human-eaters or

mawkishly benevolent. Occasionally a

far-sighted individualist like Stanley Ku-

brick will create a film like 2001: A Space
Odyssey or Dr. Strangelove . For all its flaws,

2001 broke from the mold and gave us: a

temperate villain in the computer HAL; the

dramatic sounds of an astronaut breathing

during extravehicular activity to counter-

point the silence of space; and aliens who
played with the mortal psyche instead of

feeding on our flesh. In Dr. Strangelove Ku-

brick took a dark view of society, where even

the heroes were lunatics who managed
nothing less than accidentally blowing
up the earth. Unfortunately, few produc-
ers or directors have Kubrick's vision and
courage. They'd rather ride a bandwagon
than err on the side of the gods.

But even bandwagons break an axle,

and when vigorously hyped, such fluff as
Moonraker or Meteor fai Is at the box office

(enormously in the case of Meteor), and
then the film community blames these dis-

asters on "the end of the craze." The
moviemakers never question whether they

themselves- are at fault for making two-

dimensional films. Not once do they ask
themselves whether the average theater-

goer really wants popcorn munchers.
None of this is to say that the cinema

must plumb only the profound depths of

the infinite worlds of science fiction. There's

still room for Superman, for comedies such
as Sleeper and Young Frankenstein, for

taut little dramas like The Thing and On the

Beach — escapist fare with wit and style.

What is crowding the archives beyond the

point of reason is the hardware films, the
science-fiction travesties where the char-

acters (whether Buck Rogers, Luke
Skywalker, Stella Star, or their god-awful
robots) are cuMrom poster board and col-

ored with Crayolas. Give us some people of

good old earth-color clay, and we promise
to go to the movies again. DO
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is our practice in this space to discuss

products either a bit before or Just as

they become available to the public. It

can be frustrating to read about an

exciting new item and then find out in the

last paragraph that it won't be available for

a year or more. And it can be equally

maddening to read a glowing

"how-it-can-be-reveale'd" report -on a

product that has been gathering dust on

the shelves of the neighborhood

five-and-dime for months.

Since any good rule deserves an

exception from time to time, this month we
wish to call your attention to the Carver

C-4000 Sonic Holography- Autocorrelation

Preamplifier, a product that was unveiled a

year ago and that reached the

marketplace late in 1979. The C-4000 is

not merely an old idea in a new package; it

represents a new concept of what an

audio preamplifier ought to be capable of,

and it achieves its aims with a technology

that is probably fully understood only by

Bob Carver, the unit's inventor and an

audio pioneer of impeccable pedigree

Sonic holography is a fairly fancy term to

suggest a reasonably simple idea: sound

reproduced with the spatial relationships

(side-to-side and front-to-back) of live

performance intact. Sound reproduced

through the Carver C-4000 seems' to

originate in a wide, wraparound
panorama. Instruments and performers

are located where they belong, whether to

the front of, between, beside, or behind

the speakers— in short, anywhere in a

180-degree arc facing the listener

The effect is comparable to that created

by a holographic photograph. The

full-dimensioned aural illusion is utterly

convincing, so much so that when a soloist

'seems to be playing in the chair next to

yours, your first instinct is to move aside to

make more room for him.

As impressive as Ihe C-4000's Sonic

Hologram Generator is, other less-noted

aspects of the $867 Carver preamplifier

are likely to have almost as much influence

on the future of preamp design. In the past

few years the trend in audio has been to

so-called add-ons, units that can be
added to an audio system to improve in a

variety of ways the system's sound-

Microcircuits in the Carver C-4000 create the illusion of three-dimensional sound.
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reproduction capabilities. The most

popular add-ons are employed to reduce

residual noise, to expand dynamic range,

and to create a time-delayed signal for the

creation of concert hall-like ambient

sound. To put these capabilities into your

system could cost upwards of a couple

thousand dollars and necessitate a wiring

scheme that could baffle NASA.

But Bob Carver has designed all of

them into his C-4000, creating a

preamplifier that is more truly a complete

sound-control center than anything else

we've seen in Ihe marketplace to date.

Until now microcircuitry has been used to

create miniaturized components— units so

small that their controls are difficult for

adult fingers to operate. Carver's

approach is a more commonsense use of

such circuitry: to pack more features into a

standard-sized unit.

Carver has already received, from Audio

Video International, a Special Citation for

Advances in Audio Technology. With the

C-4000 preamp, he has created a whole

new direction for the audio industry.

Few of us are ever inclined to dive into

anything deeper than a bathtub, but our

lack of familiarity with diving does not

prevent us from admiring, and reporting

on, an electronic dive computer from

Dacor Corporation. This compact,

two-pound unit, which was voted one of

the two best electronic microprocessor

inventions of 1979 by the Institute of

Electrical and Electronic Engineers,

demonstrates the still-awesome potential

of microelectronics. The dive computer,

which will retail lor about $435, completely

automalically performs ten basic

information functions, including depth

gauge, dive timer, decompression
caiculator, maximum-depth indicator,

surface-interval timer, repetitive dive timer,

.

rate- of-ascent indicator, and a

decompression light.

Featuring large digital LED readouts

easy to see even in complete darkness,

this microcomputer will operate at depths

up to 250 feet. With the dive computer

from Dacor. Davy Jones might have made
it back from his locker qq
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FIELD TESTER CAP
This is a comfortable sportsman's billed

cap. Black mesh (ait cooled) and adjust-

able to any size head, with an official

"Jack Daniel's Field Tester" patch on

the front. Guaranteed to shade your eyes

and start a lot of conversations.

My $5.25 price includes postage

and handling.

Send check, money order, or use Ameri-

can Express, Visa or Master Charge,

including all numbers and signature.

(Tennessee residents add 6% sales lax.)

For s color catalog full of old Tennessee items,

send S1.00 to above address. .

OMNI
TIME CAPSULES.

future. Store your

new Custom Bound
o! t, .:!-. simulated

i'ii'ij-i .
rHsfniiok. The

..vitri a .v.old Omni Ioqo

.vluds:.; ti jold transfer

Send your check or money order

(14.95 each; 3for J14.00; 6for$24.00;

postpaid. USA orders only) to: OMNI
LiriE-v Csse, P.O. Box 5120, Philadelphia,

Save not,
havenot

You cannot spend tomorrow what you have not

saved today.

So the wise save for tomorrow by joining the

Payroll Savings Plan today.

Because mighty U.S. Savings Bonds from little

paycheck allotments grow.
And a Bond every payday could keep your

doctor-to-be away. At medical school. Or take you
away. On vacation.

So do put off for tomorrow what you can save

today. Join the Payroll Savings Plan.

For, remember, a rolling Bond gathers no moss.

But it does gather interest.

Which is why a Bond
in-time saves.

, stock\^
mAmerica.

ICH
Instead of creating illusions, we're actually

trying for realify. Some of our models are so

finely detailed that we can bring the cam-

era ir real right.

"Now, take this shot, for example," Smith

said. "Instead of thinking of it as a camera

taking a single picture, look at it as if it were

a record being made in a recording studio.

Each move Ihe camera makes is recorded

on a separate track, and when all the dif-

ferent moves have been recorded, it's

played back with the camera running.

Since you've built it up a track at a time, if

there are any problems, you can change

one or more tracks or rerecord ihem."

Smith pointed to a nearby electronic in-

strument. "This box Is our latest piece of

equipmenl. It's a sixteen-channel micro-

processor, capable, of making a variety of

moves involving up to three models and a

camera. Each of the four elements has four

axes ot motion. So you can have each one

going up or down, panning Lmoving from

side to side], tilting [swiveling up or down

on its center axis], and moving toward or

away from the other elements.

"Our camera operators have learned to

become computer technicians," he added.

"They've realized that the only way to get

what they want on film is to know what the

shot's going to look like before they shoot."

And this is only the beginning of Hart-

land. We walk through the model shop ,

and see spaceships in all stages ol con-

struction, from rough models to fin-

ished starships. Even the pristine look

of Kubrick's ships is gone now, as a mod-

el maker "dirties up" a scout craft to

show it's been through the wars.

Farther along we see the matte depart-

ment, where a Hartland artist creates a

painting of an airfield that will later be

added to an existing shot in order to make a

foreground model, an authentic desert lo-

cation, and several actors appear to be

on another world. This joining of several

elements is called compositing, and

Hartland's ability to .composite a variety

of elements that have all been turned

out by in-house staff members is what

makes the facility so special.

Garber said, "We now even have the

capability for various camera units to 'talk'

electronically to one another. That opens up

a lot of possibilities as tar as being able to

program really complex moves into one

camera. . . . We'll be doing what they did in

Close Encounters for only a small fraction ot

ihe cost."

Ten years ago Kubrick sent a lot of

would-be filmmakers back to the drawing

board to try to figure out a way to top him. It

took almost a decade for Lucas finally to do

if, Now, as we enter ihe Eighties, such

filmmakers as Wayne Smith and David

Garber are slowly expanding existing

methods as they strive for the. next genuine

step beyond Star Wars DO
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Try our brand, the 21st-century supermarket

CDfUlPETITOrU
By Scot Morris

Readers who did not write in to

Competition #8 and suggest

such future brand names as

Laser Razor, lor the closest ol shaves,

Mowbot, the automatic grass cutter, and

Craterade, the energy drink for

moonwalkers. should be congratulated for

their restraint.

In this Competition, announced in

August, we asked for the brand names ot

products that will be found in

twenty-first-century supermarkets. We
suggested Check Mate ,

a

computer-controlled chess partner.

Preparation Ft
,
a lubricant for robots, and

Oedipus Pyrex, glass breasts for suckling

tesi-tube babies.

The most repealed product foreseen by

our readers was a magic pill that would

provide: wisdom {Thinking Caps
,

Knowitoi, Food for Thought); a cure for

impotence (Perpetual Emotion, Homo
Erectus); birth control (Inconceivable,

Avoid the Issue
,
No Kidding, Antigravidy);

and offspring determination (Boy

Sprouts/Girl Sprouts from Genes "f Us),

We asked for two ideas per card in this

competition and favored entrants with two

strong ideas on one card. Most of the

proposals below are unique; in a lew

cases we've chosen the earlier postmark

of two similar ideas. Congratulations,

winners, and thanks to all I

GRAND PRIZE WINNER (S100)

O-Gee-Whiz— Zero-gravity toilets.

Hyper-Dyper— New moms love this one!

Keeps baby drier and never needs

changing. The load simply passes
through to another space and time*

—Steven Reiswig, Seattle, Wash.

'Probably Newark, New Jersey, 1958, but

it's hard to regulate.

RUNNERS-UP ($25)

Master Baiter— The ultimate in hand-held

lishinggear.

Toe Nails— For use in low-gravity

situations.

— Diane Doss, Bristol, Tenn,

Wherewoif— Computer dating service for

lycanthrophiles.

Trapezoid Device for catching zoids.

- Kitty Balaguer. Brooklyn, N.Y

Mrs. Pauli's Fission Chips— High-energy

snack.
— Richard P. Karasik, Saratoga, Calif.

Trac III— The first blade pulls the whiskers,

the second one cuts them, and the third

one ties them into little bundles.

— Ralph Harris, Los Angeles, Calif.

Cy-E g— The bionic tennis partner.

— John and Estelle Boskovich,

Santa Rosa, Calif

Betelgeuse— Instant space drink made
from insects.

Final Solution— The universal solvent.

— Carl Carson, Riverside, Calif.

Valium of the Dolls— Robot tranquilizers.

Plankton Helper— Protein extender.

— Michael W. Jenkins, Brazil, Ind.

Quasimoto- A four-wheel, hardtop

moped made in France. Affectionately

known as the Hatchback of Notre Dame.
— Joan Groin, Tulsa, Okta.

HONORABLE MENTION __
Cymonize and Brass Plus— Two leading

brands of robot polish.

— Gregory Greenberg, New York, N.Y.

Solar Flexus— Sun-powered exercise

equipment to flatten the stomach.

Sober-Up— The carbonated Un-Toxicant.

— Diane Nagel, Cranberry Lake, N.Y.

Mental Floss— For removing extraneous

material from brain cells.

-S. Coe. Prince Rupert, B.C., Canada

Gossamer Dodo— Human-powered
ai rplane for people who are afraid to fly.

— Patrick Underwood, Grapeland, Tex.

Cyber-Knot— Zippers.

Kodaclone— Duplicating film.

— D. and E. Marshall. Portland, Oreg.

Suture-Self— At-home surgery kit.

— Sara Ascaton, Bronx, N.Y.

Every Day in Every Way I'm Getting Beta

and Beta— Biofeedback device.

Sic Transit— A pill to counteract

disorientation in space travel.

— Robert J. Roemer, Library, Pa.

Battlestar Galaxattve— Flushes out

starship engines (and bad TV series).

— Mark Little. Sacramento, Calif

.

Mass Confusion— Pill to relieve

disorientation from traveling too close to

the speed of light.

— Pat Biggerstaif. LaPorte, Ind.

Preparation A— Shrinks asteroids.

— Vinson Huegele, Manchester, Tenn.

Mop and Glow— Official floor wax of the

Three Mile Island cleanup team.
— C. Ncwakowski t-iorissant, Mo.

Soybean Queen— Artificial-fast-food

chain whose slogan, "Billions waiting to be

served," never quite caught on.

-Richard Kram, Cherry Hill, N.J.

C-3PU— Deodorant for robols.

— The Schwartz family, Cheltenham, Pa.

Alpha-Seltzer— A tablet that induces a -

meditative state.

— D. Petolino, Newark, N.J.

What's Who— Annual book listing

world-renowned robots.

— Ralph Harris, Los Angeles, Calif.

CyborNot -A robot repellent.

— Keith Kennedy, Cincinnati, Ohio

Sqwerty - A computer terminal keyboard

sized down for use by children.

— Paul Shemkovitz, West Seneca, N.Y.

Dry Sackharine— The first sugar-free

wine.
— Josh Rosenberg, Bethesda, Md.

Lightening Rods Tasty antigravity bars



leans back issues

te\\ be ahead of, in-

Limited supplies of the
above issues are stilt avail-

able at $3.00 each including
postage and handling. List

thei"
need, enclose your check or
money order along with your
name and address and mail
to OMNI Back Issues, RO. Box
903, Farmingdale, N.Y. 11737.

lor me weghtiess-watcher.

Gany Meade— A fine Pilsner beer chilled

in liquid methane.
— Stan Friedman, Summerfieid, N.C.

Prima Time Missed— A video disc of all of

last week's programs.
— JimHenriques, Tallahassee, Fla.

Calculator An adding machine for

procrastinators.

— Eric Griswold, Oakhurst, Calif.

Puppy Ciao— Canine contraceptive.

— M. A. Conway, Tampa, Fla.

Ether-Oar The thruster to get you around

in the void of space.
— BullBurkett, Columbus, Ohio

Apollo Capsules — The contraceptive that

makes each reentry as sate as the first.

— T J. Allen, Lackawanna, N.Y.

Liver Come Back to Me - A regenerative

pill for heavy drinkers.

— DianeDoss, Bristol, Tenn.

The O.O.B. Method— Instruction manual

(or out-of-body travel.

— D. S. Cowen, East Brunswick, N.J.

Milk of Amnesia— To. help you forget the

problems of the day
— Charles F. George, Rochester, NX

Dildoes— Pickled deer meat on a stick.

— Doug Storm, South Lake Tahoe, Calif.

Getwiser— Premium RNA beverage.
— Charles Parker, Wilmington, Del.

Sky Labs— Government-trained dogs for

retrieving spacecraft particles.

— ReginaJ. VanHorn, Northville, Mich.

Tidy Hole --Singularity deodorant.
— C. Nswmark, Los Angeles, Calif.

Liquid Pro Quo— Water substitute.

— Andrew Romanov, Arlington, Va.

Nix-on it— Electrostatic tape eraser.

Pick-up Sticks— Amphetamine-laced

cigarettes.
— Hoekstra, Orlando, Fla.

Mako-Bell— Afast-food chain specializing

in sharkburgers.

Nay-Lox— To relieve yearning for kosher

food.

—Joseph Thomasino. Bel Air, Md.

Plutonium Blonde— Radiant new hair

color.

- Coral Letnes, Seattle, Wash.

Erosol— Spray aphrodisiac.
- Bill Cope, Fort Worth, Tex.

Bermuda Triangles— The breakfast cereal

to make pounds disappear without a

trace.

-Ricky Shepherd, Greeneville, Tenn,

Tender Vitals— Sparc- parts for cats.

—Janet Boyer, Johnstown, Pa,

Gay Abandon Homosexual repellent.

— Rennie Levine, Rockaway Park, N.Y.

Quarkbar— The candy with 'lavor and

- Bill Stamile, Inwood, N.Y.

Spray Shade— The aerosol parasol.

— David Jibson, Lansing, Mich.

Freeze a Jolly Good Fellow Cryonics

unit.

-Michael J. Waller, Tinker AFB, Okla.

Brano— Clears clogged minds.

—Kenneth Singer, Yonkers, N.Y.

Clearasol— Sunspot remover.

— Steven Date Tannehill, Tulsa, Okla.

Dead Ernest— A male doll that simulates

rigor mortis.

Reentry— A surgical zipper.

— Carl Carson, Riverside, Calif.

Type-righter Typewriter that corrects

spelling, grammar, typos.

— Gary Rosenbaum, Dallas, Tex.

Malig-Not A cure for the common
cancer

— Bonnie A. Savage, Charlotte, N.C.

Andromeda Stain— Hair color that makes
you look like a star.

— James G. Perry. Omaha, Nebr.

Crackling Callisto— Exotic wine for that

jovial occasion, distilled by GalTo, Inc.

- Elisabeth Landis, Los Angeles, Calif.

Resurrectol For prompt, temporary relief

of death.
— Stephen C. Trever, Newbury Park, Calif.

Quan-tums—The ultimate relief for

unstable digestive stales.

— Don Novolny, Riverside, III.

Mc Squares— The breakfast snack that

equals energy.

—Bruce Britton, New York, N.Y.

Mother's Milk Helper- Baby's first dietary

supplement.
Whitney Young, Lawton, Mich.

OMNI Grits— Byte-sized capsule

summaries of the first magazine of the

twenty-second century.

— Lynn Carol, Los Angeles. Calif. DQ
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anxiety levels are elevated in many people
just before a disaster occurs. A rare few

even "see" Ihe event. A study of the sensory

systems of such people is not just logical,

but obvious.

Jack E. Byrd

Racine, Wis.

Solar Living

As a student of architecture, I appreciate

Ronald Dans's article "Dream House"
[.November 1979]. Someone finally has ex-

posed the fallacies that have placed re-

strictions on the architect's imagination for

so long. Who said that solar heating de-
vices on rooftops have to be ugly? Why not

make the entire home a solar-heating and
-cooling unit, which is not only practical but

also pleasing to the eye?
However, while building designs can be

revised, people can't. The final decision

whether people will live in the coldness
provided by independable fossil fuels or in

the warmth of 6 billion years of the sun's

heat is their own choice. I have already

made mine.

J. C. Rau
Los Alamitos, Calif.

Bravo!

I want to rise and shout bravo for Omni's
pictorials. With beautiful pictures and qual-
ity color, you're bringing science maga-
zines out of the Stone Age.
Omni tells us where we're going. It re-

flects the total picture of the future. It is

prophetic; it is wondrous. One can't help

comparing it with L. Frank Baum's Land of

Oz.

Terry G. Pagitt

New York, N.Y

The front covers of Omni have really been
outstanding. The December 1979 issue

was something to behold; I refer to David

Egge's acrylic painting Uranus from Um-
briel. It is a masterpiece of space art

Alphonso Montgomery
Syracuse, N.Y.

Successful Conductors
I take issue with the report on longevity,

"Old Conductors" [Continuum, August
1979]. I must conclude that Dr. Donald H,

Atlas is an amateur researcher, in addition
to being an amateur musician.

Did Dr. Atlas's conductors live longer

than average because they are conduc-
tors, because they are famous, or both?

I
would feel more comfortable with At-

las's conclusions if he had compared fa-

mous individuals in several professional

categories (e.g., artists, writers, physi-

cians) with his group of conductors to see
what the longevity figures reveal.

The successful individual in a profession

that does not mandate retirement at sixty-

five lives longer than the average person.

Perhaps this is because of a basically

strong constitution, a high motivation and
energy level, and the satisfaction of being
successful in one's field of endeavor.

Atlas's approach is fascinating and
should be further researched, since he
leaves so many unanswered questions.

Neil Cronkite

Spencerport, N.Y

Better Citizens

The staff of Citizens for a Better Environ-
ment (CBE) appreciated the article about
David Comey by Kenneth Brower [Earth,

November 1979]. We wonder why there
was no mention of CBE, the organization
that Comey headed as executive director

and president from 1976 until he died.

One other correction: Mr. Brower says
that "no one has hinted at foul play" (in

connection with David's auto accident).

That's about 180 degrees from the truth,

since three separate and independent in-

vestigations were undertaken. The possi-

bility of foul play was brought up by nearly

every caller: major news media, founda-
tions, insurance companies, and all others

who knew or had an interest in David
Comey and Citizens for a Better Environ-

ment.

Bob Faragasso
San Francisco, Calif.

Tale of Two Cultures

I read with interest about the updating of

the' Harvard curriculum [Continuum, Sep-
tember 19791, whereby no student can

graduate now without passing compulsory
science courses, including computer pro-

gramming.
While applauding this move by Harvard

to heal the split between the two cultures,
I

Irust it will also be mandatory for science
majors to take a crash course in the human-
ities, so that the illiterate scientist will be as
obsolete as the unscientific humanist.

Margaret Buhagiar
East Fremantle

Western Australia

Gorilla Foundation

As a coda to my piece on Koko and
Washoe ["Talk to the Animals," January

1980], I wish to note that Penny, Ron, Koko,

and Michael recently lett Stanford and have
established themselves on a small farm 15

miles away in Woodside, California. The
farm was purchased by the Gorilla Founda-
tion, a small nonprofit organization that

Penny and Ron sel up to ensure the con-

tinued care of their gorilla charges. Without

question, their current surroundings are

more conducive to language experiments

than were their surroundings at Stanford.

Unfortunately, the price of the property has

stretched their limited resources.

Please send tax-deductible donations

to the Gorilla Foundation, 17820 Skyline

Boulevard, Woodside, CA 94062, A $10
contribution gets the donor a year's sub-

scription to the foundation's newsletters.

Eugene Linden

New York, N.Y DQ ,
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OMNEMONICS:
How to remember everything

By Scot Morris

"He had no difficulty reproducing any

lengthy series of words whatever, even

though these had originally been

presented to him a week, a month, a year,

or even many years earlier." — A. R, Luria.

The Mind of a Mnemonist , 1 968.

Most of us are not as fortunate as the

person referred to in A. R. Luria's classic

psychological study. For us, memorizing

is work, especially if that knowledge is to

be retained even after the final exam.
There are many series of facts scientists

must remember in a particular

sequence— the cranial nerves, the

geologic periods, the colors in the visible

speclrum. Over the years a variety of

memory aids— mnemonic devices— have

been devised to keep all such sequences

slraight. The best mnemonics were

passed along from leachers to students

over several generations and have

become part of academic folk culture.

In some circles you can get more mileage

out of knowing the "in" mnemonic lhan out

of knowing what it standsfor. Mention,

"Oh be a fine girl, kiss me right now,

sweetheart" to an astronomer and you'll

be one of the gang. This is the mnemonic,

devised by George Gamow, for the

alphabetical designations of the specfral

classes of stars.

That's the point of the following quiz. All

you have lo do is know (or, more often,

figure out by elimination) what each

mnemonic is used for. You don't have to

know what each particular letter or initial

designates. In some (e.g., RoyG. B/v),

each letter is important. More often, only

the initial letter of each word is used.

Experience has shown that the most easily

remembered mnemonics are complete,

straightforward sentences, preferably a bit

risque Something about raunchiness

helps the burning-in of neural pathways.

The precise reason for this is still not

understood.

Place one of the letters A-T next to

each mnemonic below. The answers, and

their meanings, begin on the page at right.

Scoring: 1-6 average; 7-10 fair; 11— 13

good; 14-16excellent; 17-18 fantastic; 19

impossible (literally); 20 incredible!
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THE MNEMONICS WHAT THEY STAND FOR

1. RoyG. Biv

2 Spring forward, fall back.

3 Every good boy deserves favor.

4 Do men ever visit Boston?

5 Red right returning

6 Some officers have curly auburn hair

to offer attraction.

,7 Never lower Tillie's pants; Mother

might come home.

B My very earnest mother just served

us nine pickles.

9 King Philip came over for good soup.

10.__ HOMES

1 1 , _ Palaces evoke opulent memories of

a plundered past.

12. D. C. Van Dissel

1

3

Bad boys rape our young girls, but

Violet goes willingly.

14 The girls can flirt and other queer

things can do.

15.__ Camels often sit down carefully.

Perhaps their joints creak? Possibly, early

oiling might prevent permanent

rheumatism.

16 How I wish I could recollect of circle

round the exact relation Archimede

unwound.

17 PAIL

18 Timid virgins make dull company.

19 Bless my dear Aunt Sally.

20. On old Olympus' treeless tops/A

fat-assed German vends some hops.

A. Lines on the treble clef in musical

notation.

B. Colors of the visible spectrum, from

long wavelength to short.

C. Categories in the Linnaean system for

classifying all forms of life.

D. The Great Lakes.

E. Pi.

F. Ages of theCenozoic Era.

G. The cranial nerves, front to back.

H, The geologic periods.

I. The order of color coding on electrical

resistors.

J. Types of skin injury requiring first aid.

K. The correct order for algebraic

operations. ,

L. The planets.

M. Thebonesofthewrist.

N. The color of marker buoys in a harbor.

O. System for clock changes in Daylight

Saving Time.

P. Pecking order of British peerage.

Q. A physician's orders for admitting a

patient toahospital.

R. Navigator's operations to determine

location.

S. Mohs's scale of mineral hardness, from

soft minerals to hard.

T. Trigonometric functions in a right

triangle.

Answers begin at right.

PUZZLE QUICKIES

1

.

Where's the dollar? 1 his oldie still

confuses almost everyone who hears it for

the first time. Three men give the hotel

clerk $1 apiece to share the only

available room. When the clerk discovers

he has overcharged them by $5, he sends

a bellboy to the room with five £1 bills. The

bellboy thinks it's hard to divide $5 three

ways; so he pockets $2 and gives $1 to

each of the three men. The men have now"

paid $9 apiece for the room. That's $27;

and the $2 in the bellboy's pocket makes

$29 total. Where's the other dollar?

2. Sequence. What is the pattern of this

progression of numbers?85491 76320



3. How many F's? (Sent in by John
Kirkland, of Sania Barbara, California.)

Read the sentence below carefully. How
many times does the letter f appear?
Count them once and only once.

FINISHED FILES ARE THE RE-

SULT OF YEARS OF SCIENTIF-

IC STUDY COMBINED WITH THE
EXPERIENCE OF MANY YEARS.

4. Wo A, E, I, O, U.W.orY Name a
common English word that has no vowels.

5. Rhymeless. Name three common
English words, of five or six letters each,
that have no English rhymes.

READER ORIGINAL ___
Ever since the first issue of Omni, readers
have sent in favorite puzzles for use in this

column. So far we have not been printing

these in any systematic way, but starting

with this issue, we will present one reader
puzzle in each issue, space permitting.

Readers whose original game is chosen
for this feature will receive $25.

To start off, here's an original progres-

sion sent in by Michael K. Herson, of

Chicago. What's the next figure in the

series?

'>.?

MNEMONIC MATCH-UP ANSWERS

1 -B. Roy G. Biv is the man who reminds
you of the color spectrum: red, orange,
yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet.

2-0. To remember how to set your clocks
for a Daylight Saving Time change, think

of this; Spring forward, fallback.

3-A. Every good boy deserves favor

represents the lines on the treble clef,

reading from bottom to top: E, G, B, D, F.

For the spaces between the lines it's one
word, face.

4-P. Do men ever visit Boston? provides

the ranking of English titles: duke,
marquis, earl, viscount, baron.

5-N. When you face seaward from inside a
harbor, red buoys are on the left and black
buoys are on the right. Some navigators
keep this straight with three r's: Red right

returning. Others remember the Elks Club
insignia, B.P.O.E. (Benevolent and
Protective Order of Elks), as initials for

Black port on entering

.

6-T. Some officers have curly auburn hair

to offer attraction. Divide thisone into

thirds to get the trigonometric functions in

a right triangle; sine = opposite
side/hypotenuse, cosine = adjacent
side/ hypotenuse, tangent = opposite
side/adjacent side

7-M. Anatomy students know Never lower
Time's pants; Mother might come home to

recall the eight carpal (wrist) bones:
navicular, lunate, triangular, pisiform,

multiangular/greater, multiangular/lesser,

capitate, hamate.

8-L My very earnest mother just served us
nine pickles recalls the nine planets,

reading out from the sun: Mercury, Venus,
Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
Neptune, Pluto. Many other sentences
have been devised for this series, among
them, Mary very easily makes John send
CONTINUED OH PAGE 126

COMPETITION #12:0MNEM0NICS

The winners of our competition for brand
names of the future appear this month,
starting on page 138. Mext month watch
for stunning "designatures," the results of

our contest for symmetric and
upside-down lettering designs.

This month's competition is for

mnemonics. The quiz at left illustrates the
kinds of ordered information that scientists

and others must carry around in their

heads, and the mnemonic crutches they
have devised to make things easier. But
the job has just begun. There are many
other .name groups that the well-rounded

person of the future should know. Many
sequences cry out for good memory aids.

How, for example, can one keep these
things straight?'

• Metric prefixes of decreasing quantity:

deci- (1/10), centi- (1/100), m'illj- (1/1000).

micro- (1 millionth), nano- (billionth), pico-

(trillionth), femto- (quadrillionth).

• Metric prefixes of increasing quantity:

deka- (10x), hecto- (100x), kilo- (1000*),
mega- (1 million x), giga- (1 billion x). tera-

(1 trillion x).

Poker hands: one pair, two pairs, three of

a kind, straight, flush, full house, four of a
kind, straight flush, royal flush.

• Military ranks: private, corporal,

sergeant, warrant officer, lieutenant.

captain, major, colonel, general.

• Boxing weight classes: flyweight,

bantamweight, featherweight, lightweight,

welterweight, middleweight, heavyweight.
• Horse gaits: walk, gallop, trot, canter,

pace. run.

• And so many others: the Bill of Rights,

the Ten Commandments, the seven deadly
sins, the Seven Wonders of the Ancient
World, the astronauts who walked on the

moon, the conferences and divisions of

National Football League teams, the

members of NATO, the 1 3 original

American colonies, the ten Canadian
provinces ..

.

Trie Competition; There is a growing
number of things in the world to know, and
we need more and better mnemonics to

keep them all straight. Readers are invited

to do their part to hold back the

information explosion. Devise a memory
aid for any of the Series above or,

preferably, for any other group of terms
that should be mnemonicized. Send
postcards only, please, with one
Omnemonic per card. Judging will be
based on originality, cleverness, and that

indefinable dash of rightness that makes a
good mnemonic stick to the brainpan
even after final exam week. All entries

become the property of Omni. None will

be returned. Entries must be postmarked
by April 15, 1980. The usual prizes. Send
to: Omni Competition #12; 909 Third

Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022 DO
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By Martin J. Pitt

In
argument about -.v nether or not

telepathy exists, there's usually one

unspoken assumption: Telepathy is

desirable.

Consider what would happen if

telepathy became as real as.- plastic or

.steel, with full-blown, definite information

transmission. It being, a commercial

•proposition, we could set some limits on.

the "product." Telepathy should cost at

most as much as a good automobile, it

should require skills co~ payable to those

needed for playing the violin and training

equivalent to learning a language. Any

operation involved should incur no more

risk than cosmetic surgery.

.-. imagine that a renowned brain surgeon

"has perfected a simple— but

irreversible— operation [hat.gives you

immediate, painless, two-way telepathy.

You'd be able to hear the thoughts of

anyone within a range of, say, two meters,

and he or she would be able to pick up ,''-,

your thoughts.
'

Er, all the time? The cacophony from a

cocktail party or a crowd on the street

would be unbearable. Receiving other

people's nightmares would be one of the

hazards of sleeping near someone.

What about a mind-reading facility you

could switch on at will? This would be a

separate, add-on device, obviously

electronic. There would then be an even

bigger demand for an antitelepathy

device. So, eventually, we'd be back to our

original state of noncommunication.

What, then, would be a socially accept-

able and useful form of telepathy?

It'would certainly involve communication;

with each individual able to control the

thoughts he or she chose to send. But we
.have this already. It's called language.

Speech does have its limitations,

though. For example, it is no good for ',_

sending long-distance, instantaneous
'

communications.
-. Consider the practical implications

af telepathy 'or the instantaneous '

transmission of news. It everyone were

telepathic, how
:

could someone in Los'
:

."

Angeles pick out a person in, say, >
:

'

. Frankfurt in the midst of a million or so
.

oiher.minds in the area? Could one .d-istart
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voice divert the -ec.p ent's attention away

from stronger, local voices?

Presumably, our brain waves would have

to be so precisely matched (better than

one in a million) that there could be no

confusion with anyone else. A kind of

brain-wave booster, tuned in to a certain

signal, could alert the other person to

activate his booster

Congratulations, we've just invented the

telephone! In fact, by converting voices to

electronic signals, the telephone is a more

efficient carrier of information than

boosted brain waves are ever likely to be.

The development of radio has removed

any restriction on our mobility, and

television and facsimile transmission

enable information to be sent visually.

Instantaneous? No, not quite, but the

delays are significant only to astronauts,

Suffice it to say that "technological

telepathy" can carry information very

rapidly. Even it true telepathy were

to be developed for astronauts (as has

been suggested), the human brain would

be a very poor route for the high-speed

transmission of navigational data from

computers.
Consider, too, that telepathy would not

necessarily be immune to the physical

laws of the universe.. Even if a new means

of information transfer were discovered, it

would probably be limited to the speed of

light, requiring greater energy to pass over

greaterdistanc.es.

Ah, you SF fans say, but what about real
.

telepathy? A meeting of minds, the

communication of ideas too difficult to

put into words, where only total honesty

is possible? Think about it. Is there

anyone you would be happy to open your

mind to totally? All ofyour mind and

its secrets?

Of course-there has to be some system
'

of limited access. Imagine talking

telepathically to the IRS and trying not to

think about that padtiec expense account.

In other words, 'the need for privacy would

rule out the guarantee of honesty.

. If these' problems could' be overcome,

would direct mental. communication really

yreak the language; oa.-ne'? thir* not.

because ou" 'nental activities are so

intimately connected with language.'The

fact that different languages have many
common features,, among them the way

children learn them, suggests that

language is not just an arbitrary product of

our mental processes but in some sense a

reflection of them. Thus, it seems
necessary to have language in order to .

..«<<.,

have thoughts, not just to express them,

Direct mental communication is

probably more likely to require a common

,

language between the two parties. lt"s :no

accident that linguists speak of ''thinking"

in a foreign language; the way you arrange

thoughts is actually different. A bilingual

person can have trouble relating two

subjects in his mind because they have , .

been taught in different languages. Th's is

an example of a language bar.- or warn'-:

one mind, perhaps the ultimate in

telepathic communication!

So, if you could not understand the

theory of relativity, there wouid have been

nb reason for you torneet Einstein, since' .'.'

the mental processes of a genius are

probably more baffling in person. To truly,

understand what he understood, you

would need his wealth of experience and

skill in forming relationships between '

ideas. Evenif-Einstein's general

conclusions could be passed on

telepathca y, t is difficult to see how such

information arid' abilities could be.

Telepathic communication may exist.

Academically, the prospect is exciting.

Technically, however, it is disappointing.

The effects seem to be weak, occasional-

and not totally reliable.

In any practical sense virtually

everything we might do telepathically can

'

' be done already. Our technology has

fulfilled many of the dreams of old and

many claims of sorcerers, We. can fly and

look down on the earth through the magic

ofanairlineticket. Our seven-league

boots (or bionic legs) are kept in the

garage. We perceive events in faraway

places through our news services rather

lhan through visions in smoke. We can talk

to someone on the other side oftheworld

or look at the surface of. Mat's.

Many of our dreams have already come

true, but we've been too busy to notice.OO


